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Abstract

Animals navigate all over the world at many different scales. Among their navigation

abilities is an intriguing skill which allows them to navigate in the absence of familiar

landmarks or outward journey information. This skill is hypothesised to be an ability to

use a map and compass. Animals are known to use a variety of compasses, such as the sun

and the magnetic field vector, however, the map mechanism is still poorly understood.

This thesis focuses on grid map hypotheses and how they might be experimentally tested.

The hypotheses propose that the animal uses two predictably varying environmental fields

as coordinates. The animal is assumed to know the field values at their target and

current location, but may either hold information on the coordinate field gradients based

on the fields about the target or about the current location. The hypotheses also differ

in how they incorporate field gradient magnitudes and directions. Certain combinations

of assumptions give different navigation models, which we term: Correct Bicoordinate

(Target or Release based), Approximate Bicoordinate, and Directional Navigation.

Differences in model predictions can be exploited to test the model assumptions. In partic-

ular, this thesis presents methods for model comparison to: initial bearings such as might

be obtained when an animal is released after displacement, bearings from virtual displace-

ment experiments, and animal trajectories recorded by tracking devices. The methods

are trialled using homing pigeons as a model species utilising historical data. We test the

additional hypothesis that features of the geomagnetic field are used as coordinates. No

evidence is found to support the hypothesis that pigeons are using the magnetic field as

part of a bicoordinate map over distances of a few hundred kilometres. We suggest that

using the magnetic field as a coordinate would be more efficient over greater distances

where it would be robust to variation. As tracking devices improve, more data are being

collected from long distance travellers. This in combination with the grid map navigation

models will enable testing of the navigation hypothesis of the use of the magnetic field,

or alternative environmental fields, as a map coordinate in multiple species.
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1
Introduction

Numerous animals navigate impressively long distances throughout their life histories.

These journeys may be for the purposes of exploration, or migration to breeding or for-

aging grounds, and often involve being tossed around by winds or currents with a lack of

landmarks by which to compensate. For recent reviews of long distance animal navigation

see Holland (2014), and Kishkinev (2015).

For example, bar-tailed godwits, Limosa lapponica, migrate directly across the Pacific

from their breeding grounds in Alaska, to their feeding grounds in New Zealand. They

make this 11,000 km journey nonstop (Gill et al., 2005). The bar-tailed godwits do take

advantage of favourable winds on departure but would still experience challenging drift

along the way due to crosswinds. Adult wandering albatrosses, Diomedea exulans, from

Marion Island, in the southern Indian Ocean, frequently make long distance foraging

trips during their incubation and chick-rearing season. These expeditions range over 500

km with some females even ranging over 1000 km over several days (Nel et al., 2002).

Furthermore, juveniles from the nearby Crozet Islands have been estimated to travel

approximately 185,000 km during their first year at sea (Weimerskirch et al., 2014).

Salmon, whales and turtles need to be able to compensate for displacement by currents,

1



2 Introduction

and make navigation decisions in visually featureless ocean expanses. Pacific salmon,

Oncorhynchus spp., migrate from their ocean foraging areas back to the specific river in

which they spawned. The final homing to the river mouth is mediated by olfactory cues,

but the salmon would have already travelled thousands of kilometres before reaching these

cues (Dittman and Quinn, 1996). Humpback whales, Megaptera novaeangliae, maintain

constant courses over hundreds of kilometres despite deflection by ocean currents during

their seasonal migrations between their feeding and breeding grounds in the southern

oceans (Horton et al., 2011). Green turtles, Chelonia mydas, migrate back and forth

between their foraging grounds on the Brazilian coast and their nesting grounds over 2000

km away on Ascension Island in the middle of the Atlantic ocean. Based on displacement

experiments, there appears to be different phases of navigation on the way to Ascension

Island with fairly constant courses until a few hundred kilometres away from the island.

This then changes to a more wandering, perhaps searching phase; and then a final direct

course to the island is suggested to be mediated by wind borne cues (Lohmann et al.,

2008; Luschi et al., 2001).

1.1 Overview of navigation mechanisms

A range of navigation mechanisms are possible depending on the cues available and the

capabilities of the species. In this thesis we refer to a range of species but pay particular

attention to homing pigeons, Columba livia, which are capable of homing over hundreds

of kilometres (Grüter et al., 1982; Keeton, 1973; Windsor, 1975), as many navigation

experiments have been done on this model species and we use them in application examples

throughout the thesis. We limit our discussion to navigation where the goal of the animal’s

movement is to reach some target rather than some other orientation behaviour.

We briefly review the range of proposed navigation mechanisms here, but see Able (2001)

and Papi (2006) for more comprehensive reviews. Firstly, beaconing describes the naviga-

tion behaviour employed when an animal has direct sensory contact with a cue emanating

from the target. For example, an insect following an odour plume towards a food source

or mate. Piloting can be thought of as an extension of beaconing where the animal is in

direct sensory contact, such as visual contact, with a series of familiar landmarks along

a route which eventually leads to the target. For example, a bird may follow a series of

visual cues (such as a coastline and small islands), and then a series of olfactory cues

(such as dimethyl sulfide, an indicator of productive ocean areas) towards a nearby feed-

ing ground. This is analogous to the human use of the term “piloting” which applies to
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the use of external reference points.

The remaining navigation mechanisms we discuss require awareness of direction, such as

mediated by a compass. In animal navigation we use the word “compass” as a metaphor

for the methods used by animals to directionally orient, see Chernetsov (2017) for a review

of compass mechanisms such as the use of stars or the magnetic field. Path integration

(Collett and Collett, 2000), also known as inertial navigation or dead reckoning, involves

the animal keeping track of the distances and directions moved during the outward journey

away from the target. This allows the animal to move into unfamiliar areas and calculate

a direction and distance towards the target when it decides to return. A limitation of this

navigation method is that, over long distances, errors in the integration can accumulate

too much for a successful return journey without further cues being available. Vector

navigation is similar in that a distance and direction is determined but this is based on

inherited rather than outward journey information. For instance, this might be used by

an animal making its first migration to a vague (or approximate) target where it has not

been before. For example, a migration to a large area such as a winter range.

The final navigation types we discuss are map and compass mechanisms (Kramer, 1953).

Just as the compass is a metaphor for the orientation mechanisms, the map is a metaphor

for the mechanisms by which an animal determines its position relative to its target. The

two main hypotheses for the map mechanism are a mosaic map and a grid map. A mosaic

map is a set of discrete point locations between which the relative directions are known.

This set is made up of familiar cues, for example, visual landmarks or odours. Unlike

for piloting, the animal does not always need to be in direct sensory contact with the

cues throughout the journey because the animal knows the position of each of the cues in

the mosaic map with respect to the target. Hence, once a position is known, a compass

direction just needs to be followed. Therefore, a mosaic map may be more useful over

larger distances than pilotage. When the landmarks in the map are familiar by inheritance

rather than by experience, such as a particular combination of magnetic field values, we

refer to this as the signpost form of the mosaic map (Lohmann et al., 2001; Wiltschko

and Wiltschko, 2005).

On the other hand, a grid map is a continuous representation of space based on a linear

extrapolation of two or more predictably varying environmental fields (Turner et al.,

2016; Wallraff, 1974). The values and gradients of these fields are used by the animal

to determine coordinate positions relative to the target. Grid maps can be extrapolated,

based on the gradients, outside the familiar area as long as the relevant environmental

field can be sensed. Hence, grip maps have the advantage of being usable in a completely

unfamiliar location. Depending on the scale over which the gradient is predictable, a grid
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map can be used over very large distances. This thesis focuses on mathematical models

of grid map mechanisms, and while the other types of navigation will not be modelled, it

is still important to keep them in mind when examining experimental data.

The navigation mechanisms mentioned are not mutually exclusive on a single journey. For

example, the environment around the loft is well known to a pigeon. Within this familiar

range the animal has direct sensory contact, such as olfactory or visual, with familiar

cues. The familiar range depends on experience and species; for pigeons the familiar

range is estimated to extend out to 5-25 km from the loft (Biro et al., 2006; Gagliardo

et al., 2007; Michener and Walcott, 1967; Wallraff, 1974; Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1999a).

Therefore, beaconing, piloting or mosaic map strategies could theoretically be employed.

See Guilford and Biro (2014) for a good review of navigation within a pigeon’s familiar

area. When out of range of any familiar landmarks (or endogenous cues) some other form

of navigation is required such as path integration or a grid map.

Theoretically, path integration could be used as a means of navigating from an unfamiliar

location if the animal has good sensors and access to outward journey information. Several

insects, such as foraging ants and bees, have been shown to use path integration (Collett

and Collett, 2000). However, we know that path integration is not required by many long

distance animal travellers as they can still navigate in the absence of outward journey

information due to being passively displaced, and when it is difficult, or impossible, to keep

track of an outward route. For example, pigeons which were under general anaesthetic,

or experienced other disorienting measures such as rotating turntables, during transport

by experimenters can still home successfully (Keeton, 1974; Walcott and Schmidt-Koenig,

1973; Wallraff, 1980). Also, we note that there are many species of ocean going animals

(e.g. green turtles) which navigate despite passive displacement due to currents and winds

in visually homogeneous environments (Luschi, 2013). On the other hand, just because

a skill is not required does not mean that it is not used if available (Wallraff, 2000a). It

is possible that path integration is used by young pigeons while their other navigational

skills are being developed (Schiffner and Wiltschko, 2013; Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1985).

However, more losses have been observed from releases involving younger pigeons which

suggests that whatever mechanisms are being used they are not as good as those developed

by adults (Wallraff, 2005).
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1.2 True navigation

In this thesis we refer to the ability to navigate in the absence of direct sensory contact

with the target or familiar landmarks (Griffin, 1952; Keeton, 1974) and with no outward

journey or inherited vector information (Able, 2001; Papi, 2006) as “true” navigation.

The lack of familiar cues rules out beaconing, piloting and a mosaic map, and the lack

of outward journey and inherited vector information rules out path integration,vector

navigation, and the signpost form of the mosaic map. This leaves grid map navigation as

the primary hypothesis.

True navigation might be used during migration, particularly in the absence of visual

landmarks, such as during the bar-tailed godwit’s trans-Pacific journey (Gill et al., 2009),

and has been implicated in the migrations of experienced starlings, Sturnus vulgaris, and

songbirds, Zonotrichia leucophrys gambelii (Perdeck, 1958; Thorup et al., 2007, but see

Kishkinev et al., 2016). The ability is presumed to help animals, moving in or over the

ocean, to account for drift due to currents or wind. True navigation is possibly also

used in homing tasks by animals such as pigeons (Keeton, 1973; Windsor, 1975), newts,

Notophthalmus viridescens (Fischer et al., 2001; Phillips et al., 1995), green sea turtles

(Lohmann et al., 2004), and the spinnylobster, Panulirus argus (Boles and Lohmann,

2003). Pigeons homing from long distances are thought to utilise true navigation, although

there may be a gradual transition from the use of true navigation to a mosaic map and

or pilotage when 5-25 km from home, in other words, when the birds reach their familiar

area (Guilford and Biro, 2014; Schiffner and Wiltschko, 2013). In fact, true navigation

may even be sufficient for pigeons until a few kilometres from the loft (Schlichte, 1973;

Schmidt-Koenig and Walcott, 1978).

One broad hypothesis for the mechanism behind true navigation is a map and compass

system (Kramer, 1953) where the map component is used by the animal to position itself

relative to the target, some sort of compass mechanism is then used to determine orien-

tation and hence the direction in which to move. Much of the evidence for the existence

of true navigation does not distinguish between a mosaic or a grid map mechanism so

one must be wary of overinterpreting the evidence without confirming a definite lack of

familiar cues visual or otherwise. Note that the map and compass hypothesis is some-

times used as a definition for true navigation, which would therefore include the mosaic

map mechanism based on a map of familiar landmarks, or the signpost version. However,

based on the definition outlined at the beginning of this section we would not consider

either of the mosaic map versions as true navigation.
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The compass component of the map and compass mechanism is relatively well established

and understood (Chernetsov, 2017; Füller et al., 1983; Schmidt-Koenig, 1958; Walcott

and Green, 1974; Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 2003a; Wiltschko, 1983). The main evidence

for the involvement of a compass in true navigation comes from clock shift experiments

(Keeton, 1974; Schmidt-Koenig, 1960; Wallraff, 1974). In a clock shift experiment an

animal’s internal (biological) clock is shifted by several hours by keeping it inside with

the dark-light cycles shifted to the new phase. Some animals use their internal clock

to make sense of the position of celestial cues with diurnal cycles, such as the sun, for

the purpose of orienting. So, for example, when experimenters observe that clock shifted

pigeons have initial bearings rotated with respect to control pigeons when released under

the natural sky, then this is taken as evidence for the use of a compass in their navigation

strategy. Pigeons use the sun, when available, as their primary compass to determine

north (Schmidt-Koenig, 1960). The azimuth of the magnetic field vector, which does not

cycle diurnally, provides a back up compass (Keeton, 1971) for cloudy days. Many night

migrating birds use a star compass (Emlen, 1975) and others may use polarised light

(Muheim et al., 2014).

Despite the recognition now that the navigation process is multifactorial (Keeton, 1971;

Walcott, 1996) there is some controversy over a dominant map mechanism and sensory

cue (Bingman and Cheng, 2005; Holland, 2014). Two of the main current contenders are

a literal grid map based on the magnetic field and an olfactory map based on multiple at-

mospheric gradients and wind directions. The literal interpretation of the map component

is that the animal has a two coordinate grid map representation based on two environ-

mental gradient fields linearly extrapolated about the familiar target (Wallraff, 1974).

For example, the two coordinates might be the ratios of concentrations of two volatile

organic compounds relative to a third volatile organic gradient (Wallraff, 2000b). Or,

the intensity of the geomagnetic field, and its inclination (Lohmann and Lohmann, 1996;

Viguier, 1882). Variations on this literal interpretation are possible and could include

additional coordinates, a non-linear extrapolation, and unequal weighting of coordinates.

However, the focus of this thesis is on modelling and testing grid map navigation, where

the core idea is a two coordinate gradient map (Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1999b) as per

the literal interpretation. In Section 1.3 we outline the grid map models, however, they

will be discussed in much more detail in Chapter 2. In Section 1.4 we come back to the

possible sensory cues used in the map component.
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1.3 Grid map models

Given the above hypotheses on the grid map mechanism of true navigation, mathematical

models can be constructed. These models use some environmental field or fields as the

input and predict the bearings which the animal thinks are in the direction of the target.

The models are not intended to produce accurate homeward orientations everywhere as

in fact animals do make site-specific errors, also known as release site biases (Keeton,

1973, 1974; Kramer, 1959; Wallraff, 1959). Observations are often made of an animal’s

initial orientation error - the difference between the true target directed bearing and

the direction in which the animal initially moves when homing. Hence the spatial, and

sometimes temporal, arrangement of initial orientation errors is useful in testing how

consistent a grid map model is with experimental data. The models represent the kinds

of calculations that could be made in the navigation process. However, the models make

no assumptions about how these calculations are neurologically achieved.

Several variations of literal grid map models exist but with different assumptions or out-

puts. But in all these hypotheses, it is assumed that the animal uses two environmental

fields as coordinates of a map. Figure 1.1 illustrates the mechanisms of two such grid

map models. The mechanisms for each model will be clearly explained later in Chapter 2,

but here we show two example environmental fields, which we represent by their contours

(the solid red and blue lines in Figure 1.1). In a perfect world the two environmental

fields would vary linearly with their directions of steepest slope perpendicular to each

other in the horizontal plane. In the real world environmental fields are not so simple.

For example, in Figure 1.1, the two fields increase in directions that are nonorthogonal,

and the blue field varies nonlinearly (i.e. the contours are curved).

In all the grid map models the animal is assumed to have a representation of the two

coordinate fields which we call a cognitive map. Note that the cognitive map is not

necessarily a visual representation in the mind’s eye, but is a cognitive representation of

space encoding distance and directions. The animal is assumed to have some knowledge

of the field gradient directions and magnitudes, as well as the field values at the target

location (in Figure 1.1 this is at the green square). The cognitive map of the animal is

constructed from this information, where the field gradients are linear approximations

of the coordinate fields usually about the target location. Hence the cognitive map of

the blue field in Figure 1.1 is that represented by the dashed blue lines. To determine a

direction towards the goal the animal then compares the environmental field values at the

current location to its cognitive map. We review the differences between the grid map

models in detail in Chapter 2, but give a brief introduction into the previous work on grid
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(a) Correct Bicoordinate (T) (b) Approximate Bicoordinate

Figure 1.1. Literal grid map mechanisms. Fields A and B are represented by the dark blue
and red contours respectively. The contours of the target field values are in bold. Target location
is the dark green square and the linearised coordinate A is shown by the dashed light blue line.
Release site locations are shown by the black dot and the assumed release site positions are shown
as grey dot. Vector calculations for each method are shown by the grey arrows. The true target
directed vector is shown as a black line, the final assumed bearing as a black arrow, and the
initial orientation error in purple. This figure is part of Figure 2.2 from Chapter 2, and was
originally published in Turner et al. (2016).

map models here.

Wallraff (1974) contemplated a variety of navigation mechanisms based on two or more

coordinates. The Wiltschko research group picked up on one of these mechanisms which

involves the animal positioning themselves with respect to each coordinate field indepen-

dently and adding the resulting vectors together (Wiltschko and Nehmzow, 2005). To do

this, the animal is assumed to have a cognitive map constructed as a linearization of two

fields at the familiar target. In other words, the model assumes that the animal knows the

rate of change and direction of the field gradients at the target location. The mechanism

also requires that the animal can measure and compare the field values at the target and

at the unknown current location. This model was used to investigate the influence of the

animal’s sensitivity to the coordinate field values, field gradients, and compass accuracy.

Wiltschko and Nehmzow (2005) simulated tracks and calculated homing efficiencies and

mean vector lengths, which are a measure of variability in initial orientations, but did not

investigate initial orientation error patterns. An initial description of the Wiltschko and

Nehmzow (2005) model actually appears in Wiltschko and Wiltschko (1982). However,

the coordinate fields in the example given are orthogonal at the target, such that the

approximate assumption of independent coordinates is never explicitly stated. Investi-

gation of the stochastic component of this model was also presented in two conferences
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(Nehmzow and Wiltschko, 2000, 2001). In these papers the effects of coordinate fields

where the contours are nonorthogonal were investigated, resulting in the orientation error

predictions characteristic of the approximate assumption, but the equations that form the

basis of this model were not published until the Wiltschko and Nehmzow (2005) paper.

In an attempt to produce the large initial orientation errors observed in experimental data

Benhamou independently proposed the “Approximate Bicoordinate” model (Benhamou,

2003) which is actually the same as that used by the Wiltschko group! During the home-

ward bearing calculation the angle between the field gradient directions is not taken into

account resulting in large navigation errors close to the target. Benhamou considered

both homing efficiencies and initial orientation error as outputs of this model. In the

Benhamou (2003) paper linear coordinate fields are considered which meant that initial

orientation could be investigated as a function of target direction and angle between fields.

In contrast, the model which we call “Correct Bicoordinate (Target based)” does take

into account the angle between the coordinate fields when target-directed bearings are

calculated. In the Postlethwaite and Walker (2011, 2014) model the animal is assumed

to have a cognitive map constructed once again as a linearization of two fields at the

familiar target. In these papers the model output is presented as a spatial pattern of

initial orientation error. The model is called “Correct” because if the real coordinate field

contours are linear (i.e. they are not just linear in the cognitive map) then no navigation

error will be predicted. Orientation error is predicted if at least one field has non linear

contours, or the gradient magnitude is not constant.

The model constructed by Jankowski (2010) is similar to that of Postlethwaite and Walker

(2011), except that the cognitive map is not based on the familiar target. Instead the

linearization is essentially based on the release site. Hence, we refer to this model as

“Correct Bicoordinate (Release based)”. The animal is assumed to move in the directions,

initially by trial and error, that minimize the field value differences.

Wallraff developed an alternative navigation model which uses the directions of the coor-

dinate fields but not their gradient magnitudes (Wallraff, 1989a,b). With less information

used the orientations predicted are less accurate, particularly when each coordinate field is

also assumed to contain anomalies, so Wallraff proposed using many more than two coor-

dinate fields. We refer to the two coordinate version of Wallraff’s model as the Directional

model.
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1.4 Sensory cues

A variety of environmental fields that vary systematically over large distances are being

considered as coordinate fields such as magnetic (Freake et al., 2006), chemical (Gagliardo,

2013), gravity (Blaser et al., 2013), and acoustic (infra-sound) (Griffin, 1969) fields. Note

that these environmental cues have also been proposed for use in other navigation mecha-

nisms (such as a mosaic map) in addition to being proposed as coordinates in a grid map.

Under the literal grid map interpretation the geomagnetic field is a strong contender as it

varies systematically over large distances and disruptions in the magnetic field have been

shown to influence navigation (Freake et al., 2006; Walker et al., 2002). The use of at-

mospheric chemicals has been suggested in association with the directional models, while

much less effort has been taken on investigating the more speculative theories involving

gravity or infrasound.

1.4.1 Magnetic

A key hypothesis we examine throughout the thesis is the suggestion that true navigation

is explained by the use of the geomagnetic field in a grid map system. In particular we

examine this hypothesis applied to homing pigeons.

The geomagnetic field is made up of the main field produced by the earth’s magnetic

core, for which we have good mathematical models (Finlay et al., 2010; Thébault et al.,

2015), and additional anomalies produced by magnetic crustal rocks. The main field

varies systematically through space but also through time. These spatial and temporal

changes are on the order of a few nT per km and per year, depending on location, and

approximately 30 nT diurnally. The magnetic field is a vector field characterized by

intensity, inclination and declination. The total geomagnetic intensity incorporating both

the main field and anomalies can be measured in field surveys often run by mineral

companies. Inclination and declination are more difficult to measure in surveys so the

corresponding data are rare to find so we make use of the spherical harmonic geomagnetic

models.

It is still not clear how pigeons, a key experimental model, perceive the magnetic field.

One possibility is that magnetic intensity may be detected using ferrimagnetic material

in the beak. Another magnetoreceptor, based on cryptochromes which are photoreceptive

molecules, has been suggested for the detection of magnetic inclination, but see Holland

(2014) for a review of the conflicting evidence for both these mechanisms. However, there
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are several lines of evidence which demonstrate that pigeons can sense the magnetic field.

Pigeons show greater disorientation when there is temporal variation in the magnetic field

due to solar activity, or spatial variation in the magnetic field due to irregular anoma-

lies (references in Freake et al., 2006, and more recently Schiffner et al., 2011b; Schiffner

and Wiltschko, 2011; Wiltschko et al., 2010, 2009). The size of these magnetic variations

and their effect on pigeon navigation indicates sensitivity down to 20 nT (Keeton, 1974;

Schiffner and Wiltschko, 2011; Walcott, 1978). This level is low enough to detect the

anomalies due to crustal rocks, which can add or subtract up to 1000 nT from the main

field. It has been proposed that pigeons make movements perpendicular and parallel to

magnetic intensity contours during the initial phase at both second (Dennis et al., 2007)

and minute (Mora and Walker, 2009) intervals. However, Wiltschko et al. (2009) have

questioned the feasibility of small-scale contour following due to the level of sensitivity

that would be required which has yet to be evidenced in other experiments. Magnetic

intensity has been associated with navigation in pigeons indirectly through experiments

such as anesthetization of the region of the beak thought to contain magnetic recep-

tors (Wiltschko et al., 2010) and a spatial behavioural training task with increasing and

decreasing magnetic intensity (Mora and Bingman, 2013). Inclination, the angle the mag-

netic vector makes with the horizontal, has been suggested as a map component in newts,

loggerhead turtles, Caretta caretta, and migratory birds, Zosterops lateralis (Fischer et al.,

2001, 2003; Lohmann and Lohmann, 1994, 1996). As with geomagnetic intensity, pigeons

have also been trained to use inclination in a spatial task (Mora et al., 2014).

While it is agreed that pigeons can sense the magnetic field some researchers question

its role in a navigation map, suggesting that disorientation due to changes in the mag-

netic field could be due to non-navigational effects such as stress, and noting that pigeons

equipped with magnetic field disrupting devices can still home (Walcott, 1991; Wallraff,

2001). Experiments in adult pigeons where the trigeminal nerve, thought to carry mag-

netic information, has been sectioned showed no impairment in navigation (Gagliardo

et al., 2009) even though pigeons with sectioned olfactory nerves did show impaired nav-

igation. As such, the mix of evidence is perplexing.

1.4.2 Odours

Several experiments have implicated the involvement of olfaction in navigation. Early

work by Papi et al. (1971) showed that sectioning of the olfactory nerve impaired homing

behaviour of pigeons. It has been suggested that the sectioning may have unintentionally

also affected the magnetic sense, however, see Gagliardo (2013) for a discussion of the
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related literature. The involvement of odours in navigation could be as a part of a mosaic

map, a grid map or otherwise. However, a series of experiments beginning with Baldaccini

et al. (1975) in which manipulation of wind directions around pigeon lofts led to deflections

in initial orientations indicates a role for odours in a grid type map. The olfactory grid

map hypothesis requires a minimum of three chemical gradients in the atmosphere to

create a two dimensional ratio map. For example, these odours could be atmospheric

chemical concentrations emanating from coasts or lakes. In this scenario the cue is not

the absolute value of the gradient fields that is used, but rather their ratios. Also, it

has been proposed that the map is not created as a linearization of the familiar target

gradients, but from the directional information received on the wind (Papi et al., 1972).

In this alternative mechanism only direction, not distance, is gained from the cues at the

release site (see Gagliardo, 2013 for a review). Atmospheric chemical gradients could be

used as gradients in a grid map, but we do not focus on odours in this thesis because

specific chemicals used in navigation have not yet been defined and as such we have no

measured concentration fields on which to test the grid map models. Wallraff (2013)

tested a navigation model on concentrations of trace gases as a proof of concept that

the navigation mechanism is feasible, but there is no evidence that these particular gases

are actually used by navigating animals. The model Wallraff used is a version of the

Directional model with many more than two gradients.

1.4.3 Gravity

It has been proposed that the animal contains the biological equivalent of a gyroscope

so that the angle between the horizontal plane at the familiar target and the gravity

vector at the current location can be detected. The angle would approach 90◦ towards

the target. The beauty of this hypothesis is that if such a biological gyroscope existed it

would theoretically work on a hemisphere scale but so far the evidence is weak (Blaser

et al., 2013, 2014; Kanevskyi et al., 1984). This theory is so far rather speculative so we

do not discuss it further in this thesis.

1.4.4 Infrasound

“Infrasound” refers to sound below the frequencies which humans can hear and is, for

example, originally generated by wave-wave interactions over the ocean. In some ways

the involvement of this sensory cue does not qualify as “true” navigation, but rather

beaconing, as it proposes that the bird can actually hear the infrasound coming from the
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familiar target propagated by the atmosphere (Hagstrum, 2000). The characteristic signal

at the target is suggested to be due to the influence of the local terrain on atmospheric

pressure oscillations. However, an approximately linear gradient could be formed if the

infrasound is generated by a geographically large linear source. So far the evidence for

this hypothesis is largely based on correlation studies (Hagstrum, 2013; Hagstrum and

Manley, 2015; Hagstrum et al., 2016). Again, as this is still a rather speculative theory,

we do not discuss it in further detail in this thesis.

1.5 Experimental measurements

Aside from a theoretical consideration of mathematical models of navigation, an aim

of this thesis was to test the models against real experimental data because each of the

models support different hypotheses about the navigation capabilities of animals. Here we

review the experimental models used and the factors, both biological and experimental,

which may affect the application of the mathematical models. We also discuss what

existing data are available for comparison.

While there are many interesting migratory species, conducting experiments with these

species can be challenging as, in general, they will not navigate on demand. Hence, much

of the experimental research on navigation has concentrated on the homing pigeon as

a model species since it has been bred to be highly motivated to navigate back to its

home loft and is relatively easy to work with. Although the homing pigeon does not

migrate, other pigeons in the same genus, such as the Common Wood pigeon, Columba

palumbus, do (Alerstam and Ulfstrand, 1974). In this thesis much of the testing of the

navigational models will be on pigeon datasets. Although pigeons are highly motivated to

home, there are additional non-navigational factors adding to their movement behaviour,

such as release site topology. For example, a bird will fly up and down a valley to gain

height. Weather, such as wind direction, may also influence flight behaviour. Additional

non-navigational motivation factors to be aware of include attraction to villages and edges

and aversion to flying over water (Guilford and Biro, 2014; Mann et al., 2014). Other

model species used in the investigation of true navigation include salmon, lobsters, turtles,

and migrating birds (see Bingman and Cheng, 2005, for a review of true navigation across

species).

Experimental measurements which can be compared to the models include vanishing

bearings, orientations in virtual displacement experiments, and tracks. These measures

are described in the following sections.
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1.5.1 Vanishing bearings

A common navigation experiment is a displacement-release in which the animal is pas-

sively displaced with limited outward journey information and then released. The tra-

ditional measurement taken in displacement-release experiments is a vanishing bearing,

which is the bearing of the point at which the animal disappears over the horizon with

respect to the release site location. This gives helpful but incomplete information on

movement behaviour as an animal does not simply move in a straight line away from the

release site. Vanishing bearings are typically recorded, using a compass and binoculars,

as a clockwise deviation from North, the vanishing point for pigeons being approximately

2-2.5 km from the release point. Occasionally vanishing bearings at greater distances have

been recorded using radio tracking (for example Windsor, 1975).

A released animal is naturally free in the environment to move and measure whatever

cues are available. However, it should be noted that freedom of movement can create ad-

ditional challenges for model comparison as it is not just the navigation cues, but also the

surrounding environment that could influence the animal’s movements. Initial movement

may be a sampling behaviour or behaviour unrelated to navigation but rather motivated

by curiosity or the shock of being handled by a human. For shorter vanishing distances

there is also initially more scatter in the bearings due to the stochasticity of the initial

flight behaviour. In general this is dealt with by averaging multiple releases and collecting

measurements from multiple release sites. Since the magnetic field is the back up com-

pass used by pigeons as well as a potential cue used in the map component, experimental

releases are commonly conducted on sunny days, so that the celestial compass will be

preferred.

Existing pigeon navigation datasets are mostly vanishing bearings. For example, both

the largest regional datasets, from Ithaca, USA and Frankfurt and Wüburg, Germany,

were collected before the use of Global Positioning Devices (GPDs) (Brown et al., 1984;

Grüter et al., 1982; Wallraff, 1986; Windsor, 1975). More recent records for these lofts

are limited to a fewer number of release sites. The newer releases were often conducted

around magnetic anomalies, which is useful for model comparison, many of these pigeons

being from the Frankfurt loft (Wiltschko et al., 2010, 2009; Wiltschko and Wiltschko,

2003b). There are also records from other regions, for example, Italy (Ioalè, 1995). Note

that much of the current work done in Italy focuses on olfactory cues, while the work in

Germany and New York had a larger focus on magnetic cues.

More recently with the development of GPDs whole tracks are available. Virtual vanishing
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bearings can be derived from these tracks, for example by taking the point at which the

animal first crosses a certain radius (Schiffner et al., 2013; Schiffner and Wiltschko, 2009).

Given the full tracks, a variety of characteristics could be used to represent the initial

orientation. For example, the actual heading at the virtual vanishing point, or bearings

taken at the point where the bird potentially makes an inital navigation decision (Schiffner

et al., 2011b, 2013; Schiffner and Wiltschko, 2009).

1.5.2 Caged and virtual displacement orientation

Another traditional measurement, which preludes virtual displacement experiments, is an-

imal orientation in caged experiments (Chelazzi and Pardi, 1972; Kowalski, 1994) where

it is the stationary initial orientation of the animal that is measured. These observations

are easily comparable to the navigation models which predict a single orientation from a

point location based on two environmental values. Variables which may influence naviga-

tion are much more easily controlled in a caged experiment than a release one. However,

caged experiments are complicated by the issue of an unnatural navigational situation

which may influence factors such as motivation and the ability of the animal to measure

cues which it would ordinarily use. This has the effect of increasing the variability of the

results.

In the original caged experiments investigating the map component, an animal would be

taken out to a release site and its orientation observed in the cage. This avoided complica-

tions due to initial flight behaviour and allowed control of sensory cues. A key observation

was that orientation in caged experiments (Chelazzi and Pardi, 1972; Kowalski, 1994) in-

dicates that an initial sampling period of movement is not required for a bird to decide

on an assumed bearing.

On the other hand virtual displacement experiments do not require an actual physical

displacement, instead the displacement is simulated by the change in some specific sensory

cue, and often conducted in a lab. The major environmental fields currently investigated

by virtual displacement experiments are the components of the geomagnetic field. This is

done by controlling, with electric coils, the fields experienced by the animal (Kirschvink,

1992). Depending on the experimental system, orientation can be measured in a variety

of ways. Examples of such experimental set-ups include the recording of loggerhead turtle

swimming directions and movement directions of newts, in a tank, and the movements

of migratory birds, Acrocephalus scirpaceus, in Emlen funnels (Chernetsov et al., 2017;

Fischer et al., 2001; Kishkinev et al., 2015; Lohmann et al., 2012; Putman et al., 2015).
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1.5.3 Tracks

An animal’s movement can be recorded as a series of time indexed locations by various

tracking technology. For example, Global Positioning System (GPS), Argos doppler shift,

radio transmitter, and solar geolocator are the most common sensor types for the ani-

mal tracks stored on Movebank, which is an online depository for animal movement data

(Wikelski, M., and Kays, R. 2007 Movebank: archive, analysis and sharing of animal move-

ment data. Hosted by the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology, (www.movebank.org).

Such tracks can be collected from displacement-release experiments, but also from ani-

mals passively displaced by winds or currents, or returning home after a foraging trip.

However, in these cases one must consider whether outward journey information may be

used, or if the journey is too long, or the winds and currents are too unpredictable for

this to be the case.

GPD technology for tracking the entire homing path was only applied this century (Steiner

et al., 2000; Von Hnerbein et al., 2000). Viewing the flight paths away from a release site

shows that at vanishing point the bird may be flying in quite a different direction to the

recorded vanishing bearing (Dennis et al., 2007; Schiffner et al., 2011b, 2013). Hence,

we consider some alternative characteristics for comparison to the models. Along an

entire track it is not a realistic assumption that the bird is making a single navigational

decision. There may, for example, be initial displacement due to some sort of sampling

strategy or initial flight behaviour and this will contain a stochastic element. Depending

on the information gained during the initial stage the bird may then choose a direction

it suspects is target directed. For example, in pigeons released within a rapidly changing

magnetic field, such as a magnetic anomaly, an extended initial phase has been observed

(Schiffner et al., 2011b; Wiltschko et al., 2009). There may then be subsequent updates in

the heading of the animal along the track. As mentioned earlier, the animal will probably

not be using true navigation for the entire journey, especially when it reaches a familiar

area. Therefore, only the initial movement behaviour, covering an appropriate distance

will be analysed with respect to the true navigation models.

1.6 Thesis Outline

The purpose of this thesis is to explore mathematical models of long distance animal

navigation. The thesis particularly focuses on making these models more accessible to

biologists and on ways to apply the models using traditional, current, and emerging
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biological datatypes.

In Chapter 2, we review the existing models, with particular attention to how specific bio-

logical assumptions relate to the formulation of these models. We highlight the similarity

and differences between the models in both assumptions and predictions, identifying con-

nections which had not previously been identified. The navigation models were originally

formulated in the context of navigation with two coordinates. However, we show how

they can all be extended to multicoordinates. In Chapter 2, we focus on predictions of

initial orientation errors and efficiency of homing, since these were the common traditional

measurements in animal navigation research. This chapter is based on my work published

in Turner et al. (2016).

In Chapter 3, we show how the theoretical navigation models can be applied for compar-

ison of model predictions to experimentally measured initial orientation errors. The case

study is a dataset of pigeons released from a range of locations in New York State. It

has long been hypothesised that pigeons might use the magnetic field as part of the map

component of their navigation skills (Gould, 1980; Moore, 1980; Walcott, 1980). There-

fore, we investigate this hypothesis using the models presented in Chapter 2. This chapter

updates the work of Lednor (1982).

It is not always experimentally feasible to measure the initial orientation error of an

animal, and an experimenter may wish to have more control over the cues available

to a navigating individual. In these cases the animal’s orientation response to stimuli,

presented in a controlled artificial environment, has been recorded. We refer to these

scenarios as virtual displacements, because although the animal has not been physically

displaced they behave as if they had been. In Chapter 4, we show how the navigation

models can be reformulated to give predictions of initial bearings for any combination of

coordinate field values irrespective of actual location. This chapter builds on the work of

Phillips (1996) who considered this type of model output for one of the navigation models.

A complication factor in the current state of research into long distance animal navigation

is that we are not sure which environmental fields may be being used as coordinates in a

map. Chapter 5 presents reformulations of the navigation models which take, as inputs,

a single coordinate field and an initial bearing, to output possible second coordinate

fields. We illustrate these inverted models with an application to the pigeon dataset from

Chapter 3, where the hypothesised single coordinate field is the magnetic field. The results

from Chapter 4 can be used to understand the range of output coordinate fields possible.

GPS tracking of animal movement is one of the newest techniques available in animal
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research. In Chapter 6, we show how this rapidly expanding dataset of animal movement

could be used to test the hypotheses represented by the navigation models explored in

this thesis. In this chapter, we develop a statistical technique for comparing animal tracks

to those simulated from stochastic versions of the navigation models.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we look ahead to how the understanding and methods developed

in this thesis can help to solve the question of which mechanisms animals are using to

navigate in their journeys all around the globe.



2
Literal grid map models

The majority of this chapter is adapted from Turner et al. (2016) except for the additional

content on the extension of the models to multicoordinates (Section 2.2.3).

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive review and comparison of

models for the subset of current true navigation hypotheses that are based on a literal in-

terpretation of a two-coordinate grid map for the map component (Viguier, 1882; Wallraff,

1974). These coordinates might be based on environmental fields such as the geomag-

netic field or chemical gradients (Kishkinev, 2015). In addition, we propose how each of

the navigation models could be extended to more than two coordinates. We begin, in

Section 2.2, by reviewing the model mechanisms as well as the possible model inputs and

outputs which will be considered in this chapter. In Section 2.3 we present the predictions,

for two types of model outputs, for a range of input cases for each mechanism model. The

different assumptions behind each model and the resulting differences in predictions will

be discussed in Section 2.4.

19
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2.2 Review of Models

We will consider in detail four literal map models which we will refer to as:

i. Correct Bicoordinate (Target based), first modelled by Phillips (1996) and later

expanded by Postlethwaite and Walker (2011, 2014).

ii. Correct Bicoordinate (Release based), introduced by Jankowski (2010).

iii. Approximate Bicoordinate, developed by Benhamou (2003); Nehmzow and Wiltschko

(2000, 2001); Wiltschko and Nehmzow (2005).

iv. Directional, adapted from Papi et al. (1972) and Wallraff (1989a,b).

We first, in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, give a review of each of these models. Although the

grid map models are not new, this review gives an explicit presentation of the equations

of each model in a unified framework and highlights the similarities and differences be-

tween the models. In Section 2.2.3 we present the model extensions for more than two

coordinates, this Section is an addition to the original published paper. Then in Sections

2.2.4 and 2.2.5 we describe the “conceptual experiments” we perform in order to compare

the mechanisms of each model.

2.2.1 Literal map model characteristics

All literal grid map models assume that the animal has a cognitive grid map of two

environmental fields, A and B, which are used as coordinates. In most cases the cognitive

map will be an approximation of the “real” map of these fields. In all the models we

consider the cognitive map is a linear extrapolation, but more complicated approximations

would be possible. It is assumed that the animal knows the field values at the target (e.g.

home) location (equation (2.2.1)) and has the ability to measure them at the release site

(equation (2.2.2)). We use x and y to represent two-dimensional geographical spatial

coordinates, for example measuring the east and north directions in kilometres. We label

the target location by (xT , yT ) and (xR, yR) is the release site location. The fields A and

B are scalar functions of x and y. The gradients of fields A and B are given by

∇A = A′

[
cosα

sinα

]
, ∇B = B′

[
cos β

sin β

]
.
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The gradients ∇A, and ∇B are here described in terms of the gradient directions (direc-

tion of steepest slopes, α and β, with respect to a compass direction, illustrated in Figure

2.1) and the gradient magnitudes (slopes) in those directions (A′, B′) as in Benhamou

(2003). We label the contours of A and B which pass through the target as the ‘target

value contours’. We further define the following:

• Target field values:

AT = A(xT , yT ), BT = B(xT , yT ) (2.2.1)

• Release site field values:

AR = A(xR, yR), BR = B(xR, yR) (2.2.2)

• Field gradients associated with orthogonal compass directions evaluated at the tar-

get or release site respectively:

MT =

 ∂A
∂x

∂A
∂y

∂B
∂x

∂B
∂y

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(xT ,yT )

, MR =

 ∂A
∂x

∂A
∂y

∂B
∂x

∂B
∂y

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(xR,yR)

(2.2.3)
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Figure 2.1. An example of fields A and B, which increase to the north and northeast re-
spectively and are represented by the dark blue and red contours respectively. The contours of
the target field values are in bold. The target location is at the dark green square. The dashed
light blue lines in (a) show the linearised coordinate A for the cognitive map constructed in the
Correct Bicoordinate (Target) and Approximate mechanisms. In (b), the cognitive map of B is
the same as the true map.

Note that the cognitive grid map, if such exists, may not necessarily include a mental
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image of the coordinate fields. The essential information required for these models is an

association of field gradient directions with compass directions (equation (2.2.3)), and

a knowledge of the difference in field values between the release site and target relative

to the assumed field gradient magnitudes. Throughout this chapter, and the rest of the

thesis, this set of information (A′, B′, α, β, AT , BT ) will be referred to as a cognitive map.

2.2.2 Model descriptions

The literal grid map models in this chapter fall into several categories, depending on

the mechanisms in each model. The first aspect to consider is how the cognitive map

is constructed. In all cases it is a linear extrapolation of the fields A and B, but this

linearisation could be about the target or the release location. In addition, the field

gradient magnitudes in the cognitive map may be based on actual gradient magnitudes

(presumably attained by sampling or possibly inherited), or, the field gradient magnitudes

may be ignored. In the latter case this means that the gradient magnitudes are effectively

assumed to be relative to the absolute field difference between release site and target.

The initial bearing, θIB, is the initial direction of movement by the animal, before updat-

ing, determined by the navigation process. The calculation of θIB may be mathematically

correct, or approximate, in which the angle between gradient directions (α − β) is not

compensated for (the angle is effectively assumed to be 90◦). Note that the mathemati-

cally correct method here is only correct in the case where the coordinate fields are linear.

The combinations of assumptions used in each model are shown in Table 2.1.

Cognitive map
Model linearised around gradient magnitude θIB computation
Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) Target used mathematically correct

Correct Bicoordinate (Release based) Release site used mathematically correct

Approximate Bicoordinate Target used ignores nonorthogonality

Directional Target ignored ignores nonorthogonality

Table 2.1. Literal grid map characteristics.

Correct Bicoordinate (Target or Release based)

The Correct Bicoordinate navigation mechanism, also referred to as a grid or gradient map

(Able, 2001; Bingman and Cheng, 2005), is a popular current idea (Holland, 2014). The

cognitive map is generally considered to be a linear extrapolation of the fields about the

familiar target (for example, the light blue contours in Figure 2.2(a)) as mathematically
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described by Phillips (1996), and Postlethwaite and Walker (2011, 2014). To acquire the

information needed it is assumed, for example, that the animal has sampled values from

the fields around the target in order to determine the gradient direction for each field (α, β)

and the gradient magnitudes (A′, B′). Or, equivalently, equation (2.2.3) is evaluated at

(xT , yT ). Once a release position is located on the cognitive map θIB is in the direction of

the vector from the assumed position (xp, yp) to the target (equations (2.2.4) and (2.2.5),

as in Postlethwaite and Walker, 2014). An assumed target oriented vector [dx, dy]T , from

which θIB can be derived, can also be calculated as the weighted sum of vectors along the

contours of each field in the cognitive map (equations (2.2.6) and (2.2.7)) as illustrated

in Figure 2.2(a) and suggested by Benhamou (2003). The weightings, or length, of each

field’s contour vector are proportional to the difference in the opposite field value between

release site (e.g. AR) and target (e.g. AT ) relative to the gradient magnitudes (e.g. A′)

and taking the angle between the fields (α− β) into account. The inverse tangent is then

taken ensuring θIB is in the correct quadrant. Formally, we write this as[
xp

yp

]
= M−1

T

[
AR − AT
BR −BT

]
+

[
xT

yT

]
(2.2.4)

tan θIB =

(
yT − yp
xT − xp

)
, (2.2.5)

which can be alternatively written as

[
dx

dy

]
=


(AT − AR)cos(β − π/2)

A′sin(β − α)
+

(BT −BR)cos(α− π/2)

B′sin(α− β)

(AT − AR)sin(β − π/2)

A′sin(β − α)
+

(BT −BR)sin(α− π/2)

B′sin(α− β)

 (2.2.6)

tan θIB =
dy

dx
. (2.2.7)

Note that equations (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) are derived from considering the map using a

positional representation (literal grid map), whereas equations (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) can be

considered as a vectorial representation (mental map is not required) as alluded to in

Benhamou (1997). The equivalence of equations (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) with equations (2.2.6)

and (2.2.7) is shown in the following:

Firstly, dx = xT−xp and dy = yT−yp, (therefore equation (2.2.5) is equivalent to equation

(2.2.7)), hence equation (2.2.4) gives[
dx

dy

]
= −M−1

T

[
AR − AT
BR −BT

]
.
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(a) Correct Bicoordinate (T) (b) Correct Bicoordinate (R)

(c) Approximate Bicoordinate (d) Directional

Figure 2.2. Literal grid map mechanisms. Fields A and B are represented by the dark blue
and red contours respectively. The contours of the target field values are in bold. Target location
is the dark green square and the linearised coordinate A is shown by the dashed light blue line.
Release site locations are shown by the black dot, and vector calculations for each method are
shown by the grey arrows. In (a), (c), and (d) assumed release site positions are shown as grey
dots, in (b) the assumed target site is a light green square. The true target directed vector is
shown as a black line, the final assumed bearing (in the direction of θIB) as a black arrow, and
the initial orientation error in purple.

Then using the following definition:

MT =

 ∂A
∂x

∂A
∂y

∂B
∂x

∂B
∂y

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(xT ,yT )

=

A′ cosα A′ sinα

B′ cos β B′ sin β

 ,
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we get[
dx

dy

]
= −

[
A′ cosα A′ sinα

B′ cos β B′ sin β

]−1 [
AR − AT
BR −BT

]

=
−1

A′B′ cosα sin β − A′B′ cos β sinα

[
B′ sin β −A′ sinα
−B′ cos β A′ cosα

][
AR − AT
BR −BT

]

=
1

A′B′ sin(β − α)

[
B′ cos(β − π/2) −A′ cos(α− π/2)

B′ sin(β − π/2) −A′ sin(α− π/2)

][
AT − AR
BT −BR

]

=


(AT − AR)cos(β − π/2)

A′sin(β − α)
+

(BT −BR)cos(α− π/2)

B′sin(α− β)

(AT − AR)sin(β − π/2)

A′sin(β − α)
+

(BT −BR)sin(α− π/2)

B′sin(α− β)

 ,
which gives equation (2.2.6).

We will also consider a variation of the Correct Bicoordinate model where the cognitive

map gradients are based on the release site (Jankowski, 2010) as a possibility for scenarios

when the target is less familiar, such as animals returning to a natal site which they left

very early on in life. In the Correct Bicoordinate Release based version α, β,A′, and B′

are approximated from fields about the release site instead of the target, or equivalently

MT is replace by MR, otherwise the calculations remain as in equations (2.2.4) - (2.2.7)

(see the mechanism illustrated in Figure 2.2(b)).

Approximate Bicoordinate

In this model, we use a cognitive map as in the Correct Bicoordinate models, but θIB is

calculated in a way that would be mathematically incorrect, but is perhaps cognitively

simpler (Benhamou, 2003; Nehmzow and Wiltschko, 2000, 2001; Wiltschko and Nehmzow,

2005). The cognitive map could be designed as in either of the Correct Bicoordinate

models above (i.e. about the target or release site), but here we look at extrapolation

from the target only, see Figure 2.2(c). Here, θIB is calculated from the addition of vectors

in the direction of the gradients of each field, α and β, with the weightings of each vector

proportional to the difference in the field value between release site and target relative to
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the gradient magnitudes. This is given by

[
dx

dy

]
=


(AT − AR)

A′
cosα +

(BT −BR)

B′
cosβ

(AT − AR)

A′
sinα +

(BT −BR)

B′
sinβ

 (2.2.8)

tan θIB =
dy

dx
. (2.2.9)

Note that if β − α = 90◦, then equation (2.2.6) is equivalent to equation (2.2.8).

Directional

The Directional model used in this chapter is based on the idea proposed by Papi et al.

(1972) and is a simplification of the multicoordiante models used by Wallraff (1989a;

1989b; 2000b; 2013) to the two coordinate case. Essentially, the animal moves up or

down the gradient directions of each field, depending on whether the release site field

value is stronger or weaker than at the target, whilst weighting each field’s directional

vector ([cosα, sinα], [cos β, sin β]) equally. The two field gradient directions, α and β, are

assumed known based on the target site. However, the gradient magnitudes, A′ and B′,

are not directly known. The cognitive map is therefore constructed with the assumed

release site position at equal distance from the linearised target value contours, but with

an arbitrary distance to the target, as illustrated in Figure 2.2(d). One could also think

of the assumed slopes, A′ and B′, in the cognitive map to be the absolute difference in the

field value between target and release site (e.g. |AT − AR|). θIB is then calculated from

the addition of vectors in the direction of the gradients of each field, α and β, with the

weightings of each vector proportional to the difference in the field value between release

site and target relative to the assumed slopes. This is given by

[
dx

dy

]
=


(AT − AR)

|AT − AR|
cosα +

(BT −BR)

|BT −BR|
cosβ

(AT − AR)

|AT − AR|
sinα +

(BT −BR)

|BT −BR|
sinβ

 (2.2.10)

tan θIB =
dy

dx
. (2.2.11)
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2.2.3 Extension of literal map models to multiple coordinates

Although only two coordinates are required to determine a location on a map where each

combination of coordinate field values occurs uniquely, it is possible that animals use

multiple coordinates to compensate for deviations from this assumption. For example,

real environmental fields which might be used as coordinates may be spatially or tem-

porally irregular. Also, the sensitivity levels of the animal to field values, gradients and

compass directions will decrease the efficiency of bicoordinate navigation (Wallraff, 1989b;

Wiltschko and Nehmzow, 2005).

Wallraff has already extended his Directional model by adding in the new vectors for each

new field with equal weight (Wallraff, 1989a,b, 2000b) which offers improved efficiency and

robustness to noise. Given that the Approximate model uses the same type of bearing

calculations as the Directional model, this model can be extended similarly, with the

advantage that each vector is weighted based on the measured field difference relative

to the corresponding gradient magnitude. The extension for the Correct Bicoordinate

models can be done in a matrix format and solved as a linear least squares problem where

the biological interpretation would be a best approximation of the assumed release site

which could be calculated by the animal using some kind of neural network.

The following notation will be used to represent a third coordinate, C: CT , and CR

represent the field values at the target and at the release site respectively. The coordinate

field gradient in the cognitive map is represented by [∂C
∂x
, ∂C
∂y

]′, or the gradient magnitude

by C ′, and gradient direction by γ.

Directional and Approximate

The directional vectors with respect to each field in these two models are calculated in-

dependently and added together, therefore the multicoordinate extension simply involves

adding on the weighted vectors for the additional fields.

The multicoordinate Directional model is given by

[
dx

dy

]
=


(AT − AR)

|AT − AR|
cosα +

(BT −BR)

|BT −BR|
cosβ +

(CT − CR)

|CT − CR|
cosγ + ...

(AT − AR)

|AT − AR|
sinα +

(BT −BR)

|BT −BR|
sinβ +

(CT − CR)

|CT − CR|
sinγ + ...

 (2.2.12)

tan θIB =
dy

dx
, (2.2.13)
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where each coordinate has equal weighting, and is the basis of Wallraff’s (1989b) models,

although he also considers alternative weightings.

The multicoordinate Approximate model is given as

[
dx

dy

]
=


(AT − AR)

A′
cosα +

(BT −BR)

B′
cosβ +

(CT − CR)

C ′
cosγ + ...

(AT − AR)

A′
sinα +

(BT −BR)

B′
sinβ +

(CT − CR)

C ′
sinγ + ...

 (2.2.14)

tan θIB =
dy

dx
, (2.2.15)

where each coordinate is weighted by the field value difference between target and release

site relative to the field gradient magnitudes.

Correct Bicoordinate

The two coordinate Correct Bicoordinate models take the angle between the coordinate

fields into account giving an accurate assumed bearing in the case where the fields are

linear. Extending this to more than two coordinates gives us an overdetermined system

(more equations than unknowns) so the mathematics becomes a minimisation problem.

Biologically speaking this might be similar to the animal identifying a location for its

current position that has the best fit to its given information. In the proposed model

here, we normalise each coordinate field by its corresponding gradient magnitude to avoid

biasing the contribution of the fields. An animal may have other ways of weighting the

contributions of each field, for example by how sensitive they are to the field, or how

reliable the fields are believed to be. In this thesis we focus on the case in which the

gradients of each coordinate field are equal. For three coordinates we formulate this as

M =


∂A
∂x

∂A
∂y

∂B
∂x

∂B
∂y

∂C
∂x

∂C
∂y


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(xT ,yT )

(2.2.16)

AR − ATBR −BT

CR − CT

 = M

[
xp − xT
yp − yT

]
. (2.2.17)
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The normal equations are used to solve for the assumed position, and finally we arrive at

[
xp

yp

]
=

[
xT

yT

]
+ (MTM)−1MT

AR − ATBR −BT

CR − CT

 (2.2.18)

tan θIB =

(
yT − yp
xT − xp

)
. (2.2.19)

Note that MT is the transpose of M .

2.2.4 Possible input field arrangements

In order to test each model and compare predicted outcomes we need to consider the

spatial arrangements of the scalar fields A and B and the subsequently derived cognitive

maps. For the purposes of investigating multicoordinates we will also consider combina-

tions of three fields, A, B, and C. Ideally these inputs would be real fields. However,

the fields used for the map component are still unknown (although several hypotheses do

exist, as discussed in the introduction, and we will further examine these in Chapters 3

and 5). So, for the purposes of identifying and understanding the differences between the

models described, eight hypothetical field arrangements will be considered, and these are

shown in Figure 2.3. Unless otherwise stated the target is at x = y = 0. These field

arrangements are as follows:

Case 1: Linear orthogonal fields. That is, the scalar fields have linear contours and

constant gradient magnitudes, and the gradient directions of the two scalar fields

are perpendicular:

A = y,B = x

Case 2: Linear nonorthogonal fields. Case 2a:

A = y,B = x− y

Case 2b (three coordinate fields):

A = y,B = x,C =
1√
2

(x− y)

Case 3: One linear and one nonlinear field which are nonorthogonal at the target:

A = y,B = x− 0.01y2
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in this case the target is at (x, y) = (−5, 5).

Case 4: Orthogonal fields with one having a non-constant slope which monotonically

increases in steepness:

A = y,B = ex

Case 5: Fields which are orthogonal at the target with one field dotted with anomalies.

Case 5a:

A = 10y + 54000− 200
n∑
i=1

e−0.1((x−xi)2+(y−yi)2), B = 10x,

where (xi, yi) are the locations of the anomalies.

Case 5b:

A =

54000 (x, y) = (0, 0)

10y + 53800 (x, y) 6= (0, 0)

B = 10x

Case 5c (three coordinate fields):

A = 10y + 54000− 200
n∑
i=1

e−0.1((x−xi)2+(y−yi)2), B = 10x, C =
√

50x−
√

50y,

where (xi, yi) are the locations of the anomalies. The third field here is a linear field

and is nonorthogonal to the first two fields.

Case 1 is the simplest field arrangement possible while the others have been chosen to

represent some feature of real environmental fields. For example, scalar coordinate fields

based on geomagnetic field components are often nonorthogonal (Boström et al., 2012).

Real fields may also have region-wide curvature in contours or have changes in gradient

magnitudes across space such as the main geomagnetic field intensity over 1000s of km

or chemical gradients maintained by source and atmospheric conditions. We split case 2

into two subcases: case 2a being a two coordinate arrangement of nonorthogonal fields,

and case 2b being a three coordinate arrangement where two of the fields are orthogonal,

but the third field is nonorthogonal to the first. Case 5 has three subcases. Case 5a

represents the spatial noise seen in real environmental fields (field A), paired with a linear

field, while case 5b illustrates the global effect of anomalies. Case 5c adds in a third field,

nonorthogonal to the first two.

The cognitive maps for these literal grid map models will always be assumed linear, but

may be orthogonal or nonorthogonal. For the Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) and
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Case 1

 

Case 2a

 

Case 2b
 

Case 3

 

Case 4
 

Case 5a

 

Case 5b Case 5c

Figure 2.3. Hypothetical spatial field arrangements showing contours for field A (blue), B
(red), C (yellow), with target value contours in bold, and target location marked by a black
square. All field As, except in case 5, increase monotonically to the north, and all field Bs
increase monotonically to the east. In case 5a and case 5c the base field A increases to the
north, with a grid of negative anomalies. In case 5b, the base field still increases to the north,
but there is a positive anomaly at the target location (xT , yT ), upon which the cognitive map
would be based. Field C increases to the south east.

Approximate models the cognitive grid maps for cases 1, 4, 5a and 5b will have similar

coordinate arrangements to the hypothetical fields in case 1. The cognitive grid maps

for cases 2a and 3 will be similar in arrangement to the hypothetical fields in case 2a.

Similarly the cognitive grid maps for the Directional model will resemble the fields in
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case 1 and case 2a, but for each combination of field values or release points the map will

be distorted such that the current position appears to be equal distance from the target

value contours, if not on the target value contours. For the Correct Bicoordinate (Release

based) model the cognitive map will depend on the local fields at the release site.

2.2.5 Model outputs

Given assumptions on the navigation mechanism, and field arrangements, patterns in

navigation behaviour can then be predicted and compared to observed behaviour. There

are some common traits measured in navigation experiments, which the models can be

tested for, and conversely patterns seen in the mathematical analysis of the models can

then be tested for in new experiments. Here we will consider two model outputs: (a) initial

orientation error (IOE), defined as the deviation of θIB from the true target direction,

and (b) homing efficiency.

In a series of physical displacement experiments the natural spatial variation in envi-

ronmental fields provides the varying treatment conditions. The displacement may be

imposed by the experimenter or due to currents or wind. Depending on the experimental

system, θIB is assumed to correspond to the orientation in an experimental arena such

as a tank or Emlen funnel, or is based on the active movement of the animal away from

the release site. For example, with pigeons, θIB is typically measured via vanishing bear-

ings, which are the directions of displacement from the release point when the birds are

approximately 2-2.5km away. As there may be a variety of factors influencing movement

behaviours at a particular release site, a better comparison to the navigation model can

be made if the spatial pattern of θIB, from a number of release sites, is recorded. When

analysing θIB across multiple release site locations it is convenient to express the results

as IOEs, also referred to as release site biases (Keeton, 1973). In Section 2.3.1 we will

present the predicted spatial patterns of IOE for each of the model mechanisms in each

of the eight field arrangement cases.

Homing efficiency corresponds to measurements such as the average homing speed, or,

if track data is available, the length of the track compared to the homeward beeline.

To compare these observations to the models, simulated tracks are required. It is also

important to keep in mind that at some point close to the familiar target the navigation

mechanism will change to take advantage of familiar “landmarks”, at which point the

literal grid map model is less applicable. In Section 2.3.2 we will present the predicted

spatial patterns of efficiencies for each of the model mechanisms for four of the field

arrangement cases.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 IOE predictions

For the hypothetical field arrangements in Figure 2.3 we compute spatial patterns of θIB,

and subsequently derive the IOE spatial patterns. All of the models (equations (2.2.6) -

(2.2.11)) are applied to the first five field arrangements which feature region wide trends,

see the results in Figure 2.4. The field arrangements in case 5 feature local anomalies,

hence we apply the models which are linearised about the target only, as linearising about

the release site in this case would require further assumptions that are not considered here.

These results are shown in Figure 2.5.

Case 1: (Figure 2.4) In this, the simplest case, the two fields are orthogonal and linear.

The Approximate and Correct Bicoordinate models predict zero IOE everywhere (green in

Figure 2.4) because the cognitive and real maps are the same. In contrast the Directional

model predicts IOEs that depend on direction but not distance from the target. At

locations equal distance from the target value contours IOEs are zero; but increase in

magnitude, approaching 45 degrees, at locations closer to the target value contours. On

the target value contours themselves zero IOE is predicted for this orthogonal case.

Case 2a: (Figure 2.4) The Correct Bicoordinate models predict zero IOE everywhere

again. However, the Directional and Approximate models predict IOEs dependent on

direction but not distance from target (see Benhamou (2003) for more on the Approxi-

mate Bicoordinate model applied to case 2a fields). On either side of these target value

contours the Directional model predicts an abrupt discontinuous transition from negative

to positive IOE. While highest IOEs are also reached at the target value contours for

the Approximate model, the transition from increasing to decreasing IOEs is smooth and

maximum IOEs are not as high as for the Directional model.

Case 2b: (Figure 2.4) The Correct Bicoordinate models predict zero IOE for two fields so

adding in an additional linear field cannot improve this further. When the coordinate fields

are linear any more than two fields under the Correct Bicoordinate method will result in a

redundant system of linear equations (2.2.18). Adding in the third linear field does reduce

the overall errors for both the Directional and Approximate methods compared to case

2a. Notice though, that the locations with the least IOE have changed. However, unlike

for the Correct Bicoordinate method, if the original two fields were orthogonal, adding in

a third nonorthogonal field actually increases the IOE magnitudes for the Approximate
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Figure 2.4. Spatial IOE predictions for linear fields (cases 1 and 2), for a nonlinear field
(case 3) and a field with a non-constant slope (case 4). The first column shows field contours
with the target value contours thickened, remaining columns show spatial pattern of IOEs for
mechanism models with target in the centre (black square). Colour bar in degrees, positive being
anticlockwise IOE.

method. This is because the Approximate method does not take the angles between the

field gradient directions into account, except when the fields are orthogonal.

Case 3: (Figure 2.4) All the models predict some non-zero IOEs, that depend on both
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direction and distance. The Correct Bicoordinate models predict zero IOEs along the lin-

ear, east-west, target value contour, but IOEs of increasing magnitude away from this line,

clockwise IOE on one side and anticlockwise on the other. The side which has clockwise

IOE from the Target based model has anticlockwise IOE predicted by the Release based

model and vice versa. If the target were at a location where the coordinate fields were

orthogonal, then the Approximate model would predict the same IOEs as the Correct

Bicoordinate (Target-based) model. However, in case 3, the Approximate model predicts

that, close to the target, higher magnitude IOEs will occur along the target value con-

tours. At greater distances on either side of the linear target value contour IOEs increase

in magnitude, similar to the Correct Bicoordinate (Target-based) model. The Directional

mechanism produces IOEs increasing in magnitude towards the target value contours as

in case 1 and 2a, but more noticeable with distance from the target just west of the curved

target value contour.

Case 4: (Figure 2.4) In this case the field values increase monotonically in the gradient

directions so the Directional model predicts the same pattern of IOE as for case 1, which is

dependent on direction but not distance from the target. The Approximate and Correct

Bicoordinate (Target-based) models (which predict the same patterns for case 4) and

the Correct Bicoordinate (Release based) model predict that IOEs are lowest close to

the target value contours. Approximate and Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) models

predict increasingly clockwise IOEs to the north, and increasingly anticlockwise IOEs to

the south. The reverse is predicted for the Correct Bicoordinate (Release based) model.

Case 5a & 5b: (Figure 2.5) In the case where the base fields are linear and orthogonal,

with small anomalies in addition, localised regions of errors will be predicted associated

with the locations of the anomalies. The background pattern of predicted IOEs from

the Directional, Approximate and Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) models applied

to case 5 is the same as in case 1. Anomalies then tend to increase the magnitude of

IOEs most noticeably close to the target where the magnitude of the anomaly is greater

than the change in field value due to the background slope. In case 5 all of the anomalies

are negative, and the background field increases to the north. Hence at locations just

north of the target, the low field value at the anomaly makes the position appear to be

south of the target resulting in high IOEs just north of the target. Further out to the

east and west of the target negative anomalies just north of the target ‘latitude’ still

make positions appear south of the target but the parallax effect comes into play with

increasing distance from the target so that IOEs decrease in magnitude. If the anomalies

were instead positive then the region of highest IOEs would be just south of the target

(not shown). The Correct Bicoordinate (Release based) model would predict a range of

IOEs highly dependent on the configuration of the local fields and the spatial range used
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by the animal to determine the local gradients (not shown).
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Figure 2.5. Spatial effect of anomalies (case 5) on IOE predictions with the target in the centre
(black square). The first column shows field contours with the target value contours thickened,
remaining columns show spatial pattern of IOE for mechanism models with target in the centre.
The 2nd row shows the general effect of anomalies on IOE predictions if the anomalies were
anywhere, or conversely if the target had the anomalous field value. Colour bar in degrees,
positive being anticlockwise. Note that the colour bar scale is different from in Figure 2.4.

Case 5c: (Figure 2.5) The background IOE pattern is the same in case 5c as it was in

case 2b. Adding a third field does, in general, decrease the absolute value of the IOEs at

the anomaly locations for Directional, Approximate, and Correct Bicoordinate methods.

2.3.2 Efficiency predictions

Here we consider the spatial patterns of efficiency in a similar format to the IOE pre-

sentations in the previous section. There are many variables that could be considered
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here, both in terms of model input parameters and model output forms. Sources of

variation or noise in the cognitive map, compass or field readings, or anomalies in the

environmental fields will not be covered here, see Nehmzow and Wiltschko (2000, 2001);

Wallraff (1989b) and Wiltschko and Nehmzow (2005) for some examples of this. In-

stead we have considered the efficiency patterns that may be due to region-wide field

arrangements (cases 1-4) or the different model mechanisms. The straightness index

(S = beeline distance / total track length) is frequently used as a measure of efficiency.

Tracks have been simulated similarly to the method used by Wiltschko and Nehmzow

(2005) but with no noise and a fixed step size. Specifically, the testing space used is 400

by 400 units, tracks are simulated by calculating θIB for the current location and moving

in that direction with a small step size of 0.5 units, and repeating this until ending when

within 10 units of the target location. Several example tracks are shown in Figure 2.6 for

cases 1 and 2a for each model.
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Figure 2.6. Example simulated tracks for cases 1 and 2 from 12 locations 200 units from the
target, ending 10 units from the target. Step size is small relative to track length.

Case 1: (Figure 2.7) The Approximate, and Correct Bicoordinate models give efficiencies

of one everywhere as zero IOEs are predicted (recall Figure 2.4). For the Directional

method efficiencies remain high from locations close to equal distance from target value

contours, and on the target value contours themselves, but lower elsewhere.

Case 2a: (Figure 2.7) Correct Bicoordinate models give efficiencies of one everywhere

as these models give no error for linear fields. For the Directional method efficiencies are

highest from locations equal distance from target value contours, but near to the target

value contours efficiencies are lower as simulated tracks oscillate back and forth across the
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Figure 2.7. Spatial efficiency predictions for linear fields (cases 1 and 2), for a nonlinear field
(case 3) and a field with a non-constant slope (case 4). The first column shows field contours
and target location, remaining columns show spatial pattern of efficiency for mechanism models
with target area in white. Colour bar is straightness index.

target value contours. The Approximate model predicts highest efficiencies from locations

equal distances from target value contours, similar to the Directional method. However,

the efficiency is not as low in other areas due to the adaptive weighting of field directions

(equation (2.2.8) compared to equation (2.2.10), discussed further in Benhamou, 2003).

Case 2b: (Figure 2.7) Adding the third field increases the overall efficiency for the
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Directional and Approximate methods in case 2b compared to case 2a. However, although

the efficiency for the Approximate method applied to case 2b is very close to one, this is

not as good as the perfect efficiency of the Approximate method in case 1.

Case 3: (Figure 2.7) The efficiency patterns close to the target, where the fields are

approximately linear, are similar to case 2a such that a major contributor to the pattern

is the angle between the fields. Further away from the target the efficiency drops. For

example, when the Directional model is applied to case 3 efficiency is high to the south-

south-east of the loft, as in case 2a, until field B’s target value contour (in red) is crossed.

Efficiency decreases further south of the target value contour becaue the predicted θIB

changes when crossing this contour (see also Figure 2.6(a)). Although the IOE pattern is

clearly distinguishable between the Correct Bicoordinate Target based and Release based

methods, efficiency patterns are very similar. In fact, the efficiency patterns would be

identical in this case if the track bearing was updated continuously rather than discretely.

Case 4: (Figure 2.7) The Directional method has highest efficiencies from locations close

to equal distance from the target value contours, and on the target value contours them-

selves. In contrast to the Directional method, efficiencies are highest for the Approximate,

and Correct Bicoordinate methods from the locations along, and close to, the target value

contours.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Summary and comparison of models

In this chapter, we reviewed the assumptions behind four literal grid map models to clarify

the differences between the models. These models are all based on the use of systematically

changing environmental fields such that information gained about the fields in familiar

areas can be extrapolated to unfamiliar areas. The differences are in the assumptions

of how the cognitive map is constructed or in how θIB is calculated. Note that other

combinations of the mechanism assumptions, listed in Table 2.1, could be considered as

new models, although we will discuss further how realistic some of these assumptions are

in the limitation section which follows.

The model inputs considered are spatial arrangements of environmental fields. A range

of hypothetical fields were investigated to represent different features of real fields. Two
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possible model outputs were considered, spatial patterns of IOE and efficiencies. These

would be applicable to displacement experiments where animals are released from a range

of sites outside of familiar areas.

The IOE spatial predictions depend on the model mechanism as well as whether the

coordinate fields are orthogonal, linear, have constant gradient magnitudes, or if the

fields contain anomalies.

If the two input fields are orthogonal at the target location (cases 1, 4, 5a, and 5b)

the Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) and Approximate models produce the same IOE

predictions (see Figures 2.4b-c and 2.5b-c). These models form their cognitive maps about

the target location in the same way, and, as the fields are orthogonal there, the contours

of one field coincide with the gradient direction of the other field in the cognitive map

leading to equivalence in the θIB calculation (Benhamou, 2003). In the nonorthogonal

cases the Directional and Approximate models can give high magnitude IOE in at least

some directions close to the target depending on the angle between the fields. On the

other hand, the Correct Bicoordinate models consistently give low IOE close to the target,

in the absence of anomalies, regardless of the field arrangements.

Linear fields (cases 1 and 2) give zero IOE using the Correct Bicoordinate models, or IOE

that is dependent on direction but not distance from the target based on the Approximate

or Directional models. For the Directional model in particular, when the fields have linear

contours (cases 1, 2, and 4) zero IOEs are predicted for locations at equal distance from

the target value contours as, by default, equal weightings are given to each field direction.

This principal also applies in the nonlinear cases (3, and 5) where zero IOE is predicted by

the Directional model at locations equal distance from the linearised target value contours,

until the nonlinearised target value contours are crossed.

The Correct Bicoordinate models can generate predictions where the magnitude of IOE

increases with distance from the target if the fields have nonlinear contours (case 3, and

examples in Postlethwaite and Walker, 2011) or non-constant slopes (case 4). In contrast,

IOE magnitudes due to anomalies (case 5) decrease with increasing distance from the

target.

Distinctly, the Directional model will always predict discontinuities in the IOE spatial

pattern. This is because the predicted θIB are the same for whole regions between target

value contours where the differences in field values between the target and the release site

have the same sign (AT −AR in equation (2.2.10)). Therefore, under the Directional hy-

pothesis clear differences in θIB would be expected between different regions rather than
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a gradual change, even if the coordinate fields used were smooth (i.e. no extreme anoma-

lies). In contrast, given continuous environmental fields as inputs, the Approximate, and

Correct Bicoordinate models predict continuous IOE spatial patterns, except in cases

where the fields do not increase monotonically. For example, in case 5a, the target value

contours intersect at two locations other than at the target due to the anomalies. At these

locations the field values, A and B, will be identical to at the target, and therefore no

θIB will be predicted and presumably the animal would be required to use an alternative

navigation strategy.

Spatial patterns of efficiencies were also computed from simulated tracks for each mech-

anism model for the field arrangements cases 1-4. In general, the navigation efficiencies

predicted for the field arrangements considered, without anomalies, and without noise due

to animal sensitivity, are high - between 0.5 and 1. This indicates that the proposed mech-

anisms do in theory facilitate successful navigation, and are robust to nonorthogonality,

nonlinear contours, and non-constant slopes. Again, exceptions include locations where

the combination of field values are the same as at the target location. The Correct Bio-

coordinate models are generally the most efficient, of the considered models, particularly

in situations when the coordinate fields are nonorthogonal.

2.4.2 Model limitations

The models are attempts to represent a navigation mechanism with assumed character-

istics such as those in Table 2.1, though none can be an exact representation of reality.

Here we discuss possible flaws in each of the models we consider.

In the Directional model the animal acquires information on direction but not necessarily

distance, due to field gradient magnitudes, A′ and B′, being ignored. However, an experi-

ment in which pigeons with two lofts chose to fly to the closer loft (Baldaccini et al., 1976),

leaves open the possibility that pigeons can judge distances (Schiffner et al., 2011a). This

suggests that the Directional model may not be realistic, at least for pigeons, without

some additional assumptions. The other models do allow for estimates of distance. The

Approximate model gives an approximate estimate of distance, which is under or over

estimated depending on the direction from the target, and likewise the Correct Bicoordi-

nate models can give an approximation for distance that may be distorted if the fields are

nonlinear. However, just because the distance information is available with these models

does not mean that the animal is using it. For example, the θIB predictions are the same

whether equations (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) (position representation) or equations (2.2.6) and

(2.2.7) (vector representation) are used.
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The Correct Bicoordinate (Release based) model also has some theoretical problems in

certain applications. Basing the linear extrapolation solely on the release site is unneces-

sary, at least in some species, given that animals can orient in caged experiments, in both

physical displacement contexts (e.g. Chelazzi and Pardi, 1972; Phillips et al., 1995, Avens

and Lohmann, 2004), and in virtual displacement contexts (e.g. Fischer et al., 2001;

Kishkinev et al., 2015; Putman, 2015). If animals were constructing a novel cognitive

map based on release site field gradient directions then clock-shifting should not affect

the initial orientation, yet clock-shifting does affect initial orientation under clear sky

(Keeton, 1974) which is consistent with the animal having an association of sun compass

directions with map components prior to the experimental clock-shift (Wallraff, 1974).

Also, local gradients may not have the same orientation as the region-wide gradients,

making a cognitive map based on the release site gradients initially less reliable, though

the significance of this depends on the size of the local field variation compared to the

region-wide trend. In the case of total magnetic field intensity, a putative coordinate field

(Phillips, 1996), local gradients that a pigeon might sample at the release site are not

good predictors of the region-wide trends (as in case 5).

While comparing the results of physical displacement experiments to any of the grid map

model predictions we are assuming that the animal movement is primarily driven by the

true navigational process and that other factors are effectively random. Unfortunately,

although true navigation may be used in familiar areas, familiar features may influence

orientation patterns reducing the model relevance. The models would ideally be applied

in scenarios where true navigation has already been inferred and other mechanisms have

been ruled out.

2.4.3 Application to experiments

If specific fields are hypothesised to act as navigational coordinates, then it is possible

to apply the models to the coordinate inputs to produce predicted patterns of IOE or

efficiencies for comparison to an experimental dataset. Future experiment locations can

be chosen based on where the greatest differences are predicted between the models. If

the experimental results are inconsistent with a particular set of predictions then they

rule out the particular combination of assumptions being used.

However, if the coordinate fields are unknown then the observed spatial patterns in tra-

ditional displacement experimental measurements can be compared to the qualitative

predictions in this chapter in an attempt to understand which combination of mechanism

assumptions and field arrangements might possibly explain the navigation behaviour. For
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example, the reported variations in the effect of distance on IOEs may be due to the par-

ticular geometry of the navigational coordinate fields in a particular area. Keeton (1970);

Wiltschko (1992) and Schmidt-Koenig (1966) discuss an observation that in some cases

the IOE tends to first increase and then decrease with distance. The poor navigation at

the intermediate distances is suggested to be due to a switch over of navigational mech-

anisms from one that works well at short distances to one that works better for long

distances, for example the literal grid map mechanisms with coordinate fields as in case

5. However, others have not seen poor intermediate IOEs (Graue, 1970), and Windsor

(1975) noted that for the Keeton dataset of pigeon vanishing bearings, IOEs increased

with distance from the loft. An increase in IOE magnitudes with distance from the loft

is more consistent with the IOE predictions for cases 3 and 4 with any of the literal map

mechanisms applied except Directional.

The Keeton dataset also reveals an axis of symmetry through the home loft in the spatial

pattern of IOEs. This combination of trends is broadly consistent with the patterns of

predicted IOEs of the Approximate, and Correct Bicoordinate models on case 4 (for the

Approximate model only when the coordinate fields at the target are close to orthogonal)

and case 5 fields.

In cases where the field anomalies are of the same order of magnitude, or greater, than the

difference between the assumed field values in the cognitive map at the release site and at

the target, then the field in question would be unreliable for literal grid map navigation

(see the effect of anomalies in Figure 2.5). For example, the magnitude of the anomalies

in the total magnetic field intensity in the region around the Cornell home loft in the

Keeton dataset would make direct use of total magnetic intensity as a coordinate in a

literal grid map largely unreliable until approximately 100km away from the loft (Lednor,

1982; Phillips, 1996). However, the anomaly effect might not be directly observable in

experimental data as close to the target familiar landmarks are presumably visible and

thus alternative navigational mechanisms are available.

With more than two coordinates less extreme IOE values are predicted, which reduces the

possibility of distinguishing between IOE values in different areas, which in turn reduces

the chance of identifying spatial patterns of IOE. It is interesting to note that for the

Approximate model adding a coordinate will not always improve the IOEs. For example,

if the original two fields were orthogonal and the additional field is nonorthogonal to the

first two. Despite increased IOE values in this situation, efficiency of the homing tracks is

not hugely affected. If the coordinate fields are all approximately linear additional fields

will, in general, improve the IOEs under the Correct Bicoordinate method, unless one

of the fields includes high magnitude anomalies. However, further fields added after the
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initial three will, in general, continue to improve the IOEs, as per Wallraff’s suggestion

(1989b). The chance of anomalies occurring in the same area in all fields decreases as

more fields are added, which means that the negative effect of anomalies will be reduced.

Although full tracks can give more information than θIB, differences in efficiency patterns

were not always as dramatic as IOE patterns. For example, the Correct Bicoordinate

Target and Release based models show distinct IOE patterns in case 3, but the efficiency

patterns are indistinguishable. Therefore, IOE patterns may be more useful than efficiency

patterns for distinguishing between model mechanisms. In real experiments many more

factors than the navigation mechanism, such as sensitivities and motivational factors, will

influence the measured efficiencies which would generally lead to efficiencies lower than

what are predicted in this chapter. However, for some of the older datasets return times,

which would be approximately proportional to efficiencies, have been collected but not

vanishing bearings. In these cases spatial efficiency patterns, and qualitative differences

between models may be useful.

In summary, nonlinearity, non-constant slopes, and anomalies in the coordinate fields can

lead to complicated predicted IOE and efficiency patterns. Therefore, if testing specific

environmental fields as coordinates with multiple possible mechanisms, model predictions

could be used to choose particular release sites for experiments. However, if the field

arrangements are unknown then systematic releases in a grid like pattern of locations

radiating out from the target location might be more helpful for identifying the trends in

the navigational errors.



3
Initial orientation error predictions for

New York state pigeons

3.1 Introduction

Pigeons are one of the main avian models used to investigate navigation in physical

displacement experiments. The New York experimental dataset is the largest (both by

total number of releases and by spatial range) in the United States (US), if not the world.

In this chapter, we apply the grid map models, described in Chapter 2, to the New York

region to compare initial orientation error (IOE) model predictions to pigeon experimental

data. This work is an expansion of the investigation presented by Lednor (1982). Lednor

considers the use of the magnetic field in a Correct Bicoordinate navigation system (what

he terms Extrapolation theory) or a path integration system. Here we focus on the grid

map navigation systems and include more extensive magnetic field datasets and models.

Firstly, we will describe the experimental dataset and how it was processed. Secondly,

we explain the geomagnetic field datasets, including the elevation data the main field

was derived from. Then, model predictions generated from a range of hypotheses will be

45
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presented. In the conclusion we will discuss the implications of this comparison to the

key hypothesis that pigeons use the magnetic field to navigate.

3.1.1 Pigeon Experimental Data

The most extensive pigeon navigation dataset in the US is from Cornell University, in

Ithaca, in the New York state region. 5000 release experiments over several years (1967-

1980) have been compiled in the Keeton database (Brown et al., 1984). These experiments

are of the traditional vanishing bearing type where groups of pigeons were taken out to a

release site in a car and their vanishing bearings were measured using a compass by eye or

radio-tracking. Vanishing points were approximately 2-2.5 km from the release site when

measured by eye, or out to 13 km when radio-tracked.

The full Keeton dataset includes experiments testing a variety of hypotheses, for example,

releases involving manipulations such as clock-shifting or attachment of magnets. Fur-

thermore, some releases were conducted on overcast days which would mean that the

pigeons would not have been able to used their preferred sun compass and would have

had to rely on their backup magnetic compass. If the magnetic compass had been used

this may have interfered with the interpretation of bearings predicted using the mag-

netic field as part of the map component. On the other hand Windsor (1975) designed a

series of experiments specifically to investigate directional preferences from release sites

at a variety of distances and directions from the loft, these experiments are a subset of

the Keeton dataset and include 56 release site locations. Therefore, for the work in this

chapter, we screened the Keeton database experiments for those collected on sunny days,

and either labelled as controls or as part of the Windsor dataset. We also limited our

search to releases using pigeons from the main Cornell University loft at latitude 42.436◦,

and longitude −76.4319◦. As we are dealing with circular data means and measures of

variability are calculated from directions expressed as unit vectors. This screened dataset

contains measurements for 1426 releases including the vector mean vanishing bearing, θ,

the vector length, r, and sample size, n. The vector length is a measure of variability

from 0 to 1, with 0 being a highly dispersed sample, and 1 meaning that all measurements

were in the same direction .

Vector mean vanishing bearings from the same release site location were pooled, with each

of the original unit length vector mean vanishing bearings weighted by their correspond-

ing r and n, such that each sample bearing contributes equally to the pooled bearing.

This final combined dataset has 188 release site locations, out to over 300 km from the

central loft (Figure 3.1a). Latitude and longitude coordinates are projected into Universal
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 18T so that angles are preserved and distortions are

minimised for the local area.

Spatial trends in the IOE angular data can be seen in Figure 3.1b. Here, the IOE data

was converted from angles to the x and y components of unit vectors so that these could

be interpolated using the natural neighbour method, then recombined to give angles for a

smooth surface for comparison to model predictions. The natural neighbour interpolation

method uses weighted averages of local points and produces a smooth surface except at

the data points themselves (Sibson, 1981). The experimental data shows low IOE close to

the loft with increasing clockwise error out to the north-east, and increasing anticlockwise

error out to the west, as observed by Windsor (1975) in his smaller dataset. Although

most of the IOEs are within ±90◦, individual locations in the experimental dataset do

approach IOE magnitudes of 180◦, particularly in the west. Note that the north-east

and south-west corners actually lack data points, which limits the confidence in the IOE

spatial pattern in these regions.
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Figure 3.1. Experimental IOE data. (a) Release site locations shown on a Google map, in
latitude and longitude, coloured by IOE (degrees anticlockwise). The large black box outlines
the region used in subsequent analysis. The inset shows the region of interest on a map of
the entire United States. (b) IOE surface in UTM 18T projection (km), colour bar in degrees
anticlockwise, home loft location indicated by the black dot. The surface was interpolated using
the natural neighbour method.
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3.1.2 Magnetic field data

The total magnetic field is made up of the main field from the earth’s molten outer core,

and anomalies from the volcanic rocks in the earth’s crust. The main field changes slowly

over time but the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) models give predic-

tions for the main field intensity, inclination and declination given a latitude, longitude,

elevation and date as an input (Compston, 2016; Thébault et al., 2015). Due to secular

variation, the main field intensity in our region of interest varies by up to 1000 nT over

the years the pigeons bearings were measured. On the other hand, main field declination

and inclination vary by less than 2◦.

Information on the geomagnetic anomalies are gained from surveys, usually collected by

mining companies or government surveyors, but these surveys only record intensity. The

Enhanced Magnetic Model (EMM) captures the main field and some of the larger crustal

anomalie to give a more refined view of inclination and declination than would be gained

by the IGRF model (https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/EMM/). Both the IGRF and

EMM are spherical harmonic models. The higher the degree of the model, the smaller

the wavelength of the anomalies which the model can capture. The IGRF model extends

up to degree ten for the years of interest which captures the main magnetic field, that

is wavelengths greater than 3600km, while the EMM extends up to degree 790 which

captures the larger crustal anomalies, that is those of wavelength greater than 50 km.

An animal moving in the area will detect the total magnetic field, so information on the

anomalies and main field needs to be combined. The United States Geological Survey

(USGS) has provided a compilation of all the US surveys as a grid of magnetic field

anomaly intensities from an elevation of 305 m above terrain with a resolution down to

1 km in the Decade of North America Grid (DNAG) coordinate system. Using ArcMAP

this grid data was converted to World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) coordinates which

correspond to latitude and longitude from a GPS device (see the map in Figure 3.2a).

Pigeons tend to fly approximately 60 m above the terrain. However, although magnetic

field intensity tends to decrease with increasing elevation, the main field is only a few nT

different between 60 m and 305 m above terrain. Hence, using the data from 305 m above

terrain will cause only minor variations in model output. Some anomalies may be more

intense at the lower elevations as their sources are much closer to the earth’s surface than

for the main field, which means that predictions in this chapter could be underestimating

the effects of anomalies.

The elevation data required for the IGRF and EMM models were collected from USGS’s
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Figure 3.2. Environmental field data. a) Geomagnetic intensity anomalies for the experimental
data region around the Cornell loft in nT (colour bar). b) Terrain elevation above mean sea level
(colour bar in meters). Spatial coordinates are in degrees latitude and longitude. Black circles
show locations of release sites.

The National Map as 1 arc second resolution digital elevation models (see the map in

Figure 3.2b). These were high resolution files (30 m) in the North American Datum

1983 (NAD83) coordinate system. The NAD83 coordinates are close enough to WGS84

coordinates for the purposes of our model application. The IGRF model was evaluated

using elevation data for the years 1967 and 1980 corresponding to the first and last years

of the experimental dataset. The EMM model is only valid for 2000-2022 so was evaluated

at 2000. Secular variation between 1980 and 2000 changed magnetic field intensities by

more than 2000 nT and inclination by more than 1◦, hence needs to be accounted for.

Secular variation affects the main field captured by the IGRF model, but not magnetic

field components due to anomalies. Therefore, the EMM magnetic field vector for the year

2000 was back dated to 1967 and 1980 by subtracting the IGRF magnetic field vector from

the year 2000 and adding on the IGRF vector for the relevant year.

3.2 Testing hypotheses

Different hypotheses can be formed from different combinations of assumptions, in par-

ticular which two environmental fields are used as coordinates and how the cognitive map

is estimated. Here we focus on testing hypotheses involving the magnetic field. The

IOE predictions resulting from the application of the Directional, Approximate, and Cor-

rect Bicoordinate (Target-based) models to six combinations of input fields are shown
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in Figures 3.3-3.6. We do not consider the Bicoordinate (Release based) mechanism as

the pigeons will not be sampling large areas around each release site. There are many

locations in New York State where there are small anomalies yet with large magnitudes

as seen in Figure 3.2a, which means that cognitive maps based on the release sites would

most likely have no resemblance to the region wide coordinate field.

3.2.1 Setup

The two coordinate fields tested are:

i. Geomagnetic intensity

ii. Either geomagnetic inclination or a field perpendicular to the intensity field

Geomagnetic intensity has been considered a prime, yet controversial, candidate for a map

component in pigeons (Freake et al., 2006, and see also Chapter 1, Section 1.4.1 of this

thesis). In addition, inclination is a suggested map component in several species, including

pigeons (Mora et al., 2014). The perpendicular coordinate field included is a hypothetical

field representing the ideal, but unknown, second coordinate. The perpendicular field is

constructed by rotating the cognitive map of the first coordinate field 90◦.

We test coordinates based on the total geomagnetic field or the main magnetic field. The

pigeons would be able to sense the total magnetic field directly, but they may also have

ways of screening out the anomalies to detect the background main field, such as using

information on how the magnetic field changes with elevation. For the main magnetic field

we use the IGRF model, for the total magnetic field we use the USGS intensity anomaly

grid, and the EMM for inclination.

Two different radii are chosen around the loft to construct estimates of the cognitive

maps because birds in the experimental datasets had different levels of experience. Some

pigeons had training out to distances of less than 20 km, while others had training out

to 140 km in some directions (Keeton, 1973; Windsor, 1975). Even on 20 km releases

birds can fly outside the intended distance before heading home, so we assume a small

cognitive map based on 40 km around the home loft. In contrast, training releases out to

140 km would have been few and in limited directions, so we assume a larger cognitive

map based on a 100 km radius about the home loft. Cognitive maps are constructed by

fitting a 2nd order polynomial to the input fields and taking the 1st order derivatives at

the home loft.
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A summary of the combinations of assumptions tested in this chapter is shown in Table 3.1.

Also, due to secular variation, we test each of these combinations for the years at both

ends of the experimental period (1967-1980). Furthermore, Figure 3.7 shows the effects of

having an outdated cognitive map. The cognitive maps in Figure 3.7 are based on 1967,

whereas the release site field values are based on 1980 data.

1st Coordinate Field
Main Field Intensity Total Intensity

2nd Coordinate Field

Perpendicular
40 km radius

100 km radius
100 km radius

Main Field Inclination 100 km radius

EMM Inclination
40 km radius
100 km radius

Table 3.1. Coordinate field combinations tested. Cognitive maps were based on linear approx-
imations of the coordinate fields within the listed radius about the home loft.

3.2.2 Predictions and comparison with data

Here we are looking for predictions which match the overall trends seen in the experimental

data shown in Figure 3.1. For example, the division of clockwise and anticlockwise errors

on either side of the loft, and the scale of magnitudes of the IOEs. We summarise the

results for each pair of coordinates given in Table 3.1 and shown in Figures 3.3-3.6. We

also summarise the results of having an outdated cognitive map as shown in Figure 3.7.

Coordinates: Main field intensity and a perpendicular field. (Figure 3.3) Ap-

plication of the Directional model, shown in Figure 3.3a, clearly does not match the

experimental IOEs in Figure 3.1. Applying the Approximate and Correct Bicoordinate

(Target based) models, shown in Figure 3.3b and 3.3c, does correctly predict the divi-

sion between clockwise and anticlockwise errors due to the slight curvature in the main

intensity field contours. However, as the curvature is only slight the magnitude of errors

predicted is much less (< 10◦) than the errors seen in the experimental data, many of

which are over 45◦. The small variation near the loft in Figure 3.3b and 3.3c reflects the

small variation in the main magnetic intensity due to changes in elevation. Additionally,

secular variation causes only minor variation in the predictions.

Coordinates: Main field intensity and main field inclination. (Figure 3.4) Appli-

cation of the Directional and Approximate Bicoordinate models do not match the exper-

imental IOEs. The predictions of the Approximate model are closer to the Directional
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Figure 3.3. IOE predictions based on main field intensity (nT) and a second coordinate per-
pendicular to the cognitive map of the main field, from the years at either end of the experimental
period. The figures in the left hand column show the contours of the cognitive maps (faint red
and blue lines) and the fields at the release sites (red and blue lines) based on either the 1967,
or 1980 fields. Target value contours from the cognitive map are shown by the thick red and
blue lines. Home loft is indicated by the solid black square, and the area used to construct the
cognitive map by the open black square. IOE shown in degrees with anticlockwise being positive
(colour bar for (a), (b), and (c)). Axes are in Easting and Northing (km) UTM18T.

model than the Correct Bicoordinate model due to how acute the angle is between the

gradient directions of the coordinate fields. Predictions of IOE magnitudes by the Cor-

rect Bicoordinate model have not dramatically increased, and the line of division between

clockwise and anticlockwise error is now skewed.

Coordinates: Total field intensity and a perpendicular field. (Figure 3.5) Includ-

ing the total geomagnetic intensity as a coordinate field results in some IOE magnitude

predictions greater than 100◦ for all models, which is consistent with the experimental

results. However, the general trend of a division between anticlockwise and clockwise

error seen in the experimental data is lost. The magnitude of the anomalies in the total

field intensity dominates over the main field’s slight curvature, hence the prediction of

high errors close to home which reduce with distance from loft. Basing the cognitive map

on an area with radius 40 km results in a cognitive map dramatically different from the

actual total field intensity in the wider area and the general trends in predicted IOE from
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Figure 3.4. IOE predictions based on main field intensity (nT) and main field inclination from
the years at either end of the experimental period. The figures in the left hand column show the
contours of the cognitive maps (faint red and blue lines) and the fields at the release sites (red
and blue lines) based on either the 1967, or 1980 fields. Target value contours from the cognitive
map are shown by the thick red and blue lines. Home loft is indicated by the solid black square,
and the area used to construct the cognitive map by the open black square. IOE shown in degrees
with anticlockwise being positive (colour bar for (a), (b), and (c)). Axes are in Easting and
Northing (km) UTM18T.

any of the models do not match the experimental IOE trends. Basing the cognitive map

on an area of 100 km radius does a much better job of representing the actual total inten-

sity, although the estimated gradient magnitude is less than that of the main field (notice

the red cognitive map contour lines are far apart compared to the actual total intensity

contours). Due the better cognitive map estimate, IOE predictions outside of the 100 km

radius are generally within ±40◦. Although this might be an effective navigation strategy

this does not match the experimental IOE values.

Coordinates: Total field intensity and Inclination from the EMM model. (Fig-

ure 3.6) Using two nonorthogonal coordinate fields results in high IOE magnitudes due

to the anomalies in the coordinate fields even from release sites far from the home loft.

However, unlike the experimental IOEs, the trend in the predicted IOEs is to have IOEs of

the same sign in opposite quadrants. There are also several locations where the predicted

IOEs are sensitive to the year - particularly along the east-west axis through the loft.
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Figure 3.5. IOE predictions based on total field intensity (nT) and a second coordinate perpen-
dicular to the cognitive map of the total field, from the years at either end of the experimental
period. The figures in the left hand column show the contours of the cognitive maps (faint red
and blue lines) and the fields at the release sites (red and blue lines) based on either the 1967,
or 1980 fields. Target value contours from the cognitive map are shown by the thick red and
blue lines. Home loft is indicated by the solid black square, and the area used to construct the
cognitive map by the open black square. IOE shown in degrees with anticlockwise being positive
(colour bar for (a), (b), and (c)). Axes are in Easting and Northing (km) UTM18T.
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Figure 3.6. IOE predictions based on total field intensity (nT) and Inclination from the EMM
model, from the years at either end of the experimental period. The figures in the left hand
column show the contours of the cognitive maps (faint red and blue lines) and the fields at the
release sites (red and blue lines) based on either the 1967, or 1980 fields. Target value contours
from the cognitive map are shown by the thick red and blue lines. Home loft is indicated by the
solid black square, and the area used to construct the cognitive map by the open black square.
IOE shown in degrees with anticlockwise being positive (colour bar for (a), (b), and (c)). Axes
are in Easting and Northing (km) UTM18T.
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Coordinates: Cognitive maps based on 1967 data, release site field values based

on 1980 data. (Figure 3.7) These predictions do show a general trend of clockwise error

on the opposite side of the loft from anticlockwise error. This trend appears in the correct

orientation when the cognitive maps were based on the larger area of 100 km radius around

the loft. The predictions match the experimental data particularly well to the south east

of the loft (at least for the Approximate and Correct Bicoordinate models), whereas to

the north west the predicted IOEs are too great in magnitude.

Smaller experimental pigeon bearing datasets are available for a few other locations in the

US (Sacramento, California (Graue and Pratt, 1959); Durham, North Carolina (Schmidt-

Koenig, 1963); and Ohio (Graue, 1970)). However, because of their limited size it is hard

to determine any spatial trends in their IOEs. Based on the small datasets available

there does not appear to be any suggestion that the experimental IOEs match the IOEs

predicted based on the local magnetic field.

3.3 Discussion

None of the models in their current form, with the assumed input coordinate fields,

produce IOE predictions which match scales and overall trends seen in the pigeon experi-

mental data. The gentle curvature of the contours of the main geomagnetic intensity field

does result in the correct division between the clockwise and anticlockwise errors. How-

ever, the magnitudes of the predicted IOEs are much too small. Any spatial differences

in these predictions would be obscured by other sources of variation in the experiment.

Other combinations of coordinate fields do predict IOEs of the correct magnitude but fail

to reproduce the general spatial trend seen in the experimental data. Regions of clockwise

error are predicted in opposite quadrants rather than on one side of the loft.

Our assessment confirms the findings of Lednor (1982). Lednor assessed Correct Bicoordi-

nate navigation in the region of the Keeton dataset and hinted at both the anomaly effect

and the curved contour effect, which we discussed in the previous chapter in Section 2.4.3,

as possible reasons for the division between clockwise and anticlockwise IOEs. We reaffirm

Lednor’s conclusions that the anomaly effect does not extend out to outer regions of the

experimental dataset, when the coordinate fields are perpendicular, because the intensity

anomalies are too small relative to the background gradient of the main field ( see the

model predictions in Figure 3.5). Figure 3.6 shows that the anomaly effect extends out

further when the coordinate fields are nonorthogonal and does cover the experimental re-

gion. However, the patterns produced do not have the correct division between clockwise
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Figure 3.7. IOE predictions based on total field intensity (nT) and inclination from the EMM
model or a second coordinate perpendicular to the cognitive map of the first. The figures in
the left hand column show the contours of the cognitive maps (faint red and blue lines) and the
fields at the release sites (red and blue lines). Target value contours from the cognitive map
are shown by the thick red and blue lines. Home loft is indicated by the solid black square,
and the area used to construct the cognitive map, based on 1967 data, by the open black square.
Release site total intensity and inclination field values are from 1980. IOE shown in degrees with
anticlockwise being positive (colour bar for (a), (b), and (c)). Axes are in Easting and Northing
(km) UTM18T.
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and anticlockwise errors because the anomalies are not mainly negative. Supplemental

to Lendor’s consideration of the Correct Bicoordinate model, we have also shown that

IOEs predicted by the Approximate Bicoordinate and Directional model do not match

the experimental results.

There are a number of possible reasons why the predictions do not match. Firstly, the

input coordinate fields could be wrong. Pigeons might not use magnetic intensity as a

major map component over these distances. It appears from Figure 3.5 that use of the

total geomagnetic intensity field as a coordinate becomes feasible at distances greater

than approximately 80 km from the loft. A recent analysis of the geomagnetic fields in

Europe by Komolkin et al. (2017) also estimated that geomagnetic coordinates would

only be useful for distances greater than 90 km from the target assuming a sensitivity

of approximately 50 nT. However, this analysis was based on the limitations resulting

from temporal fluctuations in the earth’s magnetic field. Combining the noise from both

temporal and spatial anomalies would result in an even lower resolution of the geomagnetic

grid map. Note though that these estimates will depend on the global location as spatial

anomalies due to minerals in the earth’s crust and secular variation effects are contingent

on the local area. Perhaps over the shorter distances alternative coordinate fields are used

such as atmospheric chemical gradients.

Secondly, the cognitive maps may be incorrectly constructed. Perhaps it is not a lin-

earisation. For example, perhaps the birds predict a steep gradient to the north west

and a shallow gradient to the south east. This way the birds would be overestimating

the intensity field values everywhere as effectively occurs when the actual coordinates are

curved. Secular variation causes only minor differences in the IOE prediction patterns as

the overall gradient directions do not change much over the years. However, in locations

where there are discontinuities in the IOE patterns - easily seen in the Directional model

predictions, or steep changes in IOE magnitudes spatially due to anomalies, there can be

large changes in IOE predictions over the years. When the cognitive map is based on a

past year, as in Figure 3.7, while the release site field values are based on the present year

the predictions do actually produce the trend where clockwise and anticlockwise errors

occur on opposite sides of the loft. Although the magnitudes of the predicted errors are

too great to the north west of the loft, it is conceivable that some additional cue emanat-

ing from lake Ontario could be preventing the pigeons from making too great an error in

this region. However, the trends seen in Figure 3.7 are only seen because of how different

the magnetic field values are between 1967 and 1980. This hypothesis would require the

pigeons to be 13 years old, which is uncommon. If instead we had assumed that the

pigeons had formed their cognitive map three years before being tested, the predictions

are much closer to those seen in Figure 3.6.
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Or thirdly, the bicoordinate grid map concept may not be the correct mechanism model,

or may not be stand-alone. For example, there could be more than two coordinates

involved that get weighted differently such as the multicoordinate models suggested in the

previous chapter. Other possible navigation mechanisms include Hagstrum’s atmospheric

propagation of infrasound (Hagstrum, 2000), or the use of a mosaic map based on visual

landmarks, odours, and/or the magnetic field.

In conclusion, we have found no additional evidence to support the hypotheses involving

use of the magnetic field as a map coordinate for pigeons. In fact, we endorse the con-

clusions of others (Freake et al., 2006; Komolkin et al., 2017; Phillips, 1996) that use of

the total magnetic intensity field would be effective as a coordinate for distances greater

than approximately 80 km, depending on the area, so we should be focusing on species

that travel further. On the other hand, we have, in this chapter only considered a fi-

nite number of combinations of assumptions. Perhaps there is some other combination

of the magnetic field and an unknown second coordinate we have yet to identify which

would produced predictions matching the pigeon experimental results. There is clearly a

distinctive pattern in the experimental data, but we have yet to find the explanation.
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4
Grid map model application to the

virtual displacement scenario

4.1 Introduction

In Chapters 2 and 3, we discussed application of the grid map models to physical dis-

placement data. However, if an environmental field is known or hypothesised to be a

navigational cue it may be possible in an experimental set up to effectively simulate

displacement by manipulating independently one or both of the environmental fields (as-

suming a bicoordinate system). Such a displacement experiment is considered virtual

rather than physical. The animal remains in one location and its bearings are observed in

response to changes in the value of the hypothesised coordinate field while all other factors

are controlled for. In this chapter, we explore how the grid map model predictions can be

compared with virtual displacement experimental results building on the initial work of

Phillips (1996) with the Correct Bicoordinate model. Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 discuss the

model inputs and outputs. Section 4.2 provides examples of virtual displacement initial

bearing (θIB) predictions. Section 4.3 discusses areas for consideration in applications to

experiments.
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4.1.1 Possible inputs

In contrast to predicting spatial patterns of navigational error, to predict a single initial

bearing (θIB) only the pair of field values at the release site and an assumed cognitive

map are required, rather than the entire spatial arrangement of the coordinate fields. We

consider here two different cognitive maps, one orthogonal, and the other nonorthogonal

as per the cognitive maps in Chapter 2. In addition, instead of basing the pair of field

values on a particular field arrangement, we screen through all possible combinations

of field values within a reasonable range, made possible by the controlled experimental

set-up. For example, a range of realistic magnetic intensity values could be screened.

4.1.2 Model outputs

The comparison of navigation model predictions of θIB to those measured from these

virtual displacements for each combination of field values was proposed by Phillips (1996)

using the Correct Bicoordinate (target based) model. In the following Section 4.2 these

predictions are extended to the Directional and Approximate Bicoordinate model for an

orthogonal and nonorthogonal cognitive map.

This method does not apply to the Correct Bicoordinate (release based) model for several

reasons. In a virtual displacement experiment where single field values are presented to

the animal there would be no sampling of gradients at the virtual release site, therefore

it is not possible to construct a cognitive map based on the release site alone. One of the

purposes of Phillip’s proposed method of exposing an animal to multiple combinations

of field values is to build a picture of the underlying cognitive map. However, for the

Correct Bicoordinate (release based) model there may be a different cognitive map for

each release site.

4.2 Virtual displacement initial bearing predictions

Note that in Chapter 2 we assumed that the cognitive map was a linear approximation

of the coordinate fields. We could have examined nonlinear approximations of the coor-

dinate fields, but this would be assuming a more complex cognitive system which may

not improve navigational efficiency significantly and would assume that it is possible for

animals to gain such information about noisy environmental fields. Therefore, we consider
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two simple linear cognitive maps, shown in Figure 4.1(a) and 4.1(b): one orthogonal and

one representative nonorthogonal map. These cognitive maps correspond to the cognitive

maps of case 1 and case 2a, respectively, from Chapter 2.
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Figure 4.1. Virtual displacement initial bearing θIB predictions. Panels (a) and (b) Cognitive
map contours with target value contours in bold. The coloured field A increases northwards
(blue to red), and the black field B increases eastwards (a) or southeastwards (b). Panels (c)-(e)
show model predictions. (c)-(e) Each curve represents the predicted θIB (y-axis, degrees, positive
clockwise with respect to north) for a fixed field A value (each coloured curve corresponds to a
contour of field A from (a) or (b)) and the field B value is varied (x-axis).

Recall from Chapter 2 that AR and BR represent field values at the release sites, in this

chapter they represent the field values presented to the caged animal. If one field value

(e.g. AR) is held fixed we can plot θIB as the other (e.g. BR) is varied (Figure 4.1c-d),

as might be seen in the virtual experiment set-up described in Section 4.1.1. We term
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the curves, where the predicted θIB values are plotted as field B is varied, θIB curves.

In these examples the field which increases to the north (field A) in the cognitive map is

held fixed as the field which increases to the east or south-east (field B) in the cognitive

map is varied. The purple steplike curves in Figures 4.1(c)- 4.1(e) correspond to fixing

the value of field A equal to that at the target. The value of field B at which the θIB

curves intersect is the value of field B at the target. In this chapter, when we refer to

the bearings in degrees: positive angles on the interval [−90◦, 270◦], are clockwise with

respect to north. Otherwise calculations are done in radians (anticlockwise with respect

to east). Equations for generating the θIB curves from the example cognitive maps are

derived from the general navigation models in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2.

Cognitive map 1: (Figure 4.1a) Field A is the field we hold fixed and has a northwards

gradient direction (α = π/2, in radians) with gradient magnitude A′ = 1, and field B we

vary and has an eastward gradient direction (β = 0, in radians) with gradient magnitude

B′ = 1. For each of the navigation models, θIB is given by the following equations:

Directional:

tan θIB =
sign(AT − AR)

sign(BT −BR)

Approximate Bicoordinate:

tan θIB =
AT − AR
BT −BR

Correct Bicoordinate (Target based):

tan θIB =
AT − AR
BT −BR

Cognitive map 2: (Figure 4.1b) Field A is the field we hold fixed and has a northwards

gradient direction (α = π/2, in radians) with gradient magnitude A′ = 1, and field B we

vary and has a south-eastward gradient direction (β = −π/4, in radians) with gradient

magnitude B′ =
√

2. For each of the navigation models, θIB is given by the following

equations:

Directional:

tan θIB =
sign(AT − AR)− sign(BT −BR)/

√
2

sign(BT −BR)/
√

2

Approximate Bicoordiante:

tan θIB =
(AT − AR)− (BT −BR)/2

(BT −BR)/2
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Correct Bicoordinate (Target based):

tan θIB =
AT − AR

(AT − AR) + (BT −BR)

For the Directional method distances in the cognitive map are effectively ignored. Con-

sequently, change in θIB along a contour of field A is only due to crossing the target field

value in the varying field B. Therefore, when field A is fixed at its target value (e.g.

AR = AT ), the resulting θIB curve (purple in Figure 4.1(c)) will step between 90◦ and

−90◦/270◦ (i.e. west and east) in case 1 and between 135◦ and −45◦ in case 2, which is

parallel to the gradient direction of field B. For fixed field A values other than the target

value, the curves will switch between θIB in directions calculated as if they were at release

positions at equal distance from each target value contour in the appropriate quadrant.

As illustrated earlier in Figure 2.2(c), the Approximate Bicoordinate method adds weighted

vectors in the gradient directions of each field. Hence, the Approximate model predicts

the θIB curves asymptote to 90◦ and −90◦/270◦ in case 1, and 135◦ and −45◦ for case 2,

parallel to the gradient direction of field B (shown in Figure 4.1(d)). In case 1 and 2 the

θIB curves intersect at 0◦ and 180◦ which align with the gradient direction of field A, the

field which was held fixed.

Application of the Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) method to each combination of

field values gives the θIB predictions of Figure 4.1(e). In contrast to the Directional and

Approximate method, the Correct Bicoordinate method adds vectors in directions along

the opposite fields’ contours. The purple steplike curve in Figure 4.1(e) has the value

of field A at the target, and as this contour runs horizontally through the target the

θIB predicted are either west or east for both case 1 and 2. The other θIB curves also

asymptote to 90◦ and −90◦/270◦ as this is the orientation of the contours of the field A

in the cognitive map. In case 1 the θIB values at which the curves intersect are 0◦ and

180◦ which align with the contours of the varied field B in the cognitive map. Likewise,

in case 2 the θIB values at which the curves intersect are 45◦ and 225◦ which align with

the contours of the varied field B in the cognitive map.
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4.3 Discussion

4.3.1 Summary

Measurements of bearings from virtual displacement experiments can be compared to θIB

predictions from the navigation models. These models require assumptions about the

arrangement of the cognitive map and the combinations of field values, (AR,BR) tested.

Predicted θIB depend on both the arrangement of the cognitive map and the mechanism

model used. For each of the model mechanisms there is a different relationship between

the asymptotes and intersections of the θIB curves and the orientation of the coordinate

fields in the cognitive map.

The θIB curves are dependent on the cognitive map arrangement rather than the real

spatial arrangements of the coordinate fields. However, in the case 1 field arrangement

from Chapter 2, where the real spatial field arrangements are linear and orthogonal just

like in the cognitive maps of the Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) and Approximate

models, the θIB curves (shown in Figure 4.1(c)-(e)) are equivalent to taking horizontal

slices through the θIB spatial plots. Application of the Correct Bicoordinate (Target

based) and Approximate models to any other field arrangements, with the same cognitive

map, give θIB spatial plots which are distortions of the spatial plots for case 1.

4.3.2 Application to experiments

If using a virtual displacement experiment to distinguish between the navigational mech-

anisms, ideally one would already have some idea about the field orientations or target

field values of at least one of the fields used as a navigational cue. This way predictions

could be generated to compare to the θIB curve asymptotes and intersections from the

experimental data. For example, magnetic inclination was hypothesised by Phillips et al.

(2002) to be a coordinate field in the navigational map for eastern red-spotted newts. In-

clination values were tested either side of the home field value which resulted in a change

in orientation consistent with any of the discussed literal map model qualitative predic-

tions. However, more inclination values would be needed to increase the signal to noise

ratio in order to distinguish between the models based on asymptote values.

Many virtual experiments have now been done with hatchling loggerhead sea turtles (Fux-
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jager et al., 2014, 2011; Lohmann and Lohmann, 1994; Lohmann et al., 2001; Lohmann

and Lohmann, 1996; Merrill and Salmon, 2011; Putman et al., 2011, 2015). However,

these have not been done in a systematic way screening multiple values of, for example,

geomagnetic intensity, while both inclination and declination are held constant. It is also

hard to tell what the target location is in all these experiments. Experienced Eurasian

reed warblers show compensatory orientation as if they had been physically displaced to

locations with the magnetic field combinations presented to them, while juveniles remain

unoriented (Chernetsov et al., 2017; Kishkinev et al., 2015). However, a limited range of

magnetic field parameters have been tested so far. In contrast, results on juvenile/hatch-

ling turtles indicate that experience is not needed in forming a cognitive map. Perhaps

juvenile turtles have an inherited gradient map, or instead, have a signpost behavioural

association as suggested by Lohmann et al. (2001).

Hence, well designed virtual displacement experiments which minimise the noise, due to

nonuniform magnetic fields and motivational issues from the study species, along with

well-defined navigation targets are still needed.
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5
Inversion of grid map models

5.1 Introduction

The forward literal grid map models, reviewed in Chapter 2, operate on coordinate fields

A and B, which are scalar fields in space (x, y), to give a field of predicted initial bearings

(θIB’s) of an animal’s trajectory towards the target. In other words, we have a function

f with inputs A and B, and output θIB (f(A,B) = θIB). Ideally, one could completely

invert this function to g(θIB) = [A,B], as often we have θIB measured at a range of release

sites, and want to know what the coordinate fields might be. Unfortunately, finding both

A and B from a single scalar field θIB is an underdetermined problem. However, if we

have measured both θIB and A, say, one of the coordinate fields, then, along with some

reasonable assumptions, we can start to say something about what the second coordinate

field B might look like. For example, one commonly hypothesised coordinate field for

which we do have measured values of is the geomagnetic intensity field. In this chapter,

we use the Keeton dataset regarding pigeons homing to the Ithaca loft, introduced in

Chapter 3, as a motivating example. The dataset contains the mean θIB measured at 188

locations, and we assume that field A is the geomagnetic intensity field. We can compute

A at each of the release sites using the method described in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2.
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To understand the inversion of the grid map models we consider the backward version of

each grid map model analytically, applied to some simple hypothetical fields, A and θIB

(Section 5.2). Hypothetical θIB test fields are generated by applying the forward models

from Chapter 2 to the simple test field A and specific B fields. We show that the B

field obtained when inverting the model is generally not unique, but belongs to a family

of solutions. In Section 5.3 we consider whether having data on θIB at each release site

from animals with different targets, such as multiple lofts, can help in identifying field B.

Then, in Section 5.4, we investigate the issues involved in the application of the inverted

models to real data. In particular, the combinations of field A values and θIB values at each

location should be consistent under the grid map model, and the predicted field Bs should

be realistic. We will explain further what we mean by “consistent” later on in Section

5.4, suffice it to mention for now that not all combinations of field A and θIB are possible

depending on the grid map model and on the cognitive maps. These considerations are

applied to the Keeton dataset in Section 5.4, and then the implications to the hypothesis

that the geomagnetic field might be used as part of a grid map navigation system are

discussed in Section 5.5. Throughout this chapter, whenever we refer to angles in radians

we mean angles anticlockwise with respect to east, as is common in mathematics, and

when we refer to angles in degrees, on the interval [−90◦, 270◦] in the text, we mean

angles clockwise with respect to north, as is common in biology. This is so that radians

can be used in equations, the natural sentences of mathematics, and degrees can be used

when presenting results that would be of interest to biologists, and could be compared to

existing experimental data.

5.2 Analytic inversions

The grid map navigation models are inverted based on the equations in Chapter 2. We

illustrate the inverted models in this section by applying them to combinations of a

simple linear field A(x, y) = x, and different θIB fields. The test θIB fields are generated

by applying the forward models to field A and one of the following B fields:

• Linear, orthogonal or nonorthogonal field: B = y, or B = x+ y

• Nonlinear field: B = y − 0.01x2

• A field with point anomalies equal distance from the target:

B(x, y) = Banom(x, y) ≡ y − 60 e−0.1((x−20)2+(y−20)2)−60 e−0.1((y−
√

800)2+x2)

− 60 e−0.1((x−
√

800)2+y2)−60 e−0.1((x+20)2+(y−20)2) (5.2.1)
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In all scenarios the target will be at (x, y) = (0, 0). To distinguish the above test B fields

from the field B sought as the solution to the inverse problem we henceforth refer to the

unknown field B as Bpred. Furthermore, we will use the subscript R, for example (xR, yR),

as a reminder that certain components refer to values at the release sites rather than in

the cognitive maps. A complication in inverting these grid map models is that not only

is field Bpred unknown at the release sites, but it is also unknown in the cognitive map.

So our inversion problem is actually

g(AR, AT , A
′, α, θIB) = [Bpred, BT , B

′, β].

AR represents the field A values at the release sites, while AT , A′, and α represent the

components of the corresponding cognitive map. Recall, from Chapter 2, that the cogni-

tive map in these models is constructed as a linear approximation of the coordinate fields

about the target. Hence, the cognitive map components corresponding to the test field A

are the field value at the target, AT = 0, and the gradient, with magnitude A′ = 1 and

direction α = 0, or, alternatively expressed as the gradient with respect to the x axis,
∂A
∂x

∣∣
T

= 1, and the gradient with respect to the y axis, ∂A
∂y

∣∣
T

= 0, evaluated at the target.

In the inversions we initially allow the cognitive map corresponding to Bpred (i.e. BT ,

B′, and β) to vary independently of Bpred values at release sites, which results in whole

families of solutions as there are too many unknowns. Note that the cognitive map may

not always be a strict linearisation of the corresponding real field. For example, in Chapter

3, Figure 3.7, we tested a hypothesis that the cognitive map was raised with respect to the

real coordinate field. However, in line with the grid map models presented in Chapter 2,

we make additional assumptions about the cognitive map of field Bpred, such as that the

components of the cognitive map match the linear approximation of Bpred at the target.

We furthermore assume that BT = 0 as predicted field values can easily be accepted as

relative to the value at the target. Also, we assume that the gradient direction in the

cognitive map of field Bpred is not parallel to that of field A, as in this set up it would

clearly not be possible to navigate towards a point target in a two dimensional space

without additional information. Unicoordinate navigation scenarios have in fact been

suggested, such as a coastline providing the axis along which to navigate (Lohmann and

Lohmann, 1994), but this is not a navigation model we consider in this chapter.

In the following sections, (5.2.1 - 5.2.4) we show how each of the four grid map models

from Chapter 2 can be inverted.
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5.2.1 Inversion of Correct Bicoordinate (Target Based) model

In order to derive the inversion method for the Correct Bicoordinate model first we need

a formula for generating hypothetical θIB values. The forward model for the Correct

Bicoordinate (Target Based) mechanism is as follows:

tan θIB =
dy

dx
=
−(AT − AR) ∂B

∂x

∣∣
T

+ (BT −BR) ∂A
∂x

∣∣
T

(AT − AR)∂B
∂y

∣∣
T
− (BT −BR)∂A

∂y

∣∣
T

, (5.2.2)

where the symbols are as in Chapter 2: AR and BR are the field values at the release sites,

AT , ∂A
∂x

∣∣
T
, and ∂A

∂y

∣∣
T

are components of the cognitive map of field A, and BT , ∂B
∂x

∣∣
T
, and

∂B
∂y

∣∣
T

are components of the cognitive map of field B. In the backward model field A and

tan θIB will be considered as the known input fields. We will assume that AT = BT = 0 as

any field can be scaled relative to the values at the target. Rearranging equation (5.2.2),

now considering θIB as observed (θobs), to solve for Bpred then gives

Bpred(xR, yR) =
AR(xR, yR)

(
∂B
∂x

∣∣
T

+ ∂B
∂y

∣∣
T

tan θobs(xR, yR)
)

∂A
∂y

∣∣
T

tan θobs(xR, yR) + ∂A
∂x

∣∣
T

, (5.2.3)

where ∂B
∂x

∣∣
T

and ∂B
∂y

∣∣
T

are unknown free parameters, or equivalently (given that ∂B
∂x

∣∣
T

=

B′ cos β, etc...),

Bpred =
AR(B′ cos β +B′ sin β tan θobs)

A′ sinα tan θobs + A′ cosα
=
ARB

′ cos(β − θobs)
A′ cos(α− θobs)

, (5.2.4)

where B′ is the gradient magnitude and β is the gradient direction of the cognitive map

associated with field Bpred. At this stage both B′ and β are free variables. However,

the configuration of the contours of field Bpred will still be the same regardless of the

gradient magnitude, since B′ simply scales the values - observe that it only appears

as a multiplier in equation (5.2.4). A predicted configuration could be most helpful in

identifying candidate coordinates from real environment fields. Therefore, we could, for

example, further assume that ∂B
∂y

∣∣
T

= 1, but allow ∂B
∂x

∣∣
T

to vary. Or, we could assume

that B′ = 1 and allow β to vary. This would give predicted coordinate field configurations

depending on the gradient direction in the cognitive map, but ignoring the scale of the

gradient magnitude. In addition, to ensure that the coordinates are not parallel in the

cognitive map we require that ∂B
∂y

∣∣
T
6= 0, and β 6= 0, π.

We add the supplementary requirement that ∂B
∂x

∣∣
T

=
∂Bpred

∂x

∣∣
(0,0)

, or B′ cos β =
∂Bpred

∂x

∣∣
(0,0)

so

that the cognitive map is a linear extrapolation of the predicted field B about the origin,

where the target is located. However, this requirement is fulfilled for any choice of test
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field coordinates resulting in no additional restrictions. This can be seen by the following.

Substituting the cognitive map for A into equation (5.2.2), along with the assumption

that BT = 0, gives

tan θIB =
AR

∂B
∂x

∣∣o
T
−BR

−AR ∂B∂y
∣∣o
T

Bpred = AR

(
∂B

∂x

∣∣∣n
T

+
∂B

∂y

∣∣∣n
T

tan θobs

)
.

Note that no generality is lost because any coordinate system can be scaled and rotated

to match the cognitive map of A. Cognitive map components with a superscript ‘o’ are

those associated with the original field B used to generate the test θIB. Cognitive map

components with a superscript ‘n’ are those associated with the newly predicted field,

Bpred, which initially unknown free parameters. Then,

Bpred = AR

(
∂B

∂x

∣∣∣n
T

+
∂B

∂y

∣∣∣n
T

(
AR

∂B
∂x

∣∣o
T
−BR

−AR ∂B∂y
∣∣o
T

))

= AR

(
∂B

∂x

∣∣∣n
T

−
∂B
∂y

∣∣n
T

∂B
∂x

∣∣o
T

∂B
∂y

∣∣o
T

)
+
BR

∂B
∂y

∣∣n
T

∂B
∂y

∣∣o
T

.

Then the linear approximation of Bpred about the target would be

xR

(
∂B

∂x

∣∣∣n
T

−
∂B
∂y

∣∣n
T

∂B
∂x

∣∣o
T

∂B
∂y

∣∣o
T

)
+

(
xR
∂B

∂x

∣∣∣o
T

+ yR
∂B

∂y

∣∣∣o
T

) ∂B
∂y

∣∣n
T

∂B
∂y

∣∣o
T

= xR
∂B

∂x

∣∣∣n
T

+ yR
∂B

∂y

∣∣∣n
T

,

which shows that the requirement is automatically fulfilled. Therefore, equations (5.2.3)

and (5.2.4) give us a family of solutions for field Bpred that depend on ∂B
∂x

∣∣
T

or β. We now

illustrate results of inverting the Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) model by applying

these equations to the simple test field A, and test θobs generated as mentioned in Section

5.2. We will vary β, rather than ∂B
∂x

∣∣
T
, as the free parameter in generating possible Bpred

fields from the family of solutions, so that it is easier to see the relative effect of changing

the choice of orientation of Bpred fields with the same gradient magnitudes.
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Scenario 1: Linear coordinate fields

To generate the test θobs we apply the forward model (equation (5.2.2)) to A(xR, yR) = xR

and B(xR, yR) = yR to obtain

tan θobs =
yR
xR
.

Then using the backward model (equation (5.2.4)), with AR = xR and tan θobs = yR
xR

, we

find

Bpred = yR sin β + xR cos β.

This means that the field Bpred is linear with any orientation (except β = 0, π). See

Figure 5.1, Scenario 1, for representative solutions of field Bpred depending on different

β. In addition to original field, B = yR, the family of solutions contains all linear fields

nonorthogonal to A, except the parallel cases.

Scenario 2: Curved coordinate field B, linear coordinate field A

We generate test θobs using A(xR, yR) = xR and B(xR, yR) = yR − 0.01x2
R, which gives

tan θobs =
−yR + 0.01x2

R

−xR
.

Using the backward model applied AR = xR and tan θobs =
−yR+0.01x2R
−xR

, we find

Bpred = (yR − 0.01x2
R) sin β + xR cos β.

Field Bpred can again be any orientation at the target (see Figure 5.1, Scenario 2). On

a very large scale, when β ∈ (0, π), Bpred increases to the north, and the contours are

curved, but locally around the target the contours appear linear, and of any orientation.

When β ∈ (π, 2π) the contours appear the same but the slopes are reversed.

Scenario 3: Coordinate field B with anomalies, linear coordinate field A

Our fields for creating the test θobs are A(xR, yR) = xR, and B(xR, yR) = Banom(xR, yR), a

linear field with four point anomalies, equation (5.2.1). The locations for these anomalies

are chosen so that they are not close enough to the target to affect the cognitive map,

and to cover a range of locations at different angles to the gradient direction. This gives
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Figure 5.1. Contours of representative solutions for field Bpred from the Correct Bicoordinate
(Target based) model in Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 given selected β values (the three columns on the
right). The following assumptions were made: BT = 0 and B′ = 1. Axes give (xR, yR) locations.
The model input columns show the field A contours, θobs contours, and representative θobs with
white arrows. Colourbars show field A values, degrees clockwise with respect to north, and field
Bpred values respectively.

the test θobs given by

tan θobs =
−Banom

−xR
.

Using the backward model we get

Bpred = xR cos β +Banom sin β,

which we show in Figure 5.1, Scenario 3.

Notice that the anomalies in the field Bpred for β = π/2 (see Figure 5.1, Scenario 3)

have greater magnitudes than the anomalies in the field Bpred for β = π/4 relative to the

background slope. Compared to orthogonal coordinates, coordinate pairs with a smaller

angle between their gradient directions require anomalies of smaller magnitude, to give

anomalies of the same magnitude in their θobs field. In other words, coordinate fields
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with a smaller angle between them are more sensitive to anomalies than if they were

orthogonal. Therefore, observing an anomaly in θobs but not in field A could mean that

field Bpred is orthogonal to A and has a large anomaly at that site, or that field Bpred may

be nonorthogonal to A and has only a small magnitude anomaly there.

Since we expect real coordinate fields to have many small anomalies (if not large ones)

we would expect to see many anomalies in θobs, in particular if the coordinate fields are

nonorthogonal. On the other hand, not observing an anomaly in θobs even though there

is an anomaly in field A could mean that there is a compensatory anomaly in field Bpred,

or that the coordinate fields are close to orthogonal and hence not very sensitive to the

anomaly. Likewise, observing an anomaly in neither θobs nor A means that if there is

an anomaly in Bpred it is probably not large compared to the cognitive map gradient

magnitude and angle between the coordinate fields.

5.2.2 Inversion of Approximate Bicoordinate model

Here we follow the same process as for Section 5.2.1 in order to derive the inversion

method for the Approximate Bicoordinate model. The forward model for the Approximate

Bicoordinate model to generate hypothetical θobs values is as follows:

tan θIB =
dy

dx
=

(AT − AR)B′ sinα + (BT −BR)A′ sin β

(AT − AR)B′ cosα + (BT −BR)A′ cos β
. (5.2.5)

In the backward model field A and θobs are assumed known and β is the free variable, so

we get

Bpred =
(AT − AR)B′(− cosα tan θobs + sinα) +BTA

′(sin β − cos β tan θobs)

A′(− cos β tan θobs + sin β)
. (5.2.6)

In addition we assume that AT = BT = 0, and B′ = 1, hence, equation (5.2.6) simplifies

to

Bpred =
AR(− cosα tan θobs + sinα)

A′(cos β tan θobs − sin β)
=
AR sin(α− θobs)

A′ sin(θobs − β)
. (5.2.7)

As with the backwards Correct Bicoordinate model, the family of solutions to the back-

wards Approximate Bicoordinate model has the free variable β. However, unlike for the

Correct Bicoordinate model, the supplementary requirement that B′ cos β =
∂Bpred

∂x

∣∣
0

and

B′ sin β =
∂Bpred

∂y

∣∣
0

so that the cognitive map is a linear extrapolation of the predicted field

B about the target is not automatically fulfilled as will be seen in the following examples.

After the examples, we will present a method for finding the β for which the cognitive

map does match the linear approximation of Bpred at the target.
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The three scenarios used for illustration all have orthogonal cognitive maps so the test

θobs are the same for the Approximate Bicoordinate model as for the Correct Bicoordinate

(Target based) model. However, the predictions from the inverted Approximate model

are quite different.

Scenario 1: Linear coordinate fields

To generate test θobs for this scenario we use A(xR, yR) = xR and B(xR, yR) = yR. The

Approximate Bicoordinate forward model (equation (5.2.5)) then gives

tan θobs =
yR
xR
.

Note that the test IOEs in this case, that is, the differences between the true target

directed bearing and θIB, are zero everywhere. Then, assuming θobs is known, with free

parameter β, we get the following family of solutions for Bpred:

Bpred =
yR

sin β − cos β yR
xR

.

One solution is Bpred = yR, the original field used to generate the test θobs (shown in

Figure 5.2, Scenario 1). However, this is one of only two smooth solutions in the family.

The other smooth solution is when β = −π
2
, which has the same contours, but with the

slope going the other way. The remaining solutions in the family contain asymptotes

where Bpred approaches ±∞ along the line yR = xR tan β (see examples in Figure 5.2,

Scenario 1). Also, β = ±π
2

give the only Bpred fields where β matches the cognitive map

derived from linearising the corresponding Bpred about the target at (x, y) = (0, 0). Recall

that the cognitive map is made up of three components: BT , B′ and β representing a

linear field. For the other Bpred fields (for example Figure 5.2, Scenario 1, β = π/4,

and β = 3π/4) their derivatives are not well-defined at the target location due to the

discontinuity so clearly they will not match with their corresponding choice of cognitive

map.

The results are similar if we start with a test θobs generated from two linear, but nonorthog-

onal fields rather than orthogonal coordinate fields. In this scenario the test IOEs would

not be zero everywhere. However, application of the inverted Approximate Bicoordinate

model still gives a family dependent on β, where the only two smooth Bpred are the orig-

inal B field used to generate the test θobs, and the field with the slope in the opposite

direction.
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Figure 5.2. Contours of representative solutions for field Bpred from the Approximate Bicoor-
dinate model in Scenarios 1 - 3 given selected β values (the three columns on the right). The
following assumptions were made: BT = 0 and B′ = 1. Areas in white represent regions where
the Bpred value approaches ±∞. Axes give (xR, yR) locations. The Model input columns show
the field A contours, θobs contours, and representative θobs with white arrows. Colourbars show
field A values, degrees clockwise with respect to north, and field Bpred values respectively.

Scenario 2: Curved coordinate field B, linear coordinate field A

In this scenario A(xR, yR) = xR and B(xR, yR) = yR − 0.01x2
R, which gives the test θobs

given by

tan θobs =
−yR + 0.01x2

R

−xR
.

Using the backward model we find

Bpred =
xRyR − 0.01x3

R

xR sin β + (0.01x2
R − yR) cos β

.

Again, the only smooth solutions in the family are for β = ±π
2
, while solutions for other

β contain asymptotes (see examples in Figure 5.2, Scenario 2).
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Scenario 3: Coordinate field B with anomalies, linear coordinate field A

We will again assume that A(xR, yR) = xR and that our field B for creating the test θobs

is a linear field with four point anomalies (equation (5.2.1)). This gives the test θobs given

by

tan θobs =
−Banom

−xR
.

Using the backward model we find

Bpred =
xRBanom

xR sin β − cos β(Banom)
,

which we show in Figure 5.2, Scenario 3. Note that there may be discontinuities in Bpred

predicted in the regions of the anomalies in the θobs field (for example, see Figure 5.2,

Scenario 3, β = 3π/8). This would occur especially in cases with smaller angles between

the fields in the cognitive map as the small angle increases the sensitivity of the navigation

model to the anomalies in the coordinate fields.

Solving for realistic Bpred fields

We require that the cognitive map is a linear approximation of field Bpred about the target.

In the Correct Bicoordinate (target based) inversion model this is automatic. In contrast,

Figure 5.2 shows that possible solutions to the inversion of the Approximate Bicoordinate

model are not all smooth at the target. As such, the linear approximations at the target

of those solutions which contain asymptotes are not defined. Also, near the target, the

field Bpred, which is defined by some arbitrary choice of β, does not closely match the

corresponding cognitive map defined by that β (whatever β is chosen, except for β = 0,

the original β, and the opposite direction).

The solutions containing asymptotes might be realistic if the environmental field B is,

for example, the slope of a vector field. But if B is a continuous scalar field, for example

an intensity or concentration, then these solutions with asymptotes are not realistic in

addition to the cognitive maps not matching. Hence, unlike for the Correct Bicoordinate

(target based) model, the backwards Approximate Bicoordinate model has only a pair of

unique realistic solutions, assuming BT = 0 and B′ = 1.

The problem then becomes how to identify these two unique solutions that give realistic

fields with cognitive maps that match the linear approximation of Bpred at the target.

Analytically, these unique solutions occur when β = θobs and θobs + π at the locations

where field A = 0. If this condition does not hold, then field Bpred will include an
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asymptote and not be defined at the target (x, y) = (0, 0). In the experimental context

we will have θobs values paired with field A values for a limited number of locations rather

than field equations which would define values everywhere. Therefore, to determine the β

which give a realistic field Bpred we could fit some kind of surface to field A, and another

surface to the θobs values. Then by identifying the equation for approximating the contour

where A = 0 we could determine the corresponding θIB to give β. This might work if A

was reasonably smooth relative to the number of data points available.

An alternative method for identifying the realistic β is based on the observation that the

unrealistic Bpred fields do not closely match their corresponding cognitive maps. We can

screen through the range of possible β and minimise the sum of the squared differences

between Bpred and the cognitive map. In other words, we are minimising ‖Bpred(xR, yR)−
(xR cos β + yR sin β)‖. Unfortunately, with the equation in this form the minimum is not

well defined, due to the formula for the inverted Approximate Bicoordinate model being

a quotient (equation (5.2.7)). Instead, the minimisation formula can be rearranged so we

are attempting to minimise

f = ‖A(xR, yR) sin(α− θobs(xR, yR))− sin(θobs(xR, yR)−β)(xR cos β+ yR sin β)‖. (5.2.8)

where we assume that field A has been scaled such that A′ = 1 and AT = 0. This function

can be minimised using a MATLAB function such as lsqnonlin, or simply by screening

through β values. There will be two unique solutions on the interval [−π, π), assuming

no noise, so we will limit our search to the interval [0, π), the remaining β will simply be

the opposite direction. Figure 5.3 shows the results of screening β values for Scenarios

1 - 3, for a dataset of field A and θobs values at 40 randomly chosen locations. In these

scenarios where there is no variability due to experimental noise in the datasets it is easy

to determine the optimal β, particularly when the optimal field Bpred is linear (Scenarios

1a and 1b). However, when the optimal field Bpred is nonlinear, either due to large scale

curved contours or anomalies, the optimal β is less pronounced (Scenarios 2 and 3). The

addition of experimental noise, or more anomalies in the coordinate fields could make the

optimal β much less clear.

Since the cognitive map is only based on the field close to the target in some familiar

range, and we do not want to bias against fields that are curved on a larger scale, we can

weight the minimisation with a Gaussian function centred at the target as follows:

min
β
‖ e

−(x2R+y2R)

2σ2
[
A(xR, yR) sin(α−θobs(xR, yR))−sin(θobs(xR, yR)−β)(xR cos β+yR sin β)

]
‖,

(5.2.9)

where σ can be adjusted to represent half the radius of the familiar range. For example,
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Figure 5.3. Identifying optimal β (in radians) by minimising the difference between the cogni-
tive map and Bpred fields predicted by the Approximate Bicoordinate model for Scenarios 1 - 3.
f is the value calculated using equation (5.2.8) applied to 40 random locations within the 80 x80
unit grids examined in Figures 5.1-5.5.

Figure 5.4 shows that this weighting increases the sharpness of the minimum for Scenarios

2 and 3.
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Figure 5.4. Identifying optimal β (in radians) by minimising the difference between the cog-
nitive map and Bpred fields predicted by the Approximate Bicoordinate model for Scenarios 2,
and 3. f is the value calculated using equation (5.2.9) applied to 40 random locations within the
80 x80 unit grids examined in Figures 5.1-5.5, with σ = 10.
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5.2.3 Inversion of Directional model

Here we derive the inversion method for the Directional model. The forward model from

Chapter 2, equation (2.2.10) gives us hypothetical θobs values given by

tan θobs =
dy

dx
=

(AT−AR)
‖AT−AR‖

sinα + (BT−BR)
‖BT−BR‖

sin β

(AT−AR)
‖AT−AR‖

cosα + (BT−BR)
‖BT−BR‖

cos β
. (5.2.10)

Then, in the backwards model, field A and θIB are assumed known and β is the free

variable, giving

BT −Bpred

‖BT −Bpred‖
=

(AT−AR)
‖AT−AR‖

(sinα− cosα tan θobs)

cos β tan θobs − sin β
. (5.2.11)

Unlike for the Correct and Approximate Biocoordinate models we can not solve the back-

wards Directional model directly for Bpred (once a β is chosen), we can only solve for the

regions of space where Bpred > BT , Bpred < BT , and Bpred = BT .

However, if we replace AT−AR
‖AT−AR‖

with sign(AT −AR) and
BT−Bpred

‖BT−Bpred‖
with sign(BT −Bpred),

then we can see clearly that the left hand side of equation (5.2.11) must be either ±1 or

0, hence,

sign(BT −Bpred) =
sign(AT − AR)(sinα− cosα tan θobs)

cos β tan θobs − sin β
. (5.2.12)

This then puts restrictions on β. When AT = AR, then sign(AT − AR) = 0, so equation

(5.2.10) becomes

tan θobs =
dy

dx
=

sign(BT −Bpred) sin β

sign(BT −Bpred) cos β
.

which means that tan θobs depends on sign(BT −Bpred) and on β. Specifically θobs will be

parallel to β, so β is one of two values (θobs and θobs +π) at the locations where AT = AR.

Given one of these β the predicted sign of BT − Bpred can then be determined using

equation (5.2.12) for different regions, but the specific arrangement of the contours in those

regions and the existence and locations of anomalies is unknown. As with the inversion

of the Correct and Approximate Bicoordinate models we will assume that AT = BT = 0,

but make no additional assumptions about the gradients.
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Scenario 1: Linear coordinate fields

We generate a test θobs using equation (5.2.10) with A(xR, yR) = xR and B(xR, yR) = yR,

hence the forward model gives

tan θobs =
sign(−yR)

sign(−xR)
, when A 6= 0

θobs =
π

2
sign(−yR), when A = 0.

Firstly, we can determine the β in the cognitive map by identifying θobs when A = 0.

Hence, β = ±π
2
. Then, using the backward model (and considering the case where

β = π
2
),

sign(Bpred) = sign(yR).

In other words, we have three cases:

yR > 0 ⇒ Bpred > 0

yR < 0 ⇒ Bpred < 0

yR = 0 ⇒ Bpred = 0.

The last line gives us the predicted target value contour. Any field that fulfils these

conditions is in the family of solutions.

The predictions for Scenario 2 and 3 are very similar except that the target value contour

will be given by yR = 0.01x2
R and Banom(xR, yR) = 0 respectively. The predicted target

value contours for Scenario 3 are shown in Figure 5.5c.
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Figure 5.5. Inverted Directional model applied to Scenario 3. a) Input coordinate field A. b)
Test θobs values. c) Field Bpred target value contours.
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5.2.4 Inversion of Correct Bicoordinate (Release based) model

The derivation of the inversion method for the Correct Bicoordinate model (Release based)

begins similarly to as for the Correct Bicoordinate model, with the hypothetical tan θobs

being generated in the following way:

tan θobs =
dy

dx
=
−(AT − AR) ∂B

∂x

∣∣
R

+ (BT −BR) ∂A
∂x

∣∣
R

(AT − AR)∂B
∂y

∣∣
R
− (BT −BR)∂A

∂y

∣∣
R

.

However, the gradients in the cognitive map (∂A
∂x
, ∂A

∂y
, ∂B

∂x
, ∂B

∂y
) are based on the fields A

and B at the release sites and hence may be different at each location. To generate the

backwards model we can assume that AT = BT = 0, but not that ∂B
∂y

∣∣
R

= 1 as this may

be different at each release location. So the backwards model becomes

Bpred =
AR

(
∂B
∂x

∣∣
R

+ ∂B
∂y

∣∣
R

tan θobs

)
∂A
∂y

∣∣
R

tan θobs + ∂A
∂x

∣∣
R

.

where Bpred,
∂B
∂x

∣∣
R
, and ∂B

∂y

∣∣
R

are unknowns and vary for each release site. This means

that there are too many unknowns for a prediction to be useful in identifying a candidate

coordinate field B. A better strategy for inverting the Correct Bicoordinate (Release

based) model is to use data from animals released at the same release site, but navigating

to multiple targets, for example pigeons returning to different lofts. This way the cognitive

map for the release site can be assumed to be the same for birds from the different lofts.

The problem then becomes very similar to the Correct Bicoordinate (target based) model

situation. Instead of equation (5.2.4) we have

Bpred =
ATB

′ cos(β − θobs)

A′ cos(α− θobs)
.

where Bpred are the predicted values at the multiple lofts. Recall that for the Correct

Bicoordinate (Release based) model the cognitive map components for field A are AR,

and the gradient at the release site, A′ and α. So we have assumed, without loss of

generality, that AR = BR = 0 and the field values at the lofts (AT and Bpred) are relative

to the values at the release site.
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5.3 Data from multiple lofts

We have just seen that data from multiple lofts (or other targets) could help in inverting

the Correct Bicoordinate (Release based) model. In this section we ask whether data

from multiple lofts could also help in inverting the Correct Bicoordinate (Target based),

Approximate Bicoordinate, and Directional models. We examine the two loft scenario in

detail and extend the results to more lofts.

Correct Bicoordinate (target based)

Suppose there are two lofts (targets) with information on θobs from each, as well as the

coordinate A field values at the loft and each of the release sites. We will assume that

the locations of the lofts (p & q) are given by (xp, yp) and (xq, yq) where we can assume

without loss of generality that (xp, yp) = (0, 0) and (xq, yq) 6= (0, 0). Also, for simplicity

we use A(xR, yR) = xR, but assume nothing more about B(xR, yR). Using these fields we

calculate the following test θobs:

tan θobsp =
xR − ∂B

∂x

∣∣o
p

+ (Bo
p −BR)

−xR ∂B∂y
∣∣o
p

tan θobsq =
(xR − xq)∂B∂x

∣∣o
q

+ (Bo
q −BR)

−(xR − xq)∂B∂y
∣∣o
q

.

The ‘o’s in the subscripts refer to the fact that these variables are fixed, based on the

original test field B, and are not free parameters. Then, using the backward model

(equation (5.2.3)), from loft p we find

Bpred = Bn
p + xR

∂B

∂x

∣∣∣n
p

+
∂B

∂y

∣∣∣n
p

(
xR

∂B
∂x

∣∣o
p

+ (Bo
p −BR)

−∂B
∂y

∣∣o
p

)
. (5.3.1)

From loft q we find

Bpred = Bn
q + (xR − xq)

∂B

∂x

∣∣∣n
q

+
∂B

∂y

∣∣∣n
q

(
(xR − xq)∂B∂x

∣∣o
q

+ (Bo
q −BR)

−(xR − xq)∂B∂y
∣∣o
q

)
. (5.3.2)

As with the single loft case, we can assume without loss of generality that Bp = 0 and
∂B
∂y

∣∣n
p

= 1. This leaves us with the remaining free parameters ∂B
∂x

∣∣n
p
, ∂B

∂x

∣∣n
q
, ∂B

∂y

∣∣n
q
, and
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Bn
q . We can differentiate and evaluate equation (5.3.1) at loft q so that the cognitive

map components of loft q can be written as equations of ∂B
∂x

∣∣n
p
, and substitute these

into equation (5.3.2). However, once this is done, the equation simplifies to equation

(5.3.1), and no new information is gained, compared to if we only had one loft (except for

additional data points that can be used to average out experimental variability). More

than two lofts would not help either because the solutions for B would still be the same

family as for the single loft. Similarly, data from multiple release sites will not help narrow

down the solutions to the inverted Correct Bicoordinate (Release based) model.

Approximate Bicoordinate

As for the Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) model we examine the scenario where

there are two lofts (targets) with information on θobs from each, as well as the coordinate

A field values at the loft and each of the release sites. We will assume again that the

locations of the lofts (p & q) are given by (xp, yp) and (xq, yq) where we can assume

without loss of generality that (xp, yp) = (0, 0) and (xq, yq) 6= (0, 0). Also, for simplicity,

we again use A(xR, yR) = xR, but assuming nothing more about B(xR, yR). Using these

we calculate the following test θobs:

tan θobsp =
(Bo

p −BR) sin βop
−xRB′po + (Bo

p −BR) cos βop

tan θobsq =
(Bo

q −BR) sin βoq
(xq − xR)B′q

o + (Bo
q −BR) cos βoq

.

Using the backward model (equation (5.2.6)), from loft p we find

Bpred = Bn
p +

xRB
′
p
n tan θobsp

sin βnp − cos βnp tan θobsp

. (5.3.3)

From loft q we find

Bpred = Bn
q +

(xq − xR)B′q
n tan θobsq

sin βnq − cos βnq tan θobsq

. (5.3.4)

We can additionally assume that the cognitive maps must match the linear approximations

of the fields about each loft. In this case, it turns out that these two equations are only

consistent when the choice of cognitive maps are the same as for the field B which was

originally used to generate the θobs or with the opposite slope. So having two lofts can

help narrow down the predictions for field B to only two possibilities. As such, adding

data from additional lofts would be surplus except for reducing error due to noise in the
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data.

Directional

Each loft will enable the addition of a contour level for field Bpred, as long as the subsequent

loft is not on the target value contours of the previous lofts. Hence, data from two or

more lofts is beneficial in the case of the inverted Directional model.

5.4 Application to real data and inconsistencies

The examples in the previous sections involved applying the inversion models to θobs fields

generated by the original forward models to investigate the range of Bpred fields which

would lead to the same observations. However, it turns out that not all combinations of

field A and θobs are consistent with a grid map model. In Chapter 4, we examined how

θIB changes as one of the coordinate field values is varied. An important result is that not

all θIB fields are possible if we only change one of the coordinate fields. Which θIB are

possible depends on which grid map model is applied and on the gradient directions of

the cognitive maps of either A or B. In this section we investigate real datasets which are

invalid as inputs for the inverse models by using examples from the screened New York

pigeon dataset which was introduced in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1. This dataset contains

information on θobs from 188 release sites out to approximately 300 km from the Ithaca

loft. The information available includes the location of the loft and the release sites, and

both the main and total geomagnetic intensity for these locations. In the following we

examine the possibility of inconsistent combinations model by model.

Correct Bicoordinate (Target based)

As can be seen in Chapter 4, Figure 4.1, the θIB at a release site is restricted to a 180◦

interval which is dependent on the gradient direction of the cognitive map of field A. If

the gradient direction of field A is α, then if

AR > AT , then θIB ∈
(
−α + π ± π

2

)
,

AR < AT , then θIB ∈
(
α± π

2

)
.

For example, if the cognitive map of A has α = 0◦ (degrees clockwise from north), and

the value of AR > AT then θIB ∈ [90◦, 270◦] in the absence of any other factor affecting
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the bearing (see the cognitive map examples in Chapter 4, Figure 4.1 and the red θIB

curves in Figure 4.1e which are for AR > AT ).

To illustrate, in the New York dataset described in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1, most of the

bearings are biased towards the northwest. One of the main hypotheses for a coordinate

field used by pigeons is the geomagnetic intensity field. Therefore, we consider here three

possibilities for coordinate field A as described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 (also shown in

Figure 5.6, first row):

i. Main geomagnetic intensity field with the cognitive map based on a region 100km

around the loft.

ii. Total geomagnetic intensity field with the cognitive map based on a region 40km

around the loft.

iii. Total geomagnetic intensity field with the cognitive map based on a region 100km

around the loft.

Using the coordinate from case (i) the gradient direction in the cognitive map is α = −29◦

(degrees clockwise from north), in other words, oriented towards the northwest. Therefore,

using this original cognitive map, we would predict that, where the main intensity field

value is greater than the value at the target location in the cognitive map, that θobs ∼∈
[61◦, 241◦]. However, as there are a large number of θobs not in this interval there are

a large number of inconsistencies (shown in Figure 5.6a, bottom row). Similarly, large

numbers of inconsistencies are seen when using the coordinates from case (ii) and (iii)

(shown in Figure 5.6b,c, bottom row).

We could choose a different cognitive map. For example, if we keep the same gradient

direction but increase AT then we can reduce the number of release sites where AR >

AT . We can also try independently rotating the cognitive map to reduce the number of

inconsistencies. Figure 5.7 shows the percentage of locations where the combination of

model inputs are consistent with the Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) model. Using

the main geomagnetic intensity field the cognitive map with the most consistent locations

(76.6%) has gradient direction −4.5◦ and AT = 57.7 µT. This rotation of the cognitive

map is now compatible with those θobs to the north of the loft which are pointing to the

southwest, whereas the original orientation in Figure 5.6 did not. The most consistent

cognitive map for the total intensity field is oriented −76.5◦ and with a rather extreme

AT value of 58.3 µT. Raising the cognitive map means that most AR will be lower than

AT . This, combined with the gradient direction of the cognitive map, takes advantage of

the fact that the majority of the bearings are in the same direction (roughly west).
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Figure 5.6. Inconsistent combinations of field A, its cognitive map and experimentally observed
θobs from the Keeton dataset of pigeon releases in New York. The top row shows hypothesised A
fields in µT (colourbar). The coloured dots show the field value at the experimental release sites
and the corresponding cognitive maps are represented by the contour lines. (a) Main geomagnetic
intensity field, (b) total intensity field with a cognitive map based on a region with radius 40 km
around the target, (c) total intensity field with a cognitive map based on a region with radius
100 km around the target. The bottom row shows which locations have inconsistencies under the
Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) model. Arrows represent the mean observed θobs. Release
site locations in dark grey are those where the navigation model inputs are inconsistent. Target
location marked with a black circle. Axes are in UTM 18T projection (km).

However, even in this optimal case for the total intensity field, there are still about 50

release sites where the θobs are outside the expected range. If we allow for a 30◦ leeway

either side of the consistent interval for θobs, to allow for compass error and other biological

variability, there are still 25 release sites which are inconsistent, even with the optimal

cognitive map. The exact 25 sites in the set varies a little depending on the combination

of α and AT as multiple combinations give the same percentage of consistent locations.

However, the inconsistent locations for the total intensity field are not the same as those

identified when optimising for the main field.
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Figure 5.7. Percentage of locations where the combination of model inputs are consistent with
the Correct Bicoordinate (Target based) model. Scanning through cognitive maps with a range of
α and AT . (a) for the main geomagnetic intensity field, (b) for the total geomagnetic intensity
field. Colourbar shows percent consistent locations out of the 188 release sites from the screened
Keeton dataset.

Approximate Bicoordinate

Checking if the θIB and hypothesised coordinate field datasets are consistent under the

Approximate Bicoordinate model is not as simple as for the Correct Bicoordinate (Target

based) model. For the Approximate Bicoordinate model, the range of potential θIB given

AR > AT is limited by the gradient direction of the other, unknown, coordinate (β). If

α− β > 0, i.e. anticlockwise, then if

AR > AT , then θIB ∈ (β − π, β) ,

AR < AT , then θIB ∈ (β, β + π) .

Otherwise if α− β is clockwise, then if

AR > AT , then θIB ∈ (β, β + π) ,

AR < AT , then θIB ∈ (β − π, β) .

So we apply the inverted Approximate Bicoordinate model to the New York data first,

and optimise for realistic β using equation (5.2.8) (optimisation shown in Figure 5.8(2)),

or equation (5.2.9) (optimisation shown in Figure 5.9(2)), and then check for the incon-

sistencies. Figure 5.8(3) and 5.9(3) show the optimised Bpred. These lead to a large

number of inconsistencies, shown in Figure 5.8(4) and Figure 5.9(4). The scenario with
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the highest percentage of consistent locations (75.4%) is basing field A’s cognitive map

on the main field and, when optimising for β, not weighting towards locations nearer the

target. This improves to 86.3% consistent if we allow for a 30◦ leeway either side of the

consistent interval for θobs, which still leaves 25 locations with inconsistent combinations

of field A and θobs. Observe also that the Bpred lack obvious trends and contain large

anomalies, which does not make then seem very realistic. The 25 locations identified as

inconsistent for the Approximate Bicoordinate model using the main field are the same

as those identified for the Correct Bicoordiante total field.

Directional

Like the Approximate Bicoordinate model, the range of potential θIB given AR > AT

under the Directional model is limited by the gradient direction of the other, unknown,

coordinate. However, we would expect to see only four major θIB values. For example,

in Figure 5.5b, the four major values are ±45◦, 135◦, and 225◦. There would also be four

minor values corresponding to where one of the coordinates has the target field value, in

Figure 5.5b these are 0◦, ±90◦, and 180◦.

The first step in inverting the Directional model is to identify where AR = AT . In a real

dataset, such as the New York dataset we have to consider locations where AR ≈ AT , i.e.

within the variability of the data, here we use AT ±50 nT, and check that θobs are roughly

axial (as we expect the θobs at these locations to be parallel to β). As shown in Figure 5.10,

first row, the θobs are not particularly axial providing no evidence for the appropriateness

of the Directional model, but the sample sizes are small meaning that the implications are

inconclusive. In plots of θobs against AR we would expect to see discreteness as in Figure

4.1(c) if the Directional model was applicable. Specifically, we would expect to see θobs

parallel to α, β, α + β, and α − β. In Figure 5.10(a) a scatter plot of the entire range

of AR vs θobs for case (i) shows that there is dramatic change in the distribution of θobs

at a value of AR equivalent to the target field value in the cognitive map (≈ 57.5 µT).

That is, for AR < AT , θobs ≈ 3π
4

, to the north west, however for AR > AT θobs could be

any value. For A fields based on the total magnetic intensity field there appears to be no

such trend at all (observe Figure 5.10 (b) and (c), bottom row). This indicates that the

Directional model, with the main or total magnetic field, may not be a good explanation

for the movement behaviour of the pigeons in the New York dataset.
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Figure 5.8. Application of the inverted Approximate Bicoordinate model to the New York data.
Coordinate field A is based on (a) Main geomagnetic intensity field, (b) total intensity field with
a cognitive map based on a region with radius 40 km around the target, and (c) with radius 100
km around the target. (1) Hypothesised A fields in µT, as in Figure 5.6. (2) Difference between
Bpred and the associated cognitive map for a range of β, f calculated using equation (5.2.8). (3)
Bpred (dots) and cognitive maps (contours) of field Bpred for the β with the minimum difference.
Note that the predictions have no units as the field is unknown, and can be rescaled relative to the
field value at the target. (4) Locations with inconsistencies under the Approximate Bicoordinate
model. Interpret arrows and colours as in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.9. Application of the inverted Approximate Bicoordinate model to the New York data.
Coordinate field A is based on (a) Main geomagnetic intensity field, (b) total intensity field with
a cognitive map based on a region with radius 40 km around the target, and (c) with radius
100 km around the target. (1) Hypothesised A fields in µT, as in Figure 5.6. (2) Weighted
difference between Bpred and the associated cognitive map for a range of β, f calculated using
equation (5.2.9). (3) Bpred (dots) and cognitive maps (contours) of field Bpred for the β with the
minimum difference. Note that the predictions have no units as the field is unknown, and can
be rescaled relative to the field value at the target. (4) Locations with inconsistencies under the
Approximate Bicoordinate model. Interpret arrows and colours as in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.10. Application of the inverted Directional model to the New York data for three
possible A fields, (a), (b), and (c). The first row shows polar histograms of θobs (in degrees
clockwise with respect to north) where AR = AT ±50 nT. The second row shows θobs (in radians)
over the range of AR (µT).

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Summary

We have shown in this chapter that it is possible to invert each of the grid map navigation

models, solving for field Bpred, with varying degrees of success. The solutions to any of the

models will not be absolute, but give values of BR relative to BT . Inverting the Correct

Bicoordinate (Target based) model gives a whole family of solutions depending on β,

which means that any gradient direction of the cognitive map is possible. Combinations

of fields A and B which are further from orthogonal might be less likely as this can reduce

efficiency in reaching the target, see the results on efficiency and discussion of related

literature in Chapter 2. Inverting the Approximate Bicoordinate model also gives a whole
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family of solutions depending on β, however, not all of these are realistic, both in terms of

containing Bpred values approaching infinity, and in terms of the cognitive map resembling

actual field values near the target. As such, there is only one pair of unique (and parallel)

realistic solutions when inverting the Approximate Bicoordinate model. Inverting the

Directional model gives only the target value contour of field Bpred, and two possible

gradient directions for the cognitive map. Inverting the Correct Bicoordinate (Released

based) model is not possible with only a single loft as the cognitive maps could be different

for each release site. However, with data from multiple lofts for the same release sites

inversion is possible, giving a family of solutions depending on β - the gradient direction

of the cognitive map at the release site.

We have illustrated the inversions with examples, but in general, if the coordinate field

A and θIB field are consistent with the model, then the Correct Bicoordinate Target and

Release based model will always give entire families of solutions for field B dependent on β.

The inverted Approximate Bicoordinate model will also give an entire family of solutions

depending on β except that only two of those solutions will be practically relevant (i.e.

not having unrealistic asymptotes). The Directional model will give families of solutions

only restricted by their target value contour.

Having data from multiple lofts will not help with inverting the Correct Bicoordinate

(Target based) model except for reducing noise from experimental error, and biological

variation. On the other hand, having data from multiple lofts will help in the inversion of

the Approximate Bicoordinate model. If the lofts are close enough to assume that they

have cognitive maps with the same gradients, then together they can be used to identify

β, along with the method of minimising the difference between the cognitive maps and

Bpred. As for the Directional model, data from multiple lofts will help identify additional

contour lines of Bpred.

5.5.2 Application to experiments

When applying the inverted grid map navigation models to experimental data one should

first check if the combinations of field A and θobs are even consistent under each of the

models. In the Correct Biccordinate (Target based) model the range of possible θIB

values, if AR > AT , depends on the gradient direction of the cognitive map of field A.

In the Approximate Bicoordinate model the range of possible θIB values, if AR > AT ,

depends on the gradient direction of the cognitive map of field Bpred. In contrast, for

the Directional model, the possible values for θIB are discrete, depending on the gradient

directions of both A and Bpred.
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The original intention was to apply the inverted models to the New York dataset to

investigate the hypothesis that the pigeons there were using the geomagnetic intensity

field in a grid map navigation mechanism and provide additional information on a possible

second coordinate field. However, the combination of the magnetic field and the observed

θobs gives many release site locations where these input values are inconsistent with the

Correct Bicoordinate (Target based), Approximate Bicoordinate, and Directional models.

Therefore, it does not make any sense to apply the inversion models to the data.

Although we did allow for some deviation, some of the remaining inconsistencies may

still be expected due to things like measurement error, noise in the birds’ cognitive map,

field readings and compass readings. Also, we did not take into account the variation in

θobs at each location. Additionally, other navigation factors may be influencing θobs such

as intensity of the magnetic anomalies, extra coordinate fields, and visual cues. There

may also be other factors unrelated to navigating to the target that are influencing the

movement behaviour, such as terrain contours.

We did investigate whether there was an association between the inconsistent release sites

and magnetic anomalies, terrain elevation, navigation error (IOE), or variation in θobs at

a site, but nothing stood out. There may be a difference between the inconsistent and

consistent locations that we have not yet identified which could explain the inconsistencies,

otherwise it may simply be that the grid map models using the geomagnetic intensity field

are not good models for predicting the navigation behaviour of pigeons in New York state.



6
Distinguishing between directed

navigation models from animal tracks

6.1 Introduction

As tracking animals becomes increasingly feasible, more and more tracks are being col-

lected. In this Chapter we regard tracks as a sequence of time indexed locations in two

dimensions. Many researchers are making their data, collected via a range of sensor tech-

nologies, available through online depositories such as Movebank (Wikelski, M., and Kays,

R. 2007 Movebank: archive, analysis and sharing of animal movement data. Hosted by

the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology, (www.movebank.org), which, at the time of

writing, had more than 4000 studies archived with the associated movement data either

available online or requestable. In this chapter, we focus on how tracks can be used to

distinguish between hypothesised mechanisms of navigation towards a goal. In contrast

to the previous chapters, we now consider stochastic elements in the navigation models as

these will be important when comparing experimentally collected tracks to model predic-

tions. We implement a proposed method for comparing two grid map models in a homing

pigeon case study as a proof of concept. We discuss when the method is applicable and

97
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how it compares to existing movement modelling techniques.

Deterministic movement models have been derived from the grid map navigation hypothe-

ses as reviewed in Chapter 2 (see the example tracks in Section 2.3.2, Figure 2.6). Given

that there are differences in the deterministic model predictions, a natural question arises:

can one still distinguish between the grid map model mechanisms when they include

stochastic variation? With new technology we are now able to collect data throughout an

animal’s movement path rather than just the initial bearings (θIB). Therefore, it would

be useful to have more ways of using this complex data to make progress in understanding

map navigation mechanisms. This will complement research that has so far been largely

theoretical or focused on the sensory mechanisms.

Much of the current movement ecology literature for modelling animal movement focuses

on the application of state-space model framework (for example, Beyer et al. 2013; Flem-

ming et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2008; Jonsen et al. 2013, 2005, 2003; Morales et al. 2004;

Patterson et al. 2008). State-space models are made up of process and observation mod-

els. The process models describe how the animal moves from place to place and include

stochastic error terms, and are often based on random walk models (Codling et al., 2008).

The observation model describes how the track locations are imperfectly observed when

measured.

One of the great things about state-space models is that variation due to both the process

and the measurement errors can be modelled. However, common implementation of state-

space models in animal movement analysis are usually based on the assumption that

position fixes relate to discrete movement behaviour which means that tracks require

regular sampling, or else thinning or interpolation is needed. The rise of continuous-time

models using stochastic differential equations for the process model (for example Johnson

et al., 2008) has helped in handling irregularly sampled tracks, although the models still

require discretising in order to be related to the experimental data. A complication with

a common use of state-space models is that the parameters are fit to the data rather than

testing specific predefined hypotheses. Information on all the parameters required for a

model is not always available from independent experiments, but where it is available we

can take advantage of it to test specific hypotheses.

Here, we propose a simple method, based on the state-space framework, for classifying the

navigation mechanism used by an animal given an experimentally observed track. Goal

directed navigation movement is modelled as a combined process and observation model

for the purpose of simulations. These simulations contribute to the bulk of the compu-

tational intensity for this proposed method. The process model is given by the specific
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stochastic differential equation of the navigation model, such as the grid map models, with

stochastic variation included in the model nonlinearly. The navigation process model can

be thought of as a biased random walk where the bias is spatially dependent. For example,

see the pigeon tracks simulated in Wallraff (1989b) and Wiltschko and Nehmzow (2005),

sea turtle tracks in Putman et al. (2015) and salmon tracks in Putman (2015). In our for-

mulation the process model is implemented with discrete steps representing movements of

various distances before the navigation decision is updated. Simulated measurement noise

is then added according to the observation model. As mentioned above, one disadvantage

of the usual implementations of the state-space model framework is the complexity and

computational intensity of estimating model parameters, and in addition, these param-

eter estimates are not always reliable (Auger-Méthé et al., 2016). Here, in our simpler

proposed framework we take advantage of the well-defined navigation hypotheses and the

sources of variation which can be estimated from independent experiments. As such, in

this classification method, parameter distributions are predefined and the computationally

intensive model fitting step is avoided.

In our method, tracks simulated by the stochastic navigation models are modelled as a

Gaussian process. A Gaussian process is a statistical model where observations, such as

locations (x, y), occur in a continuous domain - in our case time, and variables associated

with subpoints from that domain can be described by a multivariate normal distribution.

For example, Mann et al. (2011) used a Gaussian process to model pigeon trajectories.

Unlike in Mann et al. (2011), we remove the assumption of stationary covariance by using

the sample covariance matrix of the set of subsampled points along the simulated tracks

as a point estimate for the corresponding multivariate normal distribution. Subsequently,

decision theory (see Melsa et al. 1978) is applied to classify which of the navigation mech-

anisms (for example which grid map hypothesis) is more likely for a particular track, or

group of tracks. Because estimation of model parameters is not required, a likelihood

ratio test can be applied using the Gaussian model to classify the navigation mechanism,

instead of using another model selection method such as information criterion based meth-

ods (Jonsen et al., 2013). In particular, using the mean and covariance of the subpoints,

representing the spatial arrangement of the tracks, instead of derived properties such as

turning angles between steps (e.g. Beyer et al. 2013), works well in analysing specific

navigation hypotheses when the animal is moving towards a goal as opposed to when

movement behaviour is characteristic of, for example, foraging.

To demonstrate this method we use GPS tracked pigeons as a case study in distinguishing

between navigation mechanisms so that we can consider some realistic values for noise

parameters. Many experiments have been conducted to investigate pigeon navigation, but

the two environmental fields that might be used as coordinates are still heavily debated
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(see Chapter 1, Section 1.4). One possibility might be the use of magnetic intensity and

inclination in navigation over hundreds of kilometres (Phillips, 1996). Other possibilities

include atmospheric or oceanic chemical concentrations (Wallraff, 2004). Hence, for sim-

plicity, in this chapter we have used simulations to develop and assess the classification

method.

As a specific example for testing the classification method we compare the two grid map

models, the Correct Bicoordinate model and the Approximate Bicoordinate model, as

reviewed in Chapter 2. Recall that the main difference in the mechanisms between these

two models is that the Correct version takes into account the angle between the two co-

ordinate fields, whereas the Approximate version assumes that the fields are orthogonal.

However, both models predict navigational errors due to discrepancies between the ani-

mal’s cognitive map and the real environmental coordinates. The question we ask in this

chapter is: if the animals are using either the Correct Bicoordinate or the Approximate

Bicoordinate method, is it possible to say which is more likely?

We will first describe the classification method, and secondly, the evaluation of the

method’s performance in the case study of simulated pigeon tracks. Finally, we will

discuss when it is appropriate to apply this classification method, and possible future

applications.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 General classification framework

Here we present a general framework for assigning a navigation mechanism to a single

observed or set of observed tracks given two stochastic navigation models to be compared.

The classification framework assumes that the observed track, ỹ(t), is a realisation, sam-

pled at discrete time points (proportions through the track), of a stochastic process (SP),

in continuous time (t), from one of two distributions:

y1(t) ∼ SP1(M = MA, p, e),

y2(t) ∼ SP2(M = MB, p, e), (6.2.1)

where MA and MB are two possible, nonlinear, navigation mechanisms (M). In this paper

these navigation mechanisms are the Approximate and Correct Bicoordinate models. The
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fixed variables, p, include release site location, and the true coordinate fields. The error

parameters, e, are for distributions representing sources of variation such as compass

accuracy of the animal and GPS error. The implementation of these stochastic processes

will be explained further in the case study in Section 6.2.2.

These stochastic navigation models (equation (6.2.1)) can be used to estimate the rela-

tive likelihood of observing a particular track given a navigation mechanism. The like-

lihoods of a test track coming from either stochastic navigation model are calculated

using the conditional Probability Density Functions (PDFs), P (ỹ(t)|M = MA, p, e) and

P (ỹ(t)|M = MB, p, e). We propose approximating the stochastic processes at Gaussian

processes and hence estimating the PDFs by fitting a multivariate normal distribution to

tracks simulated from the stochastic navigation models with measurement noise included.

If there are multiple, mutually independent, observed tracks, then their likelihoods can

be multiplied. The ratio of the likelihoods for a test track ỹ(t), given by equation

r(ỹ(t)) =
P (ỹ(t)|M = MA, p, e)

P (ỹ(t)|M = MB, p, e)
, (6.2.2)

can then be compared to a threshold value, λ, to make a decision. In the simplest decision

case λ = 1, which means that we classify the track by the model which is more likely. In

other words, if r(ỹ) > 1, the decision is to classify the track by MA. Alternative decision

procedures are outlined in the discussion, Section 6.4.2.

6.2.2 Practical Implementation

A case study on homing pigeons using goal directed navigation to return to their home

loft, from an unfamiliar release site, is presented here to illustrate how the classification

method works. We outline the assumptions about the sources of variation in the stochastic

model, and how to derive PDFs from simulated tracks.

Case study set up

Experiments with frosted lenses have shown that pigeons can navigate without clear vi-

sion, which indicates that they do not require visual landmarks for most of the journey

(Schlichte, 1973; Schmidt-Koenig and Walcott, 1978). Other experiments where the pi-

geons were aneasthetized or disoriented during the outward journey show that they do

not require a path integration technique (Walcott and Schmidt-Koenig, 1973; Wallraff,
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1980). On the other hand, recall from Chapter 1, Sections 1.1 and 1.2 that there is evi-

dence that pigeons do use visual cues (Guilford and Biro, 2014). This suggests that it is

possible pigeons may use some kind of grid map system, but that once within a familiar

area there are other navigation options available to them. By familiar area we mean the

region in which other navigation mechanisms may be possible, even though not necessary.

Estimates for familiar area radii range from 5 km to 25 km (Biro et al., 2006; Gagliardo

et al., 2007; Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1999a), but training can also extend this range.

Inexperienced untrained pigeons with a small familiar area would be unlikely to be using

a grid map mechanism based on the magnetic field because they would have had little

chance to build up a cognitive map of the coordinate fields, unless the fields are unusu-

ally smooth in the study region. The range of reports on familiar areas differs between

research groups suggesting that familiar areas may depend on the region as well as the

experience of the birds. Also note that the familiar area may not be based on visual cues

but also odour which could in some circumstances extend the familiar area significantly.

For the purposes of simulation we assume an intermediate familiar area radius of 15 km

around the loft. In this case study we consider hypothetical field arrangements, for which

the field gradient magnitudes in the cognitive map are 5 nT/km so as to be comparable

to the earth’s geomagnetic main field intensity gradient, a conjectured animal coordinate

field as discussed in Walker et al. (2002). We assume that the possible navigation mecha-

nisms, MA and MB, are stochastic versions of the Approximate Bicoordinate and Correct

Bicoordinate mechanisms from Chapter 2.

Sources of variation in the stochastic models

In our case study here we consider the error term, e, to be due to compass sensitivity and

field measurement accuracy of the animal, as in Wiltschko and Nehmzow (2005), as well

as due to experimental measurement error. There is variation between tracks, particularly

because of stochastic differences between each animal’s cognitive map, and variation in

the error between each step of the same track.

Cognitive map: These parameters are fixed over an entire track as they are specific to

each individual animal. There will be error in the animal’s knowledge of the two coordinate

field gradient magnitudes and directions, which we assume would have been gained from

time spent sampling the familiar area. Because the cognitive map parameters are based

on more than one sample of the coordinate fields we assume that there is less variation

in the derived cognitive map parameters between individual pigeons than variation in a

single field or compass reading. For the cognitive map field gradient parameters we make

the arbitrary assumption that the pigeon has sampled the field at 15 km once in both
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directions, 10 km twice and 5 km three times. The standard deviation in the gradient

magnitudes of the cognitive map is then calculated as the field standard deviation divided

by sum of squares of sample distances from the mean location (i.e. the loft). We assume

that the cognitive map gradient directions have fourfold less variation than the standard

deviation of the compass readings as in Wiltschko and Nehmzow (2005).

Each step: For each step of the track when the pigeon updates its navigation decision

there are some known sources of variation. A coordinate field measurement accuracy

range of 1-100 nT is considered, with a best guess of approximately 10 nT, based on the

accuracy of pigeons wearing frosted lenses (Schlichte and Schmidt-Koenig, 1971; Schmidt-

Koenig and Walcott, 1978), and other experiments as discussed in Gould (1984). Compass

accuracy is assumed to be between 2-45◦. Work by McDonald (1972) suggests that the

compass accuracy may be within 5◦. However, Wiltschko and Nehmzow (2005) estimate

an average compass accuracy of 15◦ based on vector lengths of pigeons released from

the same site (Kowalski et al., 1988). Track simulations also include additional bearing

noise representing variation which may be because of terrain, or the following of a linear

feature. Wiltschko and Nehmzow (2005) use a step size of 5 km based on clockshift

experiments where major direction changes are only made after these longer distances.

However, observation of pigeon tracks suggests that more subtle changes in direction are

made more frequently, hence we investigate a range of step sizes from 50 m to 10 km.

Measurement error: Measurement error in GPS recorded pigeon tracks is usually

small, approximately 5 m resolution (e.g. Mann et al. 2011).

Parameters used in this chapter are summarised in Table 6.1. The noise levels can be

adjusted according to the application scenario.

Using the form for a stochastic differential equation from Preisler et al. (2004) the process

model for the Correct Bicoordinate hypotheses (from Chapter 2) would be as follows:

[
dx

dy

]
=

drift/bias︷ ︸︸ ︷
z

‖z‖dt +

diffusion︷ ︸︸ ︷
(σ2

comp + σ2
bear)Idψ(t) . (6.2.3)

where (x, y) represent the spatial locations through time, I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix,
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Table 6.1. Parameters in the stochastic navigation models. Those with symbols are the error
parameters, e.

Symbol Parameter Default value Range

Familiar area radius 15 km
Release site distance from target 200 km 20-220 km
Cognitive map field gradient magnitudes 5 nT/km

σcomp Compass accuracy 5◦ 2◦ - 45◦

ρc Ratio of compass accuracy to cognitive 4
map gradient direction accuracy

σfld Field sensitivity 10 nT 1-100 nT

ρf Ratio of field sensitivity to cognitive map 10
√

10
gradient magnitude sensitivity

σbear Additional bearing variation at each step 25◦

∆max Maximum step size 50 m - 200 m 50 m - 10 km
σerr GPS measurement error 5 m

ψ = (ψx, ψy) is a Brownian process, and z is as follows:

z =


(AT − AR)cos(β − π/2)

A′sin(β − α)
+

(BT −BR)cos(α− π/2)

B′sin(α− β)

(AT − AR)sin(β − π/2)

A′sin(β − α)
+

(BT −BR)sin(α− π/2)

B′sin(α− β)

 .

Fields A and B are the two environmental fields used as coordinates. Throughout

this chapter we investigate field arrangements which have orthogonal or nonorthogo-

nal gradient directions at the target location, and have either linear of nonlinear con-

tours. We use the following hypothetical fields which are nonorthogonal at the target

(xT , yT ) = (−20, 20):

Atrue(x, y) = 5x− 2.5y (6.2.4)

Btrue(x, y) = 5y, (6.2.5)

or we use a combination which is nonorthogonal but also has a nonlinear field A given by

Atrue(x, y) = 5x− 1

16
y2 (6.2.6)

A′, B′, α, and β are random variables representing components of the cognitive map, as

defined in Figure 6.1; these are constant within a track, but vary between tracks. AR ∼
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N(Atrue, σ
2
fld) andBR ∼ N(Atrue, σ

2
fld) are random variables representing the measured field

values at each step within a track. AT and BT are the fixed field values at the target. The

process models for the Correct Bicoordinate and Approximate Bicoordinate navigation

mechanisms are both based on stochastic differential equations but involve discrete steps

when implemented representing the distances (l) between updates in navigation decisions.

Start of Simuation

Cognitive map field A gradient magnitude:

Cognitive map field B gradient magnitude:

Cognitive map field A gradient direction:

Cognitive map field B gradient direction: 

Measure field A and B at location:

Determine bearing from navigation model:

Set bearing:

Step length:

Each Step

Set up Cognitive Map

Until track   comes 

within familiar 

area radius 

y

Measurement Error

Measured track:

θ̂ = f(A′, B′,α,β, AR, BR)

A′ ∼ N(A′
true, (σfld/ρf )

2)

B′ ∼ N(B′
true, (σfld/ρf )

2)

α ∼ N(αtrue, (σcomp/ρc)
2)

β ∼ N(βtrue, (σcomp/ρc)
2)

AR ∼ N(Atrue,σ
2
fld), BR ∼ N(Btrue,σ

2
fld)

θ ∼ N(θ̂,σ2
comp + σ2

bear)

ŷ ∼ N(y,σ2
err)

l ∼ U(50,∆max)

Figure 6.1. Summary of track simulation. Setting up the cognitive map and running through
each step of the track makes up the process model. The subsequent addition of the measurement
error is the observation model. N is the normal distribution and U is the uniform distribution.

Finding a probability density function

A parametric method, representing the tracks as a Gaussian process, was used to derive

PDFs in the homing pigeon case study. Briefly, a large number of tracks are simulated

for each of the two stochastic models using the algorithm as summarised in Figure 6.1.

A multivariate normal distribution for each stochastic model is then fitted to points sub-

sampled from along the simulated tracks. The dimensions of the distribution correspond

to the two spatial coordinate values at each of the subsampled points. Likelihoods can

then be calculated for each experimentally observed track as a whole compared to the

two multivariate normal distributions in order to construct a likelihood ratio test. This

process is illustrated in Figure 6.2 and the MATLAB code is available in Appendix A.

More specifically, for each stochastic mechanism model we simulate 20,000 tracks using

a particular set of noise parameters starting from a particular release site and ending at
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(a) Individual track simulation (b) Multiple simulated tracks

(c) Subpoints used (d) Modelled distribution

Figure 6.2. Finding PDFs from stochastic navigation models. In this example, simulated birds
are released at the black dot returning to a loft at (-20, 20). The tracks are stopped 15km out
from the loft, this familiar area radius is shown by a black dashed curve. The points in red come
from the Approximate Bicoordinate simulation, the points in blue from the Correct Bicoordinate
simulation. The tracks were simulated with the default step size, compass accuracy, and field
sensitivity as listed in Table 6.1. a) Individual representative tracks. b) Multiple simulated tracks
from each stochastic model. c) Tracks were subsampled at eight evenly spaced points along the
tracks exclusive of the start and end points. d) Showing the mean track points and one and two
standard deviations of the fitted multivariate normal distribution.

some radius from the target representing the familiar area (see for example Figure 6.2a,

6.2b, and see Table 6.1 for parameter values used in this chapter). Tracks which take

more than 8000 steps (approximately 800km at the default step size) to reach the familiar

area are excluded as they correspond to lost pigeons.

The tracks are then subsampled to generate comparable points (for example see Fig-

ure 6.2c). The subsampled points are evenly spaced in terms of proportion through

track, assuming constant speed as in Mann (2010). Increasing the number of subsampled

points would be expected to improve the ability of the method to distinguish between

models, however, the computational inaccuracies compound, in part due to increased

ill-conditioning of the covariance matrices. In the pigeon case study, subsampling approx-

imately eight evenly spaced points, excluding the start and end points, was found to be

optimal. Part of the limitation is finite computational accuracy, the other part is that

the simulated pigeon tracks are only approximately multivariate normal. If subpoints

were simulated from an actual multivariate normal distribution, then more subpoints

would have improved the classification method before reaching the effects of finite com-

putational accuracy (not shown). The start point is excluded as there is obviously little
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difference between the models at the beginning, and the end points are excluded as they

tended to be distributed non-normally close to the circumference of the familiar area.

A mean and covariance matrix is calculated for the subsampled points in order to fit a

multivariate normal distribution, which is used as an estimate of the corresponding PDF

(see the representation in Figure 6.2d).

Using some other method to choose the location of subpoints such as those with a high

Bhattacharyya distance (Bhattacharyya, 1943) between the two models, actually risks

losing information, such as correlation between points spread out along the track, which

could help distinguish between the navigation mechanisms. Potentially, more of the sam-

ple points at the start of the track could have been discarded corresponding to a pigeon’s

unoriented flight upon release. On the other hand, using more subpoints than the number

of assumed navigation decision points along the track is also unnecessary as this would

give redundant information, and actually reduces the classification method’s performance

due to the stochastic process not truely being Gaussian.

The approximated multivariate normal distributions are then used to calculate the like-

lihood of an observed track conditional on each navigation model. If the likelihood ratio

r(ỹ) > 1 (given in equation (6.2.2)), then it is decided that the animal was more likely to

have been using navigation mechanism A rather than mechanism B, and vice versa.

6.2.3 Method evaluation

In order to evaluate the classification method’s performance (i.e. to show the success

of the method), we generate 1000 simulated test tracks from each stochastic navigation

model. We assign one of the two navigation mechanisms to these test tracks using the

classification method. We define a binary variable: 1 if the algorithm was successful in

assigning the correct navigation mechanism for the test track, and 0 if the algorithm was

unsuccessful. A percentage of success can then be derived to give an estimate of how

likely it is that a classification is correct. This evaluation method may also be useful

when designing experiments.

6.3 Case Study Results

For our case study, we consider the example of pigeons being released 35-200km from a

loft. We examined a variety of coordinate field arrangements (orthogonal, nonorthogonal
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equations, nonlinear) and release site locations as these may influence experimental design.

We also investigated a range of noise parameters as examples of how well the classification

method performs.

6.3.1 Effect of field arrangement and release location

Orthogonal coordinate fields are optimal for efficient navigation, as the navigation mech-

anisms predict bearings which do not deviate from the target direction, but this situation

does not allow these mechanisms to be distinguished. This is because the deterministic

navigation model predictions are identical when the input fields are orthogonal.

Figure 6.3 shows the classification method performance assessed for a range of release site

locations in two field arrangement scenarios; one where the contours of the coordinate

fields are both linear, and one where the contours of one coordinate field are non-linear.

In these scenarios greater distances give a better chance of distinguishing between the

mechanisms- this effect is enhanced for nonlinear fields because of the curvature of the

fields being more extreme further away from the loft, resulting in greater differences in

the bearing predictions between mechanisms (compare Figure 6.3b with Figure 6.3d).

Figure 6.3a, and Figure 6.3c show that there are four directions around the target where

the tracks are less distinguishable, but still many locations which have 100% correct

assignment. The places from which the tracks are less distinguishable are release sites

where the differences between the field values at the release site and the loft, relative to

the corresponding field gradient magnitudes, are similar. The Approximate and Correct

Bicoodinate models consequently give similar predictions here.

6.3.2 Effect of stochastic model parameters

In the following we use the nonlinear field arrangement from Figure 6.3 as an example

scenario. The release site locations chosen to analyse are 200 km from the loft, in the four

directions which gave high percentages of correct assignment in Figure 6.3c independent

of distance from the loft. In some cases the experimenter may have a reasonable idea of

what the noise parameters should be. In our pigeon example the key noise parameters

are step size, compass accuracy and field sensitivity, with default values of 0.2 km, 5◦

standard deviation, and 10 nT standard deviation, respectively. We show the effect of

varying the noise parameters on the ability of the classification method to determine the
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(a) Example tracks for nonorthogonal fields (b) Nonorthogonal fields

(c) Example tracks for nonlinear fields (d) Nonlinear fields

Figure 6.3. Percent correct assignment by the classification method for a range of locations for
nonorthogonal, and nonlinear fields. Subsampled points from example tracks, (a) and (c), for
simulated birds released 100 km from the loft; you can see that from several sites the tracks are
clearly separated. Tracks were simulated with the default parameters for the step size, compass
error, and field sensitivity, given in Table 6.1. Coordinate field contours are shown by the light
and dark grey lines. Percent correct assignment, b) and d), indicated by colour (combining tracks
from both models) for a range of locations.

navigation mechanism.

Step size: The frequency at which the bearing is updated affects how much information

there is in a track. If the release site is only 35 km away and the familiar area has a

radius of 15 km, the shortest track possible is 20 km. In this scenario, if the step size

is more than 2 km the method of subsampling the track at 8 points, excluding the end

points, gives redundant information. In these situations it can help to reduce the number
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of subsampled points otherwise the determinant of the covariance matrix is incalculable

or inaccurate. In our analyses we use eight subpoints, even for longer tracks, to avoid

redundancy and issues associated with the subpoints not truely being multivariate normal,

and to save on computation time.

Figure 6.4 demonstrates that as step size increases, the ability to distinguish between the

models decreases, and this ability drops more quickly on the shorter releases. In this case

study, with the default parameter values, tracks starting 200 km from the loft can still be

distinguished 90% of the time even with a step size of 10 km. If one is not as sure about

the step size (i.e. the distance before updating the target directed bearing) the stepsize

can be simulated as coming from a uniform distribution with a broader range and similar

trends are observed.
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Figure 6.4. Percent correct assignment for a range of step sizes (km) for two different release
site distances. Four optimal release site directions were chosen based on Figure 6.3c. a) Fixed
step size, b) variable step size from 0.05 km up to a maximum. Simulated releases from 35 km
in grey dots, 200 km in black dots, each from four different directions. Default stochastic model
parameters as in Table 6.1, except for step size.

Compass variability and field sensitivity: Figure 6.5 illustrates that percent correct as-

signment decreases with increased compass variability and field sensitivity as expected.

Figure 6.6 contrasts the performance of the classification method in a low and high noise

scenario. In the low noise scenario, where the stochastic parameters are as in the default

values from Table 6.1, percent correct assignment is 100% in contrast to the percent cor-

rect assignment from analysis of a single track in the worst case scenario. But, there can

still be above 85% correct assignment even with 30◦ compass accuracy and 60 nT field

sensitivity if an optimal release site is chosen.
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Figure 6.5. Percent correct assignment for a range of compass and field sensitivities, for four
release sites 200 km from the loft. a) Compass accuracy (standard deviation in degrees). b)
Field sensitivity (standard deviation in nT). Default stochastic model parameters, as in Table
6.1, except for compass accuracy and field sensitivity.

6.3.3 Multiple tracks

If multiple tracks are observed from the same release site, and assuming that the same

navigation mechanism is used by each individual and that these tracks are otherwise

independent, then the likelihood ratios can be multiplied. In the worst case scenario

(Figure 6.6b) percent correct assignment is reduced compared to the ideal case, but can

be improved by analysis of multiple tracks. Figure 6.6c shows that analysis of at least

eight simulated test tracks resulted in greater than 99% correct assignment.

6.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we presented a framework for distinguishing between navigation mech-

anisms by approximating tracks as a Gaussian process rather than extracting certain

properties of the observed tracks such as initial bearings or tortuosity. The classification

method is applicable in the following situation:

• There are at least two specific hypotheses to compare.

• The hypotheses involve a mechanism for navigating from the start location to the

end location.

• Information on all parameters is available, for example estimates of compass accu-
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Figure 6.6. Example tracks with different levels of stochastic variation, and percent correct
assignment for replicate tracks from a single release site. Analysis was run on tracks from four
release sites 200 km from the loft subsampled at eight evenly spaced locations excluding the first
and last track points. a) Example simulated tracks for the ideal situation, default stochastic
parameter values are assumed as in Table 1. b) Example simulated tracks for the worst case
scenario. The compass accuracy has a standard deviation of 30 degrees and a field sensitivity
standard deviation of 60 nT, and a step size maximum of 5 km. c) Percent correct assignment for
experiments with multiple tracks, with stochastic model parameters as in the worst case scenario.
Data point colours and symbols correspond to the release site locations in Figure 6.6b.

racy.

So, for example, a movement model based predominantly on a simple random walk, or

even a correlated random walk without any directional bias, would not be particularly well
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described by the multivariate normal approximation of track subpoints as the subpoint

locations would be too diffuse. We expect the classification method to be suitable for

movement models with targeted (as in the grid map models, or an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck

process starting away from its long term mean), or global direction biases (as in vector

navigation) as long as the bias is sufficiently stronger than the diffusion. This can be

assessed on a case by case basis as we have done in the comparison of the ideal and worst

case pigeon example in Figure 6.6.

6.4.1 Applications to experiments and method limitations

The classification method was demonstrated in the context of the possibility of homing

pigeons navigating via a grid map mechanism, from which a number of suggestions can

be drawn. For example, the location and distance of a release site relative to the target

influences the probability of distinguishing between navigation mechanisms. Greater dis-

tances improve the chances of a correct classification. Furthermore, release site locations

can be optimised based on examination of the model predictions given hypothesised envi-

ronmental field coordinates. To choose release site locations we recommend running the

classification method on tracks simulated from relevant stochastic navigation models, over

a grid of locations as in Figure 6.3. One can then see the locations where the percentage

of simulated tracks correctly classified is predicted to be high. This is a rough visual check

as there are likely to be other, practical, constraints on release site locations. On the other

hand, even with an optimal location, the level of variation in the model predictions may

be too high, such that one observed track is not enough to make a confident classification.

However, confidence can be improved by incorporating multiple tracks into the analysis.

The homing pigeon example is used in this chapter as a proof of concept only to show

that it is possible to tell two mechanisms apart, even with noise. We do not apply the

method directly to pigeon data because of the lack of availability of appropriate data, and

the lack of well-defined alternative navigation hypotheses. Both of these hurdles may be

overcome by future research, but for now they remain a roadblock.

Pigeons home from hundreds of kilometers during pigeon races, however, very few pigeons

have been tracked using GPS from distances greater than 50 km. Schiffner et al. (2011a)

tracked some pigeons from release sites 60 km from the loft. However, in this experiment

the pigeons were trained in releases out to 40 km, which means that the release distance

relative to their familiar range is actually still quite short. As experimental methods

continue to advance, it will be possible to improve on this and collect data relevant to the

application of the classification method.
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There are some assumptions that need to be considered when deciding whether the clas-

sification method will be useful in a specific application. The method assumes that the

animals’ movements are primarily dependent on the navigation mechanism - either of the

base deterministic models of interest - unless otherwise incorporated into the stochas-

tic model as a source of variation. Any other alternative navigation mechanisms should

therefore either be incorporated into the stochastic model, or ruled out. If the grid map

models constitute the main hypotheses then this means choosing unfamiliar locations for

releases, where displacement has occurred via passive transport and scenarios where path

integration is unlikely because of distance and/or lack of visual cues.

Recently, some pigeons have been tracked from adequately long distances for the grid map

models to be relevant. The pigeons were released and tracked from a site 106.3 km from

a loft in Italy (Holland et al., 2013); these pigeons had training up to 7 km from the loft,

and some of the birds had been released in another experiment from a release site more

than 70 km away from the 106.3 km site. These distances should mean that the release

site is visually unfamiliar unless they can get high enough to see the sea, islands, and

mountain ranges. This release site has a magnetic field intensity value ∼ 200 nT different

from at the loft, based on main field models, and this would not appear to be altered

greatly by anomalies (see the map in Chiappini et al., 2000), meaning that a grid map

using magnetic intensity as a coordinate is theoretically feasible.

However, the magnetic grid hypothesis is not the only candidate for explaining the nav-

igation abilities in pigeons at this distance nor is there currently strong evidence for its

use (discussion in Chapter 1, results in Chapter 3 and 5). In fact the experiments in

Holland et al. (2013) for which the long distance tracks were collected seem to suggest

that the magnetic field, at least if detected by a ferromagnetic sense, is not required for

homing from this location. The magnetic field may still be used when available, but other

mechanisms should be considered as well. An alternative suggested strategy reviewed

in Gagliardo (2013), particularly for the pigeons in Italy, is the use of multiple odour

gradients. Even with multiple gradients this strategy is not likely to be perfect due to

the instability of atmospheric conditions. At this stage this hypothesis is hard to specifi-

cally model because we still don’t know which compounds might be in use, but this may

change in the future. Note that approximately 50% of the pigeons actually got lost from

this release site which means that whatever mechanism is used it is not very reliable.

Or, alternatively, the long distances combined with the weight of the GPD could have

caused over-exhaustion. One could hypothesise that the navigation mechanism used has

no directional bias away from the target direction. This hypothesis could be modelled by

the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process parameterised on the other mid-distance tracks collected

in Holland et al. (2013) then tested on the 106 km tracks. The classification method could
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still show which of the grid map mechanisms, using the geomagnetic field for coordinates

were more likely in this scenario, but it does not seem sensible to apply the method at this

stage without including the alternative hypotheses and in the absence of further evidence

for the use of the magnetic field in a grid map by pigeons.

In some cases alternative navigation hypotheses may be formulated as additional stochas-

tic models for which likelihoods might also be calculated. For example, in a homing

pigeon study, the stochastic model could include the effects of major visual landmarks,

such as lakes or roads, odour cues being used as part of a mosaic map mechanism, or

infrasound, if such information is available. A navigation model based on a mosaic map

may be more difficult to construct unless one had some more specific hypothesis about

the route to be taken. Perhaps, in these cases, one could use a potential force map as

in Preisler et al. (2004), except using a predefined map rather than a fitted map. With

other species, results of displacement experiments also suggest alternative hypotheses.

For example, the displacement experiments by Åkesson et al. (2003) which suggest that

displaced turtles were not using a grid map mechanism but rather a search and beaconing

method. A similar case of animals returning home by first using a wandering phase and

then using landmarks was seen in Orchan et al. (2016). To apply the classification method

in these scenarios a stochastic model for the search/wandering and beaconing/landmark

method could be developed in order to compare this hypothesis with the grid map alter-

native. A stochastic wandering model would, for example, have much greater variance

than one of the grid map models. On the other hand a stochastic beaconing model could

be constructed similar to Kendall’s (1974) pole-seeking Brownian motion model.

The case study stochastic models in Section 6.2.2 did not explicitly include the impact of

terrain, such as funnelling by valleys, nor curiosity towards towns, aversion from forests

or flying over water, nor the influence of wind. These specific effects could be considered

during the pre-analysis of tracks or incorporated into the stochastic model. The process

models based on stochastic differential equations can easily accommodate addition to the

models from non navigational movement influences such as wind or currents. Vector fields

of wind and currents can be incorporated during the simulations. Minor changes to track

directions because of factors other than the navigation mechanism, or sources of variation

explicitly included, are intended to be captured by the additional compass noise in each

step of the stochastic models.
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6.4.2 Alternative approaches to finding a probability density

function and formulating the decision criteria

The PDF for the stochastic process can be derived via a non parametric or a parametric

estimation avenue. In the homing pigeon case study a parametric estimation approach

was used approximating the subsampled tracks with a multivariate normal model. Note

that the subsampled track points are not really multivariate normal. One can check for

normality using tests such as Royston’s multivariate normality test (Royston, 1983) or

Henze-Zirkler’s multivariate test (Henze and Zirkler, 1990). The skewness can be seen, for

example, in some of the worst case tracks in Figure 6.6b. Despite this, the classification

method still works reasonably well. However, the track subpoint distributions may be

better described by a multivariate stable distribution (Nguyen, 1995), or a multivariate

exponential distribution. Otherwise, a Bayesian method may help if it is possible to use

a non-stationary kernel to describe the whole track as a Gaussian process.

The major differences in the tracks predicted by the grid map models are not to do with

step by step characteristics such as turning angle or step size, but rather, they are due to

the spatially dependent directional bias. This bias accumulates with each step and results

in the distinct overall track shape and location, which we have modelled as a Gaussian

process. As a result of this, using more subpoints from along the track only improves the

percent correctly classified up to a certain extent, which is why we recommend limiting the

number of subpoints. Using additional subpoints adds little information and furthermore

results in accumulating errors because the simulated tracks are not actually normal, but

are only approximately modelled by a multivariate normal distribution. Hence, using too

many subpoints reduces the method’s performance.

In the homing pigeon case study, in this chapter, we chose to use eight evenly distributed

subpoints, derived by simple linear interpolation, in order to estimate the multivariate

normal distribution. This works well in the homing pigeon scenario as the GPS observa-

tions typically have a high spatial frequency relative to the length of the track. However,

in other scenarios when the observations are more spread out and irregular, it may be

advantageous to instead subsample the simulated tracks at the same time proportions as

the locations in the observed tracks. On the other hand, in more complicated navigation

scenarios than what we have considered here, for example, if the coordinate fields con-

tained anomalies, more subpoints and hence more frequent sampling may be required to

better capture the information in the stochastic process. One way of optimising for the

number of subpoints to use would be to run simulations with different numbers of sub-

points and maximise for the highest percent correct classification using test tracks from
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the model simulations.

The classification method presented in this chapter, is designed for cases where the noise

parameters in the stochastic model are based on independent experimental measurements.

However, when there is more uncertainty around the noise parameters, some could po-

tentially be estimated from the observed track data. For example, a maximum likelihood

or hierarchical Bayesian framework, as is often used for state-space models (Jonsen et al.,

2013), allows estimation of model parameters. Jonsen et al. (2013) further discuss the

issues involved in model selection for state space models when the parameters need to be

fitted.

Instead of a parametric approach, an empirical distribution estimation method could be

developed by representing the stochastic process as a 1-step Markov process through a

gridded space similar to Whitehead and Jonsen (2013). Our preliminary investigations

of this technique indicated that the Markov method can produce similar results to the

multivariate normal method, but this depends a lot on the grid cells used and in addition

the method is more computationally intensive. Another possibility would be to use the K-

nearest neighbours algorithm, which is a non-parametric classification method, to compare

subpoints from the track data to subpoints from the simulated tracks (Bishop, 2006).

In our case study we used a standard maximum-likelihood decision criterion to decide

which navigation mechanism was more likely, except that our parameters are fixed, derived

from independent experiments. It turns out that in this navigation classification problem

the standard criterion is the same as the ‘Probability of error criterion’ and the ‘Maximum

a posteriori criterion’ because the prior probabilities for both navigation mechanisms are

equal (Melsa et al., 1978). Which means that by using λ = 1, we are minimising the total

probability of error and maximising the a posteriori ratio.

Alternatively, for each experimental track we could have first tested for the possibility of

the observed behaviour deriving from either navigation mechanism. For example, by using

the Mahalanobis distance as a test statistic (for more explanation see Morrison 1998), or

the earth mover’s distance (Potts et al., 2014). Another option would be to identify the

likelihood values for each mechanism corresponding to the 5th percentile of the simulated

tracks, if a 5% chance of type I error (false positive) is assumed.

If either mechanism is determined possible, then the problem can also be treated as an

erasure decision problem (Melsa et al., 1978) where there are three options: navigation

mechanism A, navigation mechanism B, or either, for the situation where there is not

enough information to distinguish between the mechanisms. This situation may occur
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when the track distributions strongly overlap as in Figure 6.6b, rather than Figure 6.6a.

A fixed error rate criterion can be used, and a λ value found such that the probability

of deciding that a track comes from navigation mechanism A when it was actually from

mechanism B, and vice versa, is less than 0.05. In this case using two threshold values

for λ allows the avoidance of type II errors (accepting the hypothesis even though there

is not enough evidence) at some percent, usually 5%.

6.4.3 Future applications

The navigation mechanism classification method described in this chapter is not limited

to the grid map navigation mechanisms. The method can also be applied in the scenario

where one is reasonably confident of the grid map navigation mechanism, but is instead

questioning two competing coordinate field arrangement hypotheses. Additional classi-

fication problems include questioning whether the animal movement is driven by active

navigation or currents (Chapman et al., 2011), or whether a species is more likely to

be using a great circle or loxodrome route strategy. Great circle and loxodrome routes

could also be modelled as globally biased random walks with the directional bias con-

stant throughout the track either being in the original loxodrome or great circle direction.

These models do not explain how the great circle or loxodrome direction is determined

but do demonstrate the results of whatever the mechanisms are.

The question of the great circle or loxodrome route strategy has been assessed so far

by visual observation of tracks or bearings, and more recently, using the Wilcoxon test

to assess each stopover point separately (Hobson and Kardynal, 2015). The Wilcoxon

method works well in the ideal low variation scenario. However, with more variation,

the classification result at each stopover location may be different. The advantage of

the classification method presented in this chapter is that the track is considered as a

whole. Brillinger and Stewart (1998) use a model for great circle navigation based on an

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck stochastic differential equation, but did not actually compare it to

an alternative hypothesis that the animals were navigating using rumbline directions.

Track data from species which make global migrations are frequently collected from track-

ing devices other than GPS, hence stochastic movement models for these species should

include different observation models. For example, Jonsen et al. (2005) use a t-distribution

for Argos satellite tag measurement error which is more heavy tailed than a normal dis-

tribution. In their study only the better quality class Argos measurements were found to

be approximately Gaussian. Also note that for Argos measurements the variance for the

longitude error is not necessarily the same as for the latitude (Vincent et al., 2002).
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Another species whose navigation could be investigated using the classification method is

the green turtle navigating from Brazil to Ascension Island, prior to coming in contact with

downstream odours. One could compare approximate Bicoordinate, Correct Bicoordinate

and vector navigation. However, the evidence for turtles using the magnetic field is

also complicated. Turtle hatchlings orient to the magnetic field in virtual displacement

experiments, but the attachment of strong magnetics does not appear to impair their

navigation to/from the island. So the results of any comparison should be considered in

light of current and future evidence.

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process could be used to model an animal using a navigation

mechanism which has no error in the direction bias, for example a beaconing case where

an animal is suspected to directly sense the target, or some cue emanating from it. So this

is perhaps an interesting example to compare to the grid map models. A complication

would be that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process has a parameter to be fitted which is not

directly relatable to a quantity which can be derived from other experiments, unlike field

sensitivity and compass accuracy.

6.4.4 Conclusions

Although we do not currently know which two environmental fields might be used as grid

coordinates (if at all), if two are hypothesised, there is hope of distinguishing between

target directed navigation mechanisms. The methods in this chapter have therefore been

developed in anticipation of the future discovery of these fields, to aid in the design of

experiments. An important result of this work is that it is possible to distinguish between

hypotheses even when the predictions appear similar and include stochastic variation.

More generally, the methods in this chapter could also be used to test a range of specific

navigation hypotheses in other species.
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7
Conclusions and future directions

7.1 Comparison of grid map models with experimental

data

This thesis presented a comprehensive analysis of four grid map navigation models. We

emphasised how the models relate to their biological hypotheses and the subsequent dif-

ferences in predictions between the models. We examined several ways of comparing

the models to experimental data, primarily, patterns of initial orientation error (IOE) in

Chapter 2 and 3, virtual displacement orientation in Chapter 4, and tracks in Chapter

6. The comparison methods can be helpful in designing future experiments as well as in

analysing the experimental results to see if they are compatible with the grid map models.

7.1.1 Initial orientation error

Initial orientation errors are the deviations the models predict between the true target

direction and the target directed bearings generated by the navigation mechanism. The

121
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term ‘initial’ refers to the many physical displacement experiments where the observation

is of the navigation error consistently made by the animal when initially released, although

the animal will generally later correct its journey to arrive at the target. An IOE from

a single location may be of little use, both in terms of distinguishing between the grid

map models and in terms of identifying the environmental fields used as coordinates. We

suggest using multiple release sites to identify a spatial pattern of IOEs.

To identify a pattern without any foreknowledge of the environmental fields which might

be used as coordinates one would need a large number of release sites, and not just in

the cardinal directions. It would also be important to cover large distances especially

as, if the magnetic field is suspected, the navigation mechanism may not be useful until

distances greater than approximately 80 km. The observed IOE spatial patterns can then

be compared to the qualitative predictions in Chapter 2 to indicate which combination

of navigation mechanisms and field arrangements might be hypothesised to explain the

navigation behaviour.

If one has specific fields hypothesised as navigational coordinates, then it is possible to

apply the models to generate predicted patterns of θIB, IOEs, or efficiencies for comparison

to an experimental dataset. Release sites, or field value combinations in the case of virtual

experiments, can then be chosen based on where the greatest differences are between the

model predictions. Alternatively subjects with different targets and/or different cognitive

maps (whether naturally or by manipulation) could be tested at the same release sites,

such as in the scenarios suggested in Fischer et al. (2001); Keeton (1973) and Putman

et al. (2013).

Predicted IOEs can also be compared to data gathered on the initial movements of animals

returning from foraging. Whilst in this case the experimenter has no control over the

release locations and one should consider if some path integration might be possible, path

segmentation methods such as those in Edelhoff et al. (2016); Gurarie et al. (2016) can

be used to identify the beginnings of active navigation.

7.1.2 Virtual displacement

Virtual displacement orientation predictions are similar to IOEs except that they are

independent of the animal’s physical location relative to the target. These predictions can

be compared to experiments in which the cues available to an animal are well controlled.

It is necessary to have at least one hypothesised coordinate field to be varied, but the

remaining coordinate field can be unknown and assumed to be held fixed. A common
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experimental set up uses magnetic coils to vary characteristics of the magnetic field, but

motivational issues and the limited control of the magnetic field causes increased variation

in the observations of the orientation of the animal. However, this variation may reduce

in the future with improved methodology. Then, if one could trace out the θIB curves

they could gain information on cognitive map gradient directions as outlined in Chapter 4.

Turtles and migrating birds show biologically relevant responses to magnetic field values

presented to them in virtual displacement experiments (Chernetsov et al., 2017; Fuxjager

et al., 2014, 2011; Kishkinev et al., 2015; Lohmann and Lohmann, 1994; Lohmann et al.,

2001; Lohmann and Lohmann, 1996; Merrill and Salmon, 2011; Putman et al., 2011,

2015), but a more systematic approach of trialling a range of field values is still needed

for comparison to the θIB curves.

In the case that one coordinate field is already hypothesised, and its corresponding cog-

nitive map is well-defined, the θIB curves additionally give an indication of the range of

animal orientations possible under a specific grid map model. This information is useful

for interpreting virtual displacement experiments, but also for examining whether physi-

cal displacement results are consistent with a grid map model as discussed in Chapter 5,

Section 5.4. If the results are consistent, allowing for some variation, then the inversion

models from Chapter 5, Section 5.2, can be applied to the observed bearings and hypoth-

esised coordinate field values to predict what the second coordinate field might look like.

Depending on the grid map model multiple second coordinate fields may be possible.

7.1.3 Stochastic elements

We did not consider the effects of stochastic elements when comparing IOE and θIB pre-

dictions to experimental data as these predictions are scalar values which can be analysed

using established statistical techniques (Batschelet, 1981). The ability to distinguish be-

tween predictions will depend on the actual difference in the prediction values, which will

in turn depend on the coordinate field arrangement and release site. The usefulness of the

comparison will also depend on the stochastic elements such as the animal’s sensitivity to

the environmental field values and compass accuracy. As methods improve experimental

measurement errors should reduce and then the usual power analysis can be employed to

determine what sample size would be required.

The effect of incorporating environmental field value sensitivity and compass accuracy on

initial orientation variability and homing efficiency has already been studied for the Ap-

proximate model (Nehmzow and Wiltschko, 2000, 2001; Wiltschko and Nehmzow, 2005),

and the Directional model (though in the multivariable case rather than the literal two
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coordinates, Wallraff, 1989b, 2000b). Stochastic elements may also influence IOE spatial

patterns, and spatial patterns of within site IOE variability and could be investigated

further in the future.

High spatial variation in the environmental fields could also lead to high scatter in mea-

sured θIB, as usually the measurement is taken after the animal has moved a certain

distance from the release site. During the initial movement, some of which is due to

non-navigational factors, different individuals will have sampled different sets of field val-

ues. The resulting variation in θIB could be incorporated into the model predictions in

the future by combining θIB from nearby release sites, or simulated track endpoints with

stochastic elements from the animal’s sensing abilities and the spatial variation in the

environmental fields included.

7.1.4 Tracks

In Chapter 6, we examined the effect of including stochastic elements when comparing

trajectory predictions to observed animal tracks. It should be emphasised that the simple

classification method we trialled for comparison of the grid map models to experimental

tracks should be applied in scenarios where there is independent evidence for true navi-

gation and a mosaic map or other navigation mechanisms are not plausible alternatives,

unless an alternative stochastic model is proposed. For example, long distance tracks

out of range of familiar cues and where clock shift experiments have indicated the use

of a compass would indicate true navigation although wandering and vector navigation

should also be ruled out or tested. An important point is that the method is applicable

for well-defined hypotheses.

The classification method developed in Chapter 6 to compare between stochastic processes

does work, but there may be other methods to be developed which give a better percent

correct assignment rate. It may also be useful to distinguish between the different stages

of the trajectory - the initial dispersal, the main navigation stage, and the final homing

stage which may involve more familiar cues - prior to applying the classification method.

For example, using point of decision (Schiffner and Wiltschko, 2009) or state switching

models (Edelhoff et al., 2016; Gurarie et al., 2016) which detect changes in behaviour

without identifying what those behaviours are.

We trialled the classification method on a hypothetical homing pigeon scenario, but, as

discussed extensively in Chapter 6, Section 6.4.1, more research is needed before applying

the method to real pigeon data, particularly regarding a well defined alternative hypoth-
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esis. However, there may be relevant experimental tracks from a range of other species

and scenarios available, on animal movement data bases such as Movebank, for future

applications.

For example, a scenario for which the classification method could be applied to is turtles

navigating from Ascension Island to the Brazilian coast (Hays et al., 2002; Papi et al.,

2000). The return journey of the turtles back to Ascension Island would be more ideal as

the island makes a very well-defined target, but there is little data on this direction as of

yet. Although turtles are known to sense the magnetic field and orient in response to it,

for example the virtual displacement experiments, there are still alternative mechanisms

possible. Unlike the pigeon scenario, the use of familiar landmarks in a mosaic map over

such great distances in the ocean is less of a possibility for these turtles. However, Papi

et al. (2000) showed that the geomagnetic field is not necessary for navigation between

the island and the coast. Once again, the magnetic field still might be in use when avail-

able, but ideally, alternative navigation strategies should be included in the classification

analysis. In the turtle scenario vector navigation seems plausible since the coastal tar-

get is so large, and one might also consider alternative environmental gradients such as

temperature.

Without more specific predictions it is difficult to narrow the possibilities down further

on the basis of the models alone. In particular, in cases where the field coordinates

are orthogonal, or close to orthogonal at the target, analysis of IOE spatial patterns

and virtual displacement experiments will not be able to distinguish between the Correct

Bicoordinate (Target-based) or Approximate model mechanisms. It is possible that future

investigation of the neural mechanisms may shed more light on the navigation mechanisms

involved and some work is already progressing in this direction (Mouritsen et al., 2016).

7.2 Geomagnetic grid map hypothesis

Throughout this thesis we examined the hypothesis that pigeons use the geomagnetic

intensity field as a coordinate of a grid map (Gould, 1980; Moore, 1980; Walcott, 1980).

Our investigation focused on the Keeton dataset of pigeon releases in New York state. In

Chapter 3, we compared the model predictions of IOEs when the models are applied to

various combinations of hypothesised coordinates. In Chapter 5, Section 5.4, we further

considered whether the main hypothesised coordinate field, geomagnetic intensity, is even

consistent with the observed initial bearings and the grid map models.
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Pigeons in the Keeton dataset show a particular IOE pattern (see Figure 3.1). Grid map

models applied to the geomagnetic intensity field as a coordinate can predict the correct

clockwise/anticlockwise trend because the main field contours are curved, or can produce

the correct magnitude of errors due the magnitude of magnetic anomalies. But none of

the combinations trialed in Chapter 3 predicted both the clockwise/anticlockwise trends

and the correct magnitude of errors together. This was using a limited set of second

coordinate fields, so in Chapter 5 we looked at inverting the grid map models to predict

what the second coordinate field might look like. However, when it came to inverting

the models on the New York dataset it became clear that this was not possible because

the combination of the geomagnetic intensity field and the θobs were inconsistent to begin

with. Inconsistent, that is, assuming no other factors were involved and allowing for a

small amount of deviation. We therefore conclude that we found no evidence to support

the hypothesis of the geomagnetic intensity field as a grid map coordinate in homing

pigeons.

One issue with relying on the geomagnetic intensity field as a coordinate is that it is not

a predictably varying field in the New York state region. The intensity field would only

become effective as a coordinate at distances greater than approximately 80 km, due to

the magnitude of magnetic anomalies relative to the gradient magnitude of the main field

in the region. The anomalies also made it nontrivial to decide on the cognitive map for

the region. We would recommend that any future experiments investigating the use of

the geomagnetic field as a map component use a loft in a magnetically quiet area such as

in Hamilton, New Zealand (Meyers, 2009).

Perhaps over the shorter distances, where use of the magnetic field as a grid map would

have been inefficient, pigeons in New York State used alternative navigation mechanisms

such as a mosaic map, an infrasound beacon, more than two coordinates or used alternative

coordinate fields such as atmospheric chemical gradients, or temperature gradients. One

potential source of an alternative gradient may be set up by Lake Ontario, located in the

northwest corner of our region of interest. If spatial data on hypothesised atmospheric

chemicals becomes available in the future these can be tested in the same way as we have

tested the geomagnetic field.

It is still possible that pigeons use the geomagnetic field as a map component perhaps

over longer distances or in other regions. Alternative possibilities include a non-grid map

mechanism using the magnetic field, for example, a mosaic map, or another kind of grid

map not based on a linearization cognitive map. Or perhaps the geomagnetic field was

in use as a coordinate but only in conjunction with several other navigation cues and

additional influences on movement behaviour.
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7.3 Alternative navigation mechanisms

Apart from those models considered in this thesis, other variations of the literal grid map

models may be possible and they are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Different maps

may be used for different fields, regions, species, or spatial scales.

We considered navigation mechanisms where the cognitive map was based purely on the

coordinate fields about the target location, or purely about the release site, but animals

could have cognitive maps that are based on the larger region which they covered during

migrations in the previous years, or an average of what they might have observed at both

the target and release site. We refer to release site here as where the journey starts not

necessarily a release site from a physical displacement experiment. We also considered

possibilities for extending the models into multiple coordinates in Chapter 2, Section

2.2.3. We proposed extending the Correct Bicoordinate model to multiple coordinates

using a linear least squares framework. Another possibility for future research would be

to consider each pair of coordinate fields separately and average the resulting locations.

Alternatively other cognitive map possibilities such as weighted coordinates could be

considered. For example, based on a dominant coordinate for which the gradient direction

is known, combined with a secondary field which may be less readable or reliable and which

is assumed to be perpendicular to the first even if in reality it is not. Another navigation

possibility could be based on a Bayesian framework where the position estimate from each

step is used as a prior for the following step, or as a prior for non-grid map strategies or

additional coordinates.

Virtual displacement experiments using magnetic coils are often cited as evidence for the

use of the magnetic field as a map component. However, it is unclear whether these maps

are literal grid maps or some alternative map such as the suggested signposts (Lohmann

et al., 2001). Inexperienced individuals, prior to sampling their home magnetic field

gradients, can still orient in virtual displacement experiments with controlled magnetic

field parameters (Luschi, 2013). One possibility is that knowledge of the gradients for a

cognitive map is inherited (with possible calibration, Putman et al., 2014) rather than

gained by sampling, although it may be refined through experience (Lohmann et al.,

2004). Any of the navigation mechanism models considered in this thesis still apply in

this scenario except for the Correct Bicoordinate (Release based) model. Mathematically

a map based on grid extrapolation should result in an orientated response everywhere

except where coordinate values match the target. In practice, we might expect lack

of orientation where coordinate values are close to that of the target depending on the

resolution of the map. On the other hand, some virtual experiment results indicate that
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animals cannot orient in response to magnetic field values from outside of their species’

natural distributional range. This is not consistent with the grid map models considered

here under the current assumptions as noted by Lohmann and Lohmann (1994) and

might be better explained by a signpost mechanism, although there could be sensitivity

or motivational issues to consider (Putman, 2015). For example, the magnetic coordinates

from outside the distributional range might be outside the animal’s sensitivity range, or

too extreme to be trustworthy.

Lohmann et al. (2001) suggest that the magnetic coordinates may be used as signposts

which indicate appropriate orientations along the migration journey, rather than as com-

ponents of a grid map. Another caveat is that all these turtle experiments have been done

on hatchlings, and so we have no indication of whether the navigation behaviours might

change when the turtles gain experience of the larger region. The orientation behaviour of

older juvenile or adult turtles, in response to magnetic field coordinates, may be different.

It is interesting to note that virtual displacement experiments on Eurasian reed warblers

do indicate that the experienced individuals can respond appropriately to magnetic field

intensity and declination, but that inexperienced individuals could not (Chernetsov et al.,

2017; Kishkinev et al., 2015). The requirement of experience is still consistent with either

a grid map or a mosaic map with magnetic signatures; further data on the orientation

response to a range of intensity and declination values will be useful.

In comparing the results of physical and virtual displacement experiments to any of the

model predictions we are assuming that the animal movement is primarily driven by the

navigational process and that other factors are effectively random. In order to compare

the properties of the models discussed in this thesis, or other map hypotheses with ex-

perimental data, multiple large datasets would be helpful in order to pick out the trends

from the noise. In some situations other factors such as wind or current may need to

be taken into consideration (Gaspar et al., 2006; Girard et al., 2006; Painter and Hillen,

2015; Richardson, 1991). We are also assuming that the experimental scenarios are ones

in which the navigational mechanism being used is primarily one of the true navigation

type. The models would ideally be applied in scenarios where true navigation has already

been inferred. However, we acknowledge that animal movement is multifactorial - they

do not always have a single motive, and even if the main motive is navigation they will

not necessarily be using one mechanism and one cue, hence the task of finding relevant

scenarios is not an easy one. As Kendall (1974) writes: “As usual in applied mathematics,

all the mathematician can do is to guide the practical man [and woman] towards the point

at which the really difficult thinking and experimentation has to begin.”



Appendix A: MATLAB code

The following MATLAB code runs the classification method from Chapter 6 and calculates

the percentage of correctly classified test tracks.

% simulation for a single parameter set (default set from chapter 6).

% This will use files Ma.m and Mb.m which are the stochastic navigation models

ntp=8; % Number of subpoints

nn=20000+1000;% 20000 for fitting the multivariate normal distribution,

% 1000 for calculating percent correct classification

x L=−20;y L=20; % loft location

% % Cognitive map:

% Field values at loft:

AL=5*x L−(1/16)*y Lˆ2;

BL=5*y L;% gradient 5nT/km

gradAx=5;gradAy=−(1/8)*y L;

gradBx=0;gradBy=5;

% translating into gradient direction and gradient magnitude

Ad=sqrt(gradAxˆ2+gradAyˆ2);

Bd=sqrt(gradBxˆ2+gradByˆ2);

alpha1=atan2(gradAy,gradAx);

beta1=atan2(gradBy,gradBx);

% Vector of proportions through track at which to take subpoints, these are

% evenly spaced in this example

% using number of subpoints plus the first and last track points

tp=linspace(0,1,ntp+2)';

tp=tp(2:end−1); % excluding ends as these contain less distinguishing info

% fitting a multivariate normal distribution to simulated tracks

[mu1,ga1,Ms1]=Ma(nn,x L,y L,AL,BL,Ad,Bd,alpha1,beta1,tp);

[mu2,ga2,Ms2]=Mb(nn,x L,y L,AL,BL,Ad,Bd,alpha1,beta1,tp);

129
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% Calculation likelihoods for the 1000 test tracks from each model

det1=sqrt(det(ga2)/det(ga1));

det2=1/det1;

X=zeros(1000,2);

for i=1:1000

bfz1=det1*exp(0.5*((Ms1(i,:)−mu2)*(ga2\(Ms1(i,:)−mu2)')−(Ms1(i,:) ...

−mu1)*(ga1\(Ms1(i,:)−mu1)')));
bfz2=det2*exp(0.5*((Ms2(i,:)−mu1)*(ga1\(Ms2(i,:)−mu1)')−(Ms2(i,:) ...

−mu2)*(ga2\(Ms2(i,:)−mu2)')));
X(i,:)=[bfz1,bfz2];

end

X=[X(:,1);X(:,2)];

PC=sum(X>1)/20; %percent correct

figure(1)

axis equal

axis([−120,−30,5,45])
figure(2)

axis equal

axis([−120,−30,5,45])
figure(3)

axis equal

axis([−120,−30,5,45])

% Stochastic model for the Approximate bicoordinate mechansim

% simulates tracks and fits a multivariate normal distribution

% In the simulated tracks the observed locations are not at even time

% intervals because of the variation in step size. We assume constant

% speed, so time accumulates proportional to distance.

function [mu,ga,Ms]=Ma(nn,x L,y L,AL,BL,Ad,Bd,alpha,beta,tp)

M=zeros(nn,2*size(tp,1)); % preallocating space for simulated tracks

C1=cell(100,1); % storage for representative tracks

f=zeros(nn,1); % records whether or not a bird gets lost

COMP=5;

STEP=0.2;

FLD=10;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Simulating tracks

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

track=zeros(8000,2);% storage vector for track locations

time=zeros(8000,1); % storage vector for track times
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for j=1:nn % For each release replicate

% start location

x=−20+100*cos(2*3*pi/8+atan2(2,1)/2);y=20+100*sin(2*3*pi/8+atan2(2,1)/2);
track(1,:)=[x,y]; % starting position

time(1)=0;

i=1;

alphai=alpha+COMP*pi/180*randn/4; % alpha in cognitive map, COMP=5

betai=beta+COMP*pi/180*randn/4;

Adi=Ad+FLD*randn/(10*sqrt(10)); % A' in cognitive map, FLD=10

Bdi=Bd+FLD*randn/(10*sqrt(10));

Adis=sin(alphai)/Adi;

Adic=cos(alphai)/Adi;

Bdis=sin(betai)/Bdi;

Bdic=cos(betai)/Bdi;

while sqrt((x−x L)ˆ2+(y−y L)ˆ2)≥15 && i≤8000 % Home radius or track too long

Ar=5*x−(1/16)*yˆ2+FLD*randn; % Field values plus some animal measurement noise

Br=5*y+FLD*randn;

DA=AL−Ar;
DB=BL−Br;
% calculating assumed bearing

dx=DA*Adic+DB*Bdic;

dy=DA*Adis+DB*Bdis;

a A=atan2(dy,dx)+sqrt(COMPˆ2+25ˆ2)*pi/180*randn; % BEAR=25

stpz=0.05+(STEP−0.05)*rand; % variable step size STEP=0.2km

nx=x+stpz*cos(a A);

ny=y+stpz*sin(a A);

track(i+1,:)=[nx,ny];

time(i+1)=time(i)+stpz; % time is assumed proportional to distance

x=nx; y=ny;

i=i+1;

end

if i==8001

f(j)=1; % birds that get lost

end

track=track+0.005*randn(size(track)); % ERR=0.005, adding observation error

time=time(1:i)/time(i);

if j≤100 % storing representative tracks

C1{j}=track(1:i,:);
end

axy=interp1(time',track(1:i,:),tp)'; % subsampling

M(j,:)=[axy(1,:),axy(2,:)];

end
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% visualisation

figure(3)

hold off

plot(track(1:i,1),track(1:i,2),'r.')% plot of single representative simulated track

hold on

figure(1);

hold off

hold on

for ii=1:100

plot(C1{ii}(:,1),C1{ii}(:,2),'r.')% plot of representative simulated tracks

end

figure(2);

hold off

hold on

for ii=1:500

plot(M(ii,1:length(tp)),M(ii,length(tp)+1:end),'r.');% plot of representative subpoints

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Fitting Multivariate normal distribution

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

M=M(f==0,:); % only keeping tracks that reached the target area

mu=mean(M(1:(end−1000),:));%row vector

ga=cov(M(1:(end−1000),:));
Ms=M((end−999):end,:);

% Stochastic model for the Correct bicoordinate mechansim

% simulates tracks and fits a multivariate normal distribution

function [mu,ga,Ms]=Mb(nn,x L,y L,AL,BL,Ad,Bd,alpha,beta,tp)

M=zeros(nn,2*size(tp,1));

C1=cell(100,1); % storage for representative tracks

f=zeros(nn,1);

COMP=5;

STEP=0.2;

FLD=10;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Simulating tracks

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

track=zeros(8000,2);

time=zeros(8000,1); % storage vector for track times

for j=1:nn % For each release replicate

x=−20+100*cos(2*3*pi/8+atan2(2,1)/2);y=20+100*sin(2*3*pi/8+atan2(2,1)/2);
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track(1,:)=[x,y]; % starting position

time(1)=0;

i=1;

alphai=alpha+COMP*pi/180*randn/4; % alpha in cognitive map, COMP=5

betai=beta+COMP*pi/180*randn/4;

Adi=Ad+FLD*randn/(10*sqrt(10)); % A' in cognitive map, FLD=10

Bdi=Bd+FLD*randn/(10*sqrt(10));

Adic=cos(betai−pi/2)/sin(betai−alphai)/Adi;
Bdic=cos(alphai−pi/2)/sin(alphai−betai)/Bdi;
Adis=sin(betai−pi/2)/sin(betai−alphai)/Adi;
Bdis=sin(alphai−pi/2)/sin(alphai−betai)/Bdi;
while sqrt((x−x L)ˆ2+(y−y L)ˆ2)≥15 && i≤8000 % Home radius or track too long

Ar=5*x−(1/16)*yˆ2+FLD*randn; % Field values plus some animal measurement noise

Br=5*y+FLD*randn;

DA=AL−Ar;
DB=BL−Br;
% calculating assumed bearing

dx=DA*Adic+DB*Bdic;

dy=DA*Adis+DB*Bdis;

a A=atan2(dy,dx)+sqrt(COMPˆ2+25ˆ2)*pi/180*randn; % BEAR=25

stpz=0.05+(STEP−0.05)*rand; % variable step size STEP=0.2km

nx=x+stpz*cos(a A);

ny=y+stpz*sin(a A);

track(i+1,:)=[nx,ny];

time(i+1)=time(i)+stpz; % time is assumed proportional to distance

x=nx; y=ny;

i=i+1;

end

if i==8001

f(j)=1; % birds that get lost

end

track=track+0.005*randn(size(track));% ERR=0.005

time=time(1:i)/time(i);

if j≤100 % storing representative tracks

C1{j}=track(1:i,:);
end

axy=interp1(time',track(1:i,:),tp)'; % subsampling

M(j,:)=[axy(1,:),axy(2,:)];

end

figure(3)

plot(track(1:i,1),track(1:i,2),'b.')% plot of single representative simulated track

figure(1);
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for ii=1:100

plot(C1{ii}(:,1),C1{ii}(:,2),'b.')% plot of representative simulated tracks

end

figure(2);

for ii=1:500

plot(M(ii,1:length(tp)),M(ii,length(tp)+1:end),'b.');% plot of representative subpoints

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Fitting Multivariate normal distribution

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

M=M(f==0,:);

mu=mean(M(1:(end−1000),:));%row vector

ga=cov(M(1:(end−1000),:));
Ms=M((end−999):end,:);
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